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I. Introduction
A workshop on “Future Hadron Facilities in the U.S.” was held at the Indiana University
Cyclotron Facility over the period July 6-10.1994. Workshop participation included 52 registrants
from 17 institutions in the United States and from CERN in Europe. This workshop was held
under the auspicesof the Accelerator Physics,Technologies, and Facilities Working Group of the
DPF Long Term Planning Study. This working group operated under the following general
charge:
“The Accelerator Physics, Technologies, and Facilities Working Group will undertake an
assessmentof the current state-of-the-artand foreseeableadvancesin acceleratorfacilities utilized
to support High Energy Physics researchinto the 21st century. The group will attempt to identify
fundamental performance limitations in existing and proposed facilities, to identify avenuesfor
advancement in the implementing technologies, to assessthe promise and prospects of new
acceleratordirections, and to consttuct realistic timetables for achievementof specific performance
milestones.”
The specific goals of the Indiana workshopwere three-fold:
1. To develop defensible parameterlists for a luminosity and/or energy upgrade,to 2x1033cm&c-t and/or 2 x 2 TeV, of the 5 - p collider at Fermilab.
2. To develop a defensibleparameterlist for a 1x1@ cm-‘&c-t, 30 x 30 TeV p - p collider.
3. To identify R&D requirementsfor achievingthe statedparameters.
The two facilities examined were chosenbecausethey were felt to spanthe potential needsof
the U.S. HEP community following the completion of the Main Injector upgrade at Fermilab, and
through and beyond the period of utilization of the LHC in Europe. It was felt that the necessary
R&D required to realize either of thesefacilities would likely provide a strong basis for nearly any
direction that the community wished to move in the realm of hadron facilities over the next twenty
years or so. The work of this meeting tests upon and extends previous studies of higher energy
options in the Tevatron tunnel, as chronicled in the 1988 Snowmass Proceedings, and the
extensivedesign and developmentwork completedat the SSC Laboratory.
Six working groupswere chargedwith identifying the technology issuesrelated to eachof the
potential facilities. The working groupsand their leaderswere:

Magnets
Cryogenics& Vacuum
Antiproton Sources
Injectors
InteractionRegions
Lattice &Beam Dynamics

I. Tompkins
T. Peterson
W. Turner
J. Mariner
R York
S. Peggs
M. Syphers

(Fermilab)
(Fermilab)
(Lawrence Berkeley Lab)
(Fermilab)
(Michigan

State)

(Brookhaven National Lab)
(Brookhaven National Lab)

These groups were assistedby two teams with overall responsibility for coordinating study and
evaluatingparametersfor eachof the two facilities mentionedabove.Thesetwo teamswere:

2 x 2 TeV p - p collider at Fermilab G. Jackson (Fermilab)
R Siemann (Stanford Linear AcceleratorCenter)
30 x 30 TeV p - p collider

A. Chao
(StanfordLinear AcceleratorCenter)
G. Dugan (SSC Laboratory)
M. Haqison (BrookhavenNationalLab)

These proceedingsdescribe a study of options for future hadron facilities in the United States
and identification of the R&D programs that need to be supported if such facilities are to be
realized. The main body of this proceedings is composed of the reports from each of the
coordinating teamsand working groups. Individual contributions to the workshop are included as
Appendices.

II. Historical Perspective
Hadron acceleratorsand storage rings have provided the U.S. HBP program with research
opportunities at the high energy frontier for nearly forty years. Following the invention of the
strong focusing concept in the early 1950’s a series of proton accelerators of ever increasing
energy has been constructed in the United States and Europe. Included in this group are the
Brookhaven Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS); the Proton Synchrotron (PS), the
Intersecting StorageRings (ISR), and Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) at CERN; the proton ring
in the HERA facility at DESY; and the Main Ring and Tevatronacceleratorsat Fermilab. While the
basic acceleratordesign has largely changedonly in scale,advancesin the underlying technology
have allowed a nearly 250-fold increase in the center-of-massenergy achieved in these facilities.
The advent of superconductingmagnets and the invention of stochasticcooling have spurredthe
latest advances.
The highest energy accelerator facility in the world today is the Tevatron at Fermilab. This
facility, the first high energy accelerator ever constructed utilizing superconducting magnets,
providesproton-antiprotoncollisions at 1.8 TeV in the center-of-mass,with a luminosity currently
exceeding 1~103~cmq2sec-l. The construction and operation of the Tevatron made possible
developmentof the concepts of the SuperconductingSuperCollider (SSC) and the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC).
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The constructionof the SSC has beenthe highest priority constructionproject in the U.S. HEP
program over the preceding decade.The construction in Waxahachie, Texas of this project, a
superconducting proton-proton collider operating at a center-of-mass energy of 40 TeV. was
canceledby the U.S. government in the fall of 1993.The cancellation of the SSC hasprompted a
complete reexamination of future options in both the United Statesand abroad, most notably in
Europe. It now appearslikely that the construction of the LIIC will proceedin Europe over the
next ten or so years. This facility, when completed, will provide proton-proton collisions at 14
TeV in the center-or-mass,eclipsing the energy reach of the Fermilab Tevatron early in the next
century.

III. Current State of the Art in Hadron Colliders
The Fermilab Tevatron is the highest energy collider operational in the world today. Protons
and antiprotonscounter-circulatewithin the Tevatron superconductingaccelerator.colliding in two
interaction regions. Collisions at 1.8 TeV in the center-of-massare observedby the “CDF” and
“DO” detectors. The Tevatron was completed in 1983 and represents the first high energy
accelerator constructedutilizing superconductingmagnet technology. The Tevatron is currently
operating with a luminosity in the range 1-1.5x1O31cm-kc-~. Completion of the Fermilab Main
Injector (FMI) project, currently under construction, is expectedto yield a luminosity in the range
5-10xldl cm-2sec-1in the year 1999. The increasein luminosity is primarily relatedto an increase
in the antiproton production rate achievablewith the newly constructedMain Injector accelerator.It
is anticipated that improvements to the Tevatron refrigeration system will allow operation at 2.0
TeV in the center-of-mass during this period. However, further energy enhancements are
deependenton construction of either higher field dipole magnets (presently 4.4 T), or of a larger
circumference tunnel (presently 6280 m), or both. Completion of the FM1 will also afford the
opportunity for a 120 GeV fmed targetprogram concurrentwith collider operations at Fermilab.
The design of the SSC was based on the technology developed in the Fermilab Tevatron.
Proton-proton collisions were to be produced by colliding protons counter-circulating in separate
rings utilizing dipole magnetsoperating at 6.6 T. The total circumferencewas to have been 87 km.
A total energy of 40 TeV in the center-of-mass with a luminosity of 1x1033 cm-%ec-1 was
anticipated.The magnetic dipole field of 6.6 T representeda 50% improvement over the Tevatron
design. This improvement was primarily derived from improved performancein superconducting
cable over the period 1978-1988.‘Ihe design of the magnetsalso showedsignificant advancesover
the Tevatron in the areaof reducedheat leak through advancedcryostatdesign.The new significant
design issuesin the SSC were largely related to the enhancedlevel of synchrotronradiation and to
the achievementof significantly smaller transverseemittancesin the SSCrelative to the Tevatmn.
The superconductingmagnet design for the SSC was fully developedwith technology transfer to
industry underwayat the time of cancellationof the project.
The LHC complex, as currently proposed, is very similar to the SSC except for the smaller
scale.The design energy is 14 TeV in Ihe center-of-masswith a luminosity of 1x1@ cm-?$ec-1.
The LHC is proposedto be constructedin the existing, 27 km, LEP tunnel. The magnet, a two-inone design operatingat 8.7 T. representsa significant extension of the SSC design. Models of this
magnet have beensuccessfully built and tested.If this project proceedsas currently proposedit is
anticipatedthat operationswill commencearoundthe year 2005.

IV. Summary and Recommendations
_ ~Colllder
.
IV.1 Wx2TeV~
Design issuesin the constructionat Fermilab of a 2 x 2 TeV p - p collider, operating at 2xld3
cm-kc-t were studied. Such a facility representsa factor of twenty improvement in luminosity,
and a factor of two energy enhancementover performanceexpectedfollowing the Main Injector
upgrade. It should be noted that the energy and luminosity upgradescan be consideredseparately.
Implementation of the luminosity enhancementsalone would result in the same beam parameters
but one half the luminosity of the full upgrade.
The primary design issue for this facility is the antiproton production/accumulation rate. An
accumulation rate of 9xlOtt -i&our is required to support a luminosity of 2x1033 cm-kc-t. This
representsnearly a factor of twenty beyond the presentperformanceof the Antiproton Sourceat
Fermilab, and a factor of six beyond the performanceexpectedin the Main Injector era In addition
a new facility is required in which up to 1013antiprotons can be stored prior to injection into the
collider. The current accumulation capability of the Antiproton Accumulator is about 2-3x1012
antiprotons. Potential solutions to theseissuesam related to an increasein the number of protons
targeted per hour and increasedcooling bandwidth. At least one, and perhaps two, new rings are
required. Details may be found in the report from the Antiproton Working Group.
Secondary design issuesare related to providing the required magnetic fields and gradients,
and understandingbeam stability and dynamics with large numbersof bunchesin each beam.The
achievement of 2 TeV in the existing Tevatron tunnel requires dipole magnets operating at 8.8 T
and quadrupolesin the interaction regions with gradientsof 210 T/m. The dipole field requited is a
factor of 33% beyond that achievedin the SSC developmentprogram and is comparableto current
achievements in the LHC program. The achievement of this field is not considered a major
challenge. Development of the large aperture,210 T/m quadrupolerepresentsa greaterchallenge.
The development of such a magnet would probably closely parallel the development of the
interaction region quadrupolesrequired for the LHC program. It should be noted that the magnet
design is strongly impacted by the potential need to support a slow extracted beam program at 2
TeV. The decision of whether to include such a performancespecscation would have to be made
fairly early in the developmentprogram
A number of potential issuesrelating to operations with a large number of bunchesdeserve
further study. These include the long range beam-beaminteraction, intrabeam scattering, issues
related to the production and preservationof low emittance,andsingle beam instabilities. Many of
theseissuescould be addressedthrough beam studiesin the Tevatron.
Many of the beam dynamicsissuesreferredto abovecould be amelioratedthrough reductionof
the number of bunches.The motivation for operating with large numbers of bunchesis reduction
of the number of interactions per crossing at the detectors.For example, with a luminosity of
2xld3 cm-&c-t the number of interactionslcrossingseenin the detectorsrangesfrom 2.5 to 17 as
the number of bunches is varied between 750 and 108. It is obvious that a dialog between

acceleratorand detectordesignerswill have to take place early within the developmentalperiod of
such a facility in order to selectthe appropriatenumberof bunches.
For a luminosity upgrade of the Tevatron unaccompaniedby an energy upgradeessentially all
the aboveissuesremain with the exception of thoserelatedto magnetdevelopment.
3Oxu)TeVp - pColl&.
Design conceptsfor a collider operating at an energy a factor of four beyond LHC and a factor
of one-and-a-half beyond the SSC were investigated.While the energy of such a facility is only
50% higher than that planned for the SSC, it was recognized fairly quickly that the design and
operational issues of such a machine would be quite different due to the enhanced role of
synchmtron radiation. A proton collider operating at 30 TeV per beam, with dipole fields of 10 T
or greater would representthe first hadron facility in which the role of synchrotron radiation went
beyond being irrelevant, as at the Tevauon, or a nuisance,as at LHC and SSC. Radiation damping
in a 30x30 TeV collider has a significant impact on the operatingcharacteristics.Every effort must
be taken to understandhow best to utilii synchrotronradiation as an aid for simplifying the design
of the facility.
The number one design issue in such a facility is clearly the dipole magnets.Fields of IO-15 T
are required to keep the size of the ring manageable(where manageablemeansequal to the SSC).
Quadrupoleswith gradients of 250 T/m are required for the interaction regions. Achieving fields
above 10 Twill not be easy. It is felt that 10 T is achievablebut probably representsthe maximum
reach of the currently employed NbTi/cosB technology. Going past 10 T will require new
technology.It is difficult to predict at the moment a rate of developmentfor such technologies.
Synchrotron radiation damping, with damping times of 4-5 hours, is shown to have a
substantial positive impact on the performance of a 30x30 TeV collider. However, one must
remove the heat generated within the cold magnets. The linear heat load for the parameters
describedbelow is three times that being planned for in the LHC. As in the case of the Tevauon
upgradethereis a strong coupling betweenrelaxing the challengesto the acceleratorbuilders at the
expenseof interactions per crossing seenby the experimenters.In thii casefewer bunchesreduces
the magnitudeof the synchrotron radiation heat load problems.For the example given in the 30x30
TeV report, a luminosity of 1~103~ cm-2sec-1is obtained with a bunch spacing of 100 nsec
accompaniedby 60 interactionslcrossing.
Options for staging such a facility, e.g. starting out with lower energy or with a single ring and
proton-antiproton collisions, were not examined in this study. In general one would expect the
luminosity achievableto scale with energy as the energyis lowered (at a fixed circumference),and
the proton-antiproton luminosity to be approximately a factor of ten lower than the proton-proton
IX.%.

IV.3lusions
Upgrading the Fermilab F - p collider complex to either 1x1033cm-&c-t at 1x1 TeV, or to
2x1033cm-&c-t at 2 x 2 TeV is an aggressivegoal. lncmasing the antiproton production rate by a
factor of 6 beyond that anticipated following completion of the Main Injector is the key. Several
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ideas exist for accomplishing this, but none are ~matureat this stage. Further design and
development work are required to generateassuranceof achieving this performance. Long range
beam-beameffects are likely to be important if the Tevatron were configured to run with many
(>lOO) bunchesat high (>lxld3) luminosity. Machine studiesin the Tevatron could shed much
light on this issue.
A proton-protoncollider operatingat 2 60 TeV in the center-of-mass,and with a luminosity of
1~10% cm-2sec-1, is a reasonable goal for the next hadron facility following the LHC. The
possibility of utiliximg synchrotron radiation emittance damping to enhancethe performance, and
simplify the construction,of a next generationhadron collider looks promising enough to warrant
further attention. An operating energy in the range of 25 - 40 TeWbeam would require 12.5 f 3 T
dipoles. As in all high energy hadron facilities, magnets are the key. A reinvigorated U.S.
superconductingmagnet R&D program will be needed to support these aims. Facility cost will
clearly be a significant design consideration and needsto be integratedinto thinking on even the
most preliminary designs. Cost minimization through simplification of injector performance
specifications, utilization of existing facilities and infrastructure, optimization of fabrication and
procurementstrategies,and staging all deserveconsiderablethought.
There is a real tradeoff betweenrelaxation of acceleratorparametersand increasingthe number
of interactions per crossingin each of thesefacilities. There must be a close interaction between
acceleratorand detectordesignersto identify an optimum bunchspacing.
. ..
TV.4 R&D
Superconductingmagnets are the enabling technology for high energy hadron colliders. As
such the highest priority for the future of hadron facilities in the U.S. is the reassemblyof a U.S.
superconducting magnet R&D program. This effort should be broad based, utilizing the
considerable expertise still resident in a number of the high energy labs. with an emphasis on
conductor developmentand new magnet designs. The goals of such a program might be: 1)the
development of a 9-10 T dipole magnet based on NbTi technology; 2)the development of high
quality quadrupoleswith gradients in the range 250-300 T/m; and 3)initiation of R&D activities
aimed at moving beyondthe existing technology as appearsto be requiredfor the developmentof a
magnetoperatingat 12-15T.
The key to increasingthe luminosity of the Tevatron proton-antiprotoncollider has been, and
will continue to be, increasing the antiproton production rate..Development of *his capability
deservescontinuing support Issuesthat need to be addressedinclude: 1)targeting of up to 3~10~3
120 GeV protons every 1.5 seconds;2)the development of 8-16 GHz stochasticcooling systems;
3)developmentof new conceptsfor storing large numbers(at least 1013)of antiprotons.
Significant participation in the LHC project could be a valuableand important componentof a
U.S. program for hadron collider R&D. Such participation would be most valuable if targeted
toward those areas which represent the greatest challenges in moving toward the future, for
example superconductingmagnet and beam tube vacuum technology. In addition to making a
worthwhile contribution to the LHC and world wide high energyphysicseffort, such participation
would be an important ingredient in maintaining the vitality of the U.S. acceleratorscientific and
engineeringcommunity.

New ideas for overall systemsdesignsof energy/luminosity upgradesof the Tevatron complex
and of constructionof a 60 TeV collider facility, sometime following completion of the LHC, need
to be pursued. These facilities represent the future of hadron facilities in the U.S. While the
accelerator physics community anticipates that final decisions on specific directions will be
determined within the wider U.S. HEP community based on physics considerations, vigorous
activity on the fronts listed abovewill provide the most effective mechanismfor assuringthat our
community is given the opportunity to pursuehadron physics in the future.
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In this report we summarize the basic conceptual ideas that were developed during the
workshop. Using 30 TeV as an example we looked at the potential consequencesof a hadron
collider where synchrotron radiation was sufficient to produce signiticant emittance damping.
The machine footprint was “SSC -like” and consisted of two interaction regions and two arc
sections. The de&d luminosity regime was -1034 cm-2 s-t in a proton-proton, 2-in-l magnet
environment. No detailed parameter adjustment was made to achieve any exact performance
goals however,interest was focused more on the consequencesof parametricvariations.
Optimization.9

Synchrotronradiation, broadly speaking, produces two main issues. Emittance damping
which results in enhancedbeam phase space densit;, and is a positive attribute, and radiated
power into the bore tube producing vacuum and coolmg connplications. The conceptual goal of
this study involved utilizing the former while mitigating the: latter in what we perceive to be a
reasonablefashion.
The synchrotron radiation damping rate is determined by the collision energy and the
dipole field, thus for a fixed set of these parameters the factor linking the damping rate to the
radiated power is the number of circulating protons in the machine. Minimizmg the circulating
current for a fixed luminosity argues for lower beta-star at the IP and increased bunch
spacing/intensities. The maximum luminosity for a fixed circulating current is obtained by
increasing the bunch intensity and bunch spacing. This can be accomplished by a bunch
coalescing in the injector chain. The practical limits to this exercise are determined by the
experimentalconsequencesof the increasednumber of eventsper bunch crossmg. Ano.therissue
which becomesimportant for low beam currents, is particle burn-off at the IR’s. S!gmficant
particle bum-off results in short luminosity lifetimes which pushesthe machine operation in the
direction of short store lengths. This in turn requires a relatively rapid cyclmg injector.
On the positive side, significant emittance damping providesluminosity enhancementand
may also result in less sensitivity to emittance growth arising from the beam-beaminteraction i.e.
increase the tolerable tune shift limit. Insensitivity to many of the traditional sources of
emittance growth in hadron colliders can be expected to result in slackening of tolerances in
many areasand thus a simpler, cheaper and more robust machine. Integrated luminosity is not
strongly correlated to the initial beam size which simplifies.the injector complex. Since
significant emittance growth can be accepted during the injection cycle, field quality
requirements on the arc magnets ( invariably defined by low energy criteria ) can be relaxed.
Likewise, less sensitivity to persistent and eddy current phenomena,can be used to increase the
dynamic range of the machine energy to simplify the injector specifications. Similarly, beam
transfer issues are less complicated with a lack of stringent emittance growth requirements.
Matching, kicker specifications and damping systems will all benefit. lnstnnnenta~on is helped
by ( relatively speaking ) large beam sizes at injection and significant photon ermssronat high
energies. Emittance growth due to vibration effects and power supply notse m the arcs will be
ameliorated by the emittance damping, maintaining beam collisions must stall be assured
however. Reduced circulating beam currents also result in less stored energy in the beams,
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which, while still a very difficult issue,is less of a challenge than might have been expected from
a straightforward scaling of LHC/SSC parameters.
Parameters
A partial parameter list for a 30 x

30 TeV machine is shown below :-

Collision Energy
lnjcction Energy
#of IR’S
Dipole field
Ciiumfcrence
Y of dipoles

30 TeV
1 TeV
2
125T(lOTJ
-6okm(-8okm)
3335

initial transverseemittancc- collisions
initial transverseemittance- injection
initial longitudinal emittance

1.5 II mm-mtad rms (x&y )
1.0 n mm-mrad rms (x&y )
0.5 eV-a mu

rf frequency
d voltage
bunch length

3ahm.z
25MV
4cmrms

bunch intensity
Wbunches
bunch spacing
number of events/crossing
revolution frcqucncy
initial beamlifetime -burn off

2.4 El0
2030
30m(lCOns)
90 (60 mb tot. met. X-section )
5kHz
16br

initial Av beam-beambead-onI IR
crossing angle
initial Av long-range/ lR
beta-star

0.002

syn. radiation power I length I ring
total syn. radiation power / ring
syn. radiation damping time initial
storedenergy/beam

0.56 W/m
29 kW
4.7 br ( FOE0 lattice ) bansverSe
2.3 br longitudinal
23Oh4J

Filling time/ring
Injector cycle time
Acceleration time
Injection dipole field

-1Omin
- 1 mitt
-5min
0.4 T

i%e
20 cm

The collision energy of 30 TeV was chosen purely to illustrate the potentialeonsequences
of operating a hadron machine in a radiation damping regime. It shouldbe emphastzedthat there

is an energy window where this behavior applies and is correlated to the assumeddipole field. If
the machine energy is too low then the damping is insufficient to be useful. If the energy is too
high then the radiated power becomes prohibitive for the cryogemc magnets. The inJection
energy is defined by the somewhat arbitrary choice of collision energy together with a chorce of
3O:l for the dynamic range which seemsreasonablewith an allowance for 50% emittancegro\tnh
at flat bottom. The dipole field of 12.5 T was chosen as a representation of next generation
superconducting magnets, though as we demonstrate, a range of dipole.flelds can ,be
accommodated in this approach. A marginal parameter remix can produce smular machme

characteristicswith lower dipole fields as can non - FODO lattices. The desired injector beam
emittance of 1 I[ mm-m& rms was taken from the SSC injector chain specifications somewhat
arbitrarily. As alluded to in the next section, the luminosity evolution is relatively insensitive to
initial emittance values. The criteria for injected beam parameterswould appearto be setby the
somewhatless demanding requirement that beam should stay in the machine for the - 30 minute
fdling time rather than any emittance specifications. Since this is difficult to quantify in the shott
time period of a workshop we chose the SSC - like parameters. The 20 cm beta-star was picked
to be the lowest value that the IR working group deemed realistic. The r-f parameters were
picked to deliver a bunch length consistentwith the beta-starvalue.
The total beam current was loosely defined by the desire to produce an - 8 hr optimum
store length. The bunch intensity, bunch spacing and hence number of bunches was influenced
by stability considerations and the projected 90 events per bunch crossmg at maximum
luminosity. It would appearthat the LHC with 16 eventsper crossing has removed the qption of
event by event vertex reconstruction from the detectors. We have pushedthusharder. Smcethis
is one of the more controversial aspectsof this design we expect further discussion on this point.
Every cloud is reputed to have a silver lining, and the increased beam granularity does provide
much more time between crossingsfor trigger processingthan the LHC, for example.
The initial beam-beam tune shift is relatively benign but does increaseduring the store.
We assumeda tolerable tune shift limit of - 0.03 which is a modest increase on the 0.02-0.025
achievedtoday.
A crucial parameter in this conceptual exercise is the radiated beam power per unit
length. We chosea value of 0.6W/m which is approximately a threefold increaseover the LHC.
At this level a bore tube liner is necessarybut vacuum issuesarising from the desorbedgasesafe
certainly tractable as are cryogenic problems associatedwith the heat removal. As discussedin
the vacuum/cryogenic section of this workshop report power densities as high as 3 W/m could be
handled with increased complexity in the various systems and beam conditioning scenarios.
Since there is almost a straight trade-off betweeneventsper crossing and radiated power, and the
situation with respectto either issue is complicated we imagine further discussionson this point.
The injector cycle time and the machine acceleration time are determined by the short
store regime and correspond to the present Tevatron cycle time and a ramp rate of about 20%
that of the Tevatron.
Operating Characteristics
The operating characteristics of this machine show, not surprisingly, more dynamic
variation than present day hadron colliders i.e. more electron like behavior. Figures 1 a -> d
show an analytic estimate of the time evolution of the transverseemittance, bunch intensity,
luminosity, and head-on beam-beamtune shift In obtaining theseresults we have assumedno
emittance growth mechanisms. The luminosity rises from an initial value of - 5 x 1033to - 1034
over a period of - 4 hr and then slowly falls again in a more or less symmetric fashion. The peak
to averageluminosity is a healthy 70% acrossthis time span. During the 8 hr storagepenod the
bunch intensity falls by a factor of 5 and the transverse emittance shrinks by an order of
magnitude. The head-on tune shift increaseswith bunch density to - O.Ol/IR but this is partially
compensatedby the reduction in long range tune shift which is not shown. The qmte rapid fall in
initial emittance intuitively leads one to suspectthat the integrated luminosity is not strongly
correlated to the assumedvalue for initial transverseemittance and other runs, not shown here,
confirmed this. One interesting fact did emergefrom this superIicia1exercise; initial emittances
significantly less the 1 x result in a rapid saturationof the relaxed beam-beamtune shift limit i.e.
this machine does not like very densebeams !
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Other runs were performed with the same parameters using a 10T dipole field ( 80 km
circumference) and the results are shown in figures 2 a ->d. With the reduceddamping rate Fe
luminosity peaks at a lower value and the optimum store length is longer Prt the same basic
features are evident albeit at d -40% loss of performance. The lack of sensltlvity to the dipole
operating field is a healthy attribute given that we chose to use a “dipole” that 1sbeyond the state
of the art today. While thesesimulations were performed using a straight forward FODO lattice
in the arc sections, the lattice working group demonstrated during the workshpp enhanced
damping lattices by manipulating the partition functions through the use of combined function
magnets. Changing the partition functions from a FODO-like Jx = J = l..O,fz = 2.0, to a more
desirable Jx = J, = 1.5, Jz = 1.0, then the performance of the 10T matii ne IS vu?ta.lly identical to
a 12T one. Other techniques to enhance the damping rate such as operatmg with a small
momentum offset are also potentially attractive from this point of view.
Since we are relying for luminosity on the increased phase space density to counter
balance the loss of bunch intensity, it is natural to be concerned about the effect of emittance
dilution mechanisms. It is evident from the figures that a beam emittance which asymptotically
approacheszero is non physical in the limit, and a more rational simulation would mclude beam
heating mechanisms where the equilibrium beam emittance is defined by thy b$ance between
heating and cooling. Intra-beam scattering ( IBS ) is such a heating term whtch mcreaseswith
increasing beam density. A first estimate of the impact of IBS was made by including a
parameter&l IBS heating term in a self-consistentway. These resultscan be comp.aredto those
of figure 1 ( a different calculation ). As expected, there is little effect at the begmning of the
store when the beam size is large, but it becomes progressively more important as the beam
shrinks. The peak luminosity is reduced by -20% and instantaneousluminosity falls off faster
after the peak value with the transverseemittance approaching an asymptotic value of - 0.15x .
This results in a 20% decreasein integrated luminosity over a 10 hr period. Maiytaining the
longitudinal emittance at it’s initial value of 0.5 eV-s by beam heating halves $1~ decrease.
While the effect of IBS is significant the overall featuresof the storeevolution are sunilar.
Observations

Since magnetsare a crucial and dominant feature of any acceleratorin this energy regime
it is appropriate to include some observations on this topic which are not sqictly related to
machine performance. While our basic machine model assumeda 12.5 T &pole it kcame
apparentduring the workshop that there is no threshold field necessaryto enter the regtme of
usable emittance damping. All things being equal, the biggest impact on synchroeon radiation
emission is operating energy, which produces the somewhat interesting observation that for a
constantdamping rate, the lower the dipole field the higher the operatingenergy, and vice versa.
Alternatively, for a desired operating energy there is a maximum dipole !lFld beyond which
radiated power becomesprohibitive. These factors together with f&al rea,lrtleswould indicate
that optimistic but otherwise reasonablepeople would conclude that &poles m the range of 9 - 15
T and a machine energy of 25 - 40 TeV can be made to fit into the basic conceptual framework
outlined here. Beyond this regime a different approachis called for.
Magnet aperture and field quality are related quantities. As discussed in the other
workshop reports, at the back-of-an-envelope level, a 5 cm magnet aperture would appear to
suffice, including the needsof bore tube liners. Since field quality in the arc regions is invariably
defined by the low energy performanceof the magnets, the short dwell time ( 20 min ) and 50%
allowance for emittance growth in this model should permit a relaxation of SSC-lie field quality
specifications ( factor of 3 ? ) which in turn will reduce magnet costs. A 2-in-l magnet style ts
also preferredfor both cost implications and simplifications in the IR regions when the beamsare
brought into collision.
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The use.of high Tc superconductorsfor the magnets does not appear to be necessaryto
achieve the magnet performancealluded to here. An elevated operating temperature( 1.0- 15K
say ) while not necessaryis still highly desirable. The bore tube liner could becomepassrvewith
no dedicated cooling circuits, a greater allowable temperature fluctuation across the magnet
strings greatly simplifies the cryogenic system, as does the removal of radiated power at the
higher temperature. Cryogenic operating costs are also reduced. High Tc materials also raise the
possibility of permitting an increasein the tolerable synchrotmn radiation power density in the
magnets i.e. a potential increasein luminosity. Since theseitems are, in principle, quantifiable,
the basic elementsfor a cost/benefitstudy of a high Tc magnet R&D program are available.
Conclusions
The possibility of utilizing synchrotron radiation emittance damping to enhance the
performance, and simplify the construction, of a next generationhadron collider looks promising
enough to warrant further attention. An operating energy in the range of 25 - 40 TeV would
require 12.5 f 3 T dipoles. Someform of magnet R&D program will be neededto support these
aims.
The authors would like to thank the workshop organizers, the host institution, and the
other working groups, for providing the impetus and facilities to embark on a speculativeventure
like this. This was a fun workshop.
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Figure 1: Parasitic beam-beam interaction. The tune shift of a zero amplitude particle and
the tune spreadfor particles with 2cr amplitudes of oscillation. These are normahzed to the
head-on beam-beamtune shift. D is the center-to-centerseparationand u is the RMS beam
size.
The major elements of an upgrade to the 2x2 TeV collider are some additional
accelerators to substantially increase the anti-proton production rate and a new
superconductingring replacing the existing Tevatron. The improvements of the anti-proton
production rate could be done without replacing the Tevatron giving a high luminosity 1x1
TeV collider.
Original DiTevalron Parameter

A crossing angle of 120 prad is used to separatethe beams at the
interaction regions. After that, electrostaticseparatorsare neededto establish spiral orbits in
the arcs to avoid other unwanted conditions. These separatorsmust be placed where the
appropriate p-function is large and points are needed with 900 phase advance between
horizontal and vertical. A lattice needsto be developed that satisfies these criteria with a
footprint consistentwith the Tevatron tunnel, possibly with minor modifications.
Beam Inrensiry: There are 1500 parasitic collisions. The tune shift of a zero
amplitude particle and the tune spreadfor particles with oscillation amplitudes up to 2a are
plotted in Figure 1. These are normalized to the head-on tune-shift, and the approximation
has been made that the beams are round at the parasitic crossing point. Bunches are
separatedby D/a = 4 - 5 in presentTevatron operation where there am 10 parasitic collisions
and no significant problems observed from them. Keeping the same ratio of parasitic to
head-on tune spread,the separation should become D/o - 15 - 20. Since the emittance and
energy spreadare smaller in the DiTevatron, the beam size is smaller, and roughly the same
center-to-centerseparationas used at presentshould be adequatefor this consideration.
The averagetune shift is more of a problem becausethere am a number of effects that
cannot be compensatedby changing the lattice tune. These include the difference in proton
and p tunes, approximately 0.014 t~gD2 per parasitic collision, and rapidly changing tunes
Tevatron Lattice:
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A goal of this workshop was preliminary evaluation of a high luminosity 2x2 TeV
collider in the Tevatron tunnel. The parametersthat were distributed at the beginning of the
workshop and were the focus of much of the discussionare given in Table I in the “Original
DiTevatron” column. The peak luminosity would be L - 2x1033 crns2sm1
achieved with 750
bunches spaced19 nsec apart. There would be 2.5 interactions per crossing in the particle
physics detectorsassuming a 45 mb cross section. Some of the problems with the original
parameters discovered during the workshop could be solved by reducing the number of
bunchesat the cost of increasing the interactions per crossing to 17. These are given in the
“Moditied DiTevatron” column. The parametersfor the 1992/93 Tevatron run and the first
run planned with the Main Injector are given in Table I for comparison.
Table I: TEVATRON PARAMETERS
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during injection of the opposing beam. A theoretical analysis is needed, and the effects of
parasitic collisions should be studied experimentally by looking at the behavior of an antiproton bunch in the presenceof a fixed target proton beam .
The averageproton current is comparable to the beam usedin fixed target operation.
Coupled bunch instabilities have been observed there, and they have been cured by careful
tuning of cavity higher mode frequencies. In addition, reducing the higher mode Q’s could
be used as a cure also, and the averagecurrent doesnot presenta problem.
The single bunch longitudinal and transverseinstability limits have been estimated,
and the longitudinal microwave instability sets the impedance limit. The high frequency
impedance limit is 2 I n 5 2R which is be comparedwith the estimatedTevatron impedance,
Z/ n I 5R. The new collider ring will have to have a lower impedance.,and the microwave
instability seemsto be a performancelimit for upgradesthat do not replace the Tevatron. Of
course, this can be studied experimentally.
The emittance growth rate due to intrabeam scattering has been estimated in two
ways. A 2 hour horizontal emittance growth time was calculated by scaling from the SSC,r
and a growth time an order of magnitude longer was found using approximations in the
original Piwinski referenoz2 If the first result was correct, intrabeam scattering would
dominate the luminosity lifetime and it would be unacceptably short. The disagreement
between the calculations is due to strong dependenceon lattice functions which are not
known, and a better calculation must be performed when they are.
Magnets: The 8.8 T dipole magnet technology that is needed for the DiTevatron
remains to be proved, but this should be done soon as part of LHC development. The good
field aperture may have to be comparable to that of the present Tevatron. 4.5 cm dia., to
allow adequateseparation at parasitic crossing points. SSC magnets could be run at low
temperature to test the feasibility of those magnetsfor producing 8.8 T, but they do not have
sufficient good field aperture. A design iteration addressingfield quality had been planned
as part of SSC development.
A gradient of 150 T/m is required for the lattice quadrupoles is comparable to the
present Fermilab IR quad gradient of 140 T/m and the SSC lattice quadrupole gradient of
220 T/m. Scaling of presentTevatron lattice would require IR quadrupole gradients of 280
T/m. This is not feasible, but this is not a problem since the design f3* = 25 cm has been
reached in lattice designs with a lower gradient of 210 T/m. Accommodating the
electrostatic separatorsis a mom serious issue.
Vacuum: The critical energy for a 2 TeV proton beam in an 8.8 T magnetic field is
3.8 eV which is close to the work function of many metals. Desorption rates have not been
measuredfor theseenergies,so the impact on the vacuum systemis not clear.
Low Eminance Proton Source: The presentperformance of the Fermilab Booster is
that it accelerates batches of 84 bunches with a single bunch intensity of 4x1010 and
longitudinal and transverseemittancesof 0.08 eV-set and 10 rt mm-mrad. respectively. The
intensity must be higher and the transverseemittance lower for the DiTevatron, and the space
charge tune shift in the Booster would be a factor of 2 - 3 times higher. This cannot be
achieved with the presentlinac, and the linac energy would have to be raised to roughly 0.8 1 GeV to avoid emittance degradation from spacecharge. The space charge tune shift at
injection to the Main Injector is low, and that should not presenta problem.

Modifications to the Fermilab ion sourceand low energy beam optics are neededfor
the low transverseemittance. The requirements are within the rangesof developmentsfor
the SSC.
Anti-Proton Productin

The p stacking rate is 5xlOlOihour at the presenttime, and this must be increasedto
1012lhour for high luminosity. The consensusof the anti-proton source group was that at
least two additional accelerators for manipulating the I5 phase space, cooling and
accumulating F s would be required. Common features of the sources considered are: i)
stochastic cooling iu the present Accumulator ring, ii) followed by additional stacking in a
new, high energy accumulator ring; iii) p recovery from the previous collider store which
gives some flexibility in store length; and iv) an 8 - 16 GHz cooling system. The differences
between approacheswere: i) the role of the present Debuncher ring in a new p source,ii)
whether one or six 84-bunch Booster batchesof Main Injector beam were targeted,iii) proton
beam manipulations before targeting, iv) targeting, and v) anti-proton manipulations after
targeting.
The different approachesare detailed in the report from the anti-proton sourcegroup.
All of them have advantages and drawbacks, and none is developed sufficiently to judge
feasibility, reliability and cost. The viability of a high luminosity collider in the Tevatron
tunnel depends on developing an adequate p source, and the research and development
associatedwith that is crucial.
Modifid

DiTevatron Parameters

The original parameters had 750 bunchesto get a small number of interactions per
crossing. With a limit on p production, the transverseemittance must be small for high
luminosity and the longitudinal emittance must be small for the short bunch needed for
crossing at an angle. These considerationslead to a high proton phasespacedensity and the
dominant problems of the original parameterlist: spacecharge tune shift at injection into the
Booster and intrabeam scattering (which needsto be checked as discussedabove).
The modified parameters are for 108 bunches. Longitudinal coalescing could be
used, as it is now, to reduce the space charge tune shift in the Booster, and the larger
emittances make intrabeam scattering unimportant.
The situation with parasitic beam-beamcollisions does not change substantially.
While the number of parasitic collisions is reducedby a factor of 7, the beam sixesare larger,
and the required separationcould be larger althoughD/o is smaller.
Conclusions

This workshop was helpful for identifying potential problems and suggestingareasof
research. The most important ones are:
I. Anti-proton production is the key to high luminosity in the Tevatron. No fatal flaws
were found in the approachesconsidered,but becauseof their preliminary nature, the
trade-offs, costs, and potential impact on the Main Injector fixed target program, they
need to be evaluatedcarefully.
II. Parasitic beam-beaminteractions would producesubstantial tune shifts and tune spreads
because of the large number of bunches in either case. The parasitic beam-beam
interaction needsto be studied theoretically and experimentally to evaluate the impact.
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The required separation will determine the required good field aperture and magnet
costs.
III. The two DiTevatron parameter lists are contrasted by the number of interactions per
cmssing and phasespacedensity of the proton beam. If the intrabcam scattering lifetime
is as short ascalculated by scaling from the SSC. the original list is flawed. If that is not
the case,a linac energy increase.and modifications to the low energy portion of the linac
would be required for the phasespacedensity in the original list. The modified list does
not havetheseacceleratorphysics problems, but doeshave 17 interactions per crossing.
That needsto be consideredby experimenters.
Finally, a comparison of the DiTevatron parameterswith the actual performance in
1992/1993showsthat a 2x2 TeV high luminosity collider in the Tevatron tunnel would be a
substantial extension of the 199211993performance. Fortunately, experiments are possible
to test many aspects of the design, clarify the issues we have raised, and provide an
opportunity to see unexpected ones. A concerted experimental effort would be a wise
investment
1 SW Central DesignGroup,Q,
2 A. Piwimki. Bar. 9th ht. Conf.,

SSC-SR-2020(1986).
405 (1974).
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Overview
Prior to the Iu meeting, a one and one half day workshop, organized by J. Strait
(FNAL), was held at Fermilab on June 6 and 7, 1994. Thirty to forty people attended the
various sessions and were pied at times via teleconference, by participants at the University
of Wisconsin, BNL, LBL, KEK, and American Superconductor Corp. Members of the ‘magnet
community’, who were not able to attend the IU meeting due to schedule conflicts, were able to
attend the earlier Fermilab session. The meeting was organized around discussion groups
typically begun with presentations by the group leaders. Particularly useful talks on the status
of various conductor materials were given by Prof. D. Larbalestier (U. Wise.), and R. ScanIan
(LBL). In addition to magnet design and conductor issues, talk on cryogenics and machine
physics issues were presented by Fermilab staff. A copy of the agenda is attached to this
report.
At the IUCF workshop, a smaller group co_ncentrated on further developing approaches
to the two conceptual colliders: the 2X2 TeV pp collider and the 30X30 TeV pp collider.
Interaction with the synthesizers and accelerator physics subgroups for the two machines was
considerable. Joint sessions were held with both the cryogenics and IR subgroups; a talk was
given by P. McIntyre (Texas A&M University) presenting a novel design for a high field, Nb3Sn
‘pipe magnet’ for use in accelerators.
The fist day of the workshop was spent discussing details of the 2X2 TeV machine.
The 8.8 Tesla field strength for the arc dipoles listed in the parameters could be achieved by an
SSC-like dipole with some modifications for field quality (cross section iteration, additional
iron to reduce saturation effects, etc. ) at 1.8K. A summary of issues and the R&D necessary to
resolve them was developed.
The workshop’s second day fished up consideration of the 2X2 TeV machine and
proceeded to discuss the 30X30 TeV collider; these discussions continued through the third day
of the workshop.
A critical concern was the nominal time of ten years allotted before
construction of the machine was to begin. Based on Tevatron and SSC experience with NbTi
conductor-based magnets, it was felt that the goal of a production ready, 12.5 Tesla field
strength dipole could not be met within that time period. To achieve field strengths in the
range of 12.5 Tesla or higher, it would be necessary to employ a different conductor, most likely
Nb3.Q or even extrapolate to the use of high temperature superconductors (HTS). Conductors
made of these materials have yet to demonstrate the properties necessary for accelerator
magnets, such as low losses, low harmonic content, high Jc, and ductility. At present, the cost
(by weight) of these materials is estimated to be from three to ten times that of the NbTi alloy.
If is clear that there are too mny technical uncertainties to be able to reliably predict success
within t/u IO year period. However, a significant investment in conductor development must
begin now to determine if it is possible to meet requirements for high field accelerator magnets.
Based on the daunting conductor issues raised, the group decided to separate the 30X30
TeV collider discussions into two models: a ‘low field’ version employing -10 Tesla dipoles
which could be made of ‘conventional’ NbTi (or NbTiTa) superconductor, and a ‘high field’
(512.5 Tesla) version - favored by our accelerator physics colleagues - postulating magnets
employing ‘non-conventional’ conductors such as NbJsn or HTS. For the high field hypothesis,
we assume an extended development time of more than ten years with early emphasis on
conductor R&D. We note that it had been suggested in the preliminary workshop (P. Mantsch,
FNAL) that the cost effective solution to a 30X30 TeV machine might lie with designs utilizing
an even lower central field value than the 10 Tesla option when the latest cost information is
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used*. We did not explicitly pursue this option during the workshop, but it is consistent with
our low field approach.
The design of the intersection region (IR) quadrupoles poses special problems for all of
the colliders: they require gradients on the order of 250 T/m, have high heat loads from energy
deposited by interaction products, and must withstand high radiation loads. Consideration of
the issues for lR quadrupoles took place on the fourth day of the workshop.
While ru)t an explicit goal of this workshop, we attempted to list areas of cost tradeoff
for an overall minimization of the machine cost. A partial list of quasi-‘design independent’
magnet features was developed to be studied for cost impact and reduction as well as tradeoffs
between magnet performance parameters and cryogenic system costs, including synchrotron
radiation liner (or ‘beam screen’) design and operating temperatore. The liner and cryogenic
issues will be d&cussed by the Cryogenics working group.
Filly,
a few sage words were written to express general concerns and principles for
proceeding with any significant superconducting magnet program as part of a new machine.
These general principles should be viewed as a part of a framework in which to develop a
detailed design and proceed with its implementation.
This summary is organized as follows: the first section presents the general overview
statem-mts concerning magnet R&D, followed by a relatively detailed discussion of the 2X2
TeV pp collider in the second section. The third section discusses the 30X30 TeV pp collider,
with ‘low’ and ‘high’ field magnet versions, while ‘generic R&D’ for superconducting magnets
is discussed in the fourth section. A brief discussion of the R&D challenges facing quadrupoles
is presented in section five and a brief discussion of overall cost saving approaches is given in
the last section.

1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Superconducting magnets are the most costly subsystem of the hadron colliders being
considered and any design effort must address the cost issue from its onset. ‘Ihe cost derives from
many significant areas, including materials, design choices, requirements, and tradeoffs among
various subsystems. We attempt, in this brief section, to discussing general approaches to
magnet (and collider) development. We consciously use a series of terms that are somewhat
worn by overuse and/or applied without intelligence: it is our intent to use the approaches
suggested by these terms as tools not ends in tfremselves.
A ‘concurrent engineering’ approach must be employed which actively considers
quality, production, reliability, and maintainability issues - in addition to complex technical
requirements - early in the design process. Specifically, ‘production engineering’ should be
involved in the design effort at the earliest practical junctore. By this we mean that the design
should be developed with manufacturability as one of the requirements: efforts should be made
to reduce cost and complexity while meeting technical constraints. We must avoid the situation
where a technically successfol design is turned over to a production organization that then must
make design changes to reduce cost.
Tradeoffs between different systems and cost phases of a collider must be considered.
The cost goal of the entire project-magnets for the superconducting machines, cryogenic systems,
t We allude to the reported significant cost savings realized in the SSC tunnel construction.
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accelerator systems, conventional construction, etc. - should be to minimize the total LIFETIME
costs of the machime. Le., one cannot minimize projects costs to the detriment of operating costs,
nor create local subsystem cost minima independent of cost impact in other systems.
‘Value engineering’ methodologies should be employed early in the overall machine
design process to provide a framework for constant focus on cost saving and cooperative design
efforts.
Industry should be involved early in the design process. We must determine how to
encourage industrial partnership, while controlling cost, near the beginning of the magnet
program to develop a design jointly. This would avoid the difficulty of simultaneously
transferring technology while building facilities, tooling, etc. under severe schedule and cost
constraints. Given the complicated set of restrictions that govern procurements, this approach
requires careful, creative thinking with support and encouragement both from industry and our
funding agencitx
The R&D required for the 2X2 TeV machine is relatively small and narrowly focused
for the magnets and conductor. A program could be laid out almost immediately and pursued
with a relatively small amount of funding,
The 30X30 TeV machine is a different sitiation.
Development efforts with modest
funding must begin w
to resolve the many
R&D
issues
that have been identified. &?
. .
mthisis
vital to the conductor development where a host of issues must be resolved for the high field
magnet designs. Magnet R&D must begin immediately and it should be broadly based but
coordinated anmng the participating insfitutions: a detailed R&D plan should be developed as
’ an outcome of this workshop. Too often in the past magnet R&D has been strictly tied to the
needs of a particular machine, dictated by early, limited design choices, and constrained by
tight schedules. Development of new materials for accelerator magnet applications and new
and innovative magnet designs should be part of a broader, ongoing research program.

IL THE 2X2 TEV MACHINE
The 2X2 TeV pp collider requires single aperture dipoles with a field strength of 8.8
Tesla. The dipoles must provide a ‘good field region’ of between 20 and 4Omm depending on
assumptions about potential fixed target operation and machine physics issues. We assert that
the superconducting dipoles built for the SSC, with relatively minor design modifications could
be the basis for the dipoles required for this collider operating at 1.8K. We discuss the status of
the SSC dipoles and the development needed for application to the 2X2 collider in some detail
below.

During 1991 and 1992, twenty three, S-cm bore, 15-m long dipoles were constructed and
tested at BNL and FNAL. This set of magnets is generically referred to as “ASST magnets”,
because a subset were used in the ASST string test at SSCL. The successful test program
demonstrated that acceptable Collider magnets could be built, using several different
co”stlucti0” options.
These dipoles were designed to produce a central field of 6.6 T at 4.35 K with a
comfortable engineering margin. One magnet, DCA322, was also tested in superfluid helium at
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1.8 K, with a first training quench at 9780A and a plateau above 9900At While this gives us
confidence in the basic soundness of the design, engineering modifications are nevertheless
needed before 400 such magnets would be expected to reach 8.8 T reliably and reproducibly. We
would also expect modifications to be required before the field quality at 8.8 T is acceptable.
Finally, we would m-examine engineering decisions taken some years ago that might now be
resolved differently in the light of more recent information, resulting in a net saving to the
project.
We did not prepare an estimate of time, manpower or money to accomplish these tasks.
Although most of the necessary resources existed at SSCL a year ago, these are dissipating
rapidly. An immediate task, then, would be to locate the necessary resources. If these exist,
and if the initial development steps discussed below are conducted in parallel, it is not
unreasonable to expect that prototype dipoles could be in test within hvo years.
Development Issues:

An operating field of 8.8 T with a margin requirement similar to that of the SSC,
roughly ten per cent, translates to quench limit of nearly 1OT. We must investigate the
mechanics of the two variants (PNAL & BNL) of the SSC ASST dipole design to determine
suitability for the nearly doubled forces at the higher operating field. To achieve the roughly
1OT field level, the conductor should be examined to see if a small amount of additional
development can translate into higher Jc.
Finite element models of the dipole exist and have been used for detailed studies of
various mechanical options. These results, together with existing experimental data, should be
used to select a collar material, yoke split direction, collar/yoke interference. The same inputs
should be used as a basis for any necessary engineering modifications to the cold mass cross
section, e.g. changing the thickness of the helium shell. Thus it should not be necessary to build
or test new model magnets prior to settling these issues, although it will eventually be
necessary to build magnets to verify the decisions.
Several existing long magnets should be tested at 1.8 K. These tests will increase our
confidence in the soundness of the basic design, provide data to be used in quench protection
studies, and provide data on the field quality of the present design at high field.
It is likely that magnet performance at 1.8 K, 8.8 T will be enhanced if a conductor is
used that has higher critical current than at present. Thus, developmental quantities of
NbTiTa, and APC-NbTi should be acquired, and tested in model magnets. These conductors
would be scheduled to replace the preent conductor during prototype testing.
We recommend a 42-mm inner diameter for the copper plated bore tube. Wall thickness
and material need to be specified from a consideration of magnetic properties and of loads
applied during a quench.

t We note that DC&322 did not reach quench plateaus at 3.OK and 2SK; however, its quench
current increased nearly 1OOOAwhen operated at superfluid temperatures. Two current ramps
exceeded 99oOAwithout quenching.
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The field quality discussion includes the following topics: systematic values of
allowed and un-allowed multipoles, random variation (arms) of multipoles, persistent current
effects at injection fields, and saturation effects at the operating field level. Also, AC loss and
ramp rate performance need to be considered. The systematic values of multipoles are largely
determined by coil cross section design; random variation is influenced by fabrication processes
and materials. The persistent current effects are dominated by the conductor design and Jc,
while saturation is governed by the iron yoke and cold mass position withii the cryostat. We
discuss these field quality issues below.
The SSCmagnet multipoles are quoted at a reference radius of 10 mm, which is 2/S of
the bore radius while the Tevatron multipoles are evaluated at a reference radius of 25 mm,
which is 2/3 the bore radius. We assume that the SSC dipoles would be acceptable if they
produce field quality at 2/3 of their radius, or 16 mm, at least equal to that pf the Tevatron
dipoles. (Our understanding is that such a situation would be possible given scheduled
improvements to the main injector and i source at FNAL.) An SSC multipole coefficient (afi bn)
can be expressed at 2/3 radius by multiplying by (2/3)“. The following SSC-to-Tevatron
comparisons assume that both are given at 2/3 the bore radius.
The average (or ‘systematic’) value of an allowed harmonic for a set of magnets
depends upon details of mechanical design, construction and insulation system. The ASST
dipoles had some non-zero systematic values for allowed multipoles: e.g., bg was designed to be
non-zero for measurement reasons, other non-zero values occurred due to changes in the cable
dimensions that were not corrected for in the collar design due to schedule constraints. To meet
field quality requirements, a design iteration of the cross section is necessary. This process
involves changes to mechanical dimensions of order 50 microns, or less. Changes are calculated
using existing computer models, but must be verified by magnetic measurement on short model
magnets. Use of any previously untried option requires additional iterations, and should be
avoided if time is of the essence.
The RMS spread of allowed harmonics is already considerably better than the
Tevahon. With one or two exceptions, both the average value and RMS spread of unallowed
harmonics are smaller than those in the Tevatron.
Ramesh Gupta (BNL) has performed computations on a variety of methods to control
values of quadrupole and sextupole moments, either on a magnet-to-magnet basis, or on an
ensemble of magnets. The schemes employ the use of iron shims at the collar-iron boundary, or
variations in the top/bottom distribution of yoke iron. Several of these methods have been
verified experimentally, and could be employed to further improve field quality.
Persistent current multipoles at 1.8 K should be computed, and later verified by
experiment. Three options can be pursued if this value is unacceptably large. First, the SSC
program to produce wire with 2.5 micron filaments can be restarted. Second, serious
consideration can be given to the use of passive superconductor within the magnet bore, or nickel
coating on the conductor. Both these latter schemes have already been the subject of
theoretical analysis and limited experimental verification.
Computations should be performed to specify the outer diameter and construction
details for the iron yoke (and details of the cold mass - cryostat relationship that affect field
quality) that will produce satisfactory saturation multipoles at 8.8 T.
The ASST magnets showed unexpectedly large ramp rate dependence; quench currents
were sharply depressed at elevated ramp rates and eddy current multipoles were seen. In their
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present state, the magnets might have been acceptable for the collider but not for the HEB.
Similarly, the magnets might be acceptable for the 2X2 TeV machine in collider mode, but
would probably not be adequate in fixed target mode.
We believe that the source of the ramp rate dependence is related to the interstrand
resistance and that the cure involves either a change in strand/cable processing or the addition
of a coating to the strand. In collider mode, the use of Zebra cable might be all that is required.
A ramp rate should be specified and loss computations performed to compare the expec@d heat
load with projected cryogenic capacity. Eventually, long magnets would have to be constructed
and tested. This appears to be the critical path development item for the 2X2 TeV machine.
The problem is, presumably, more difficult if fixed target operation is to be
accommodated. A cable with higher transverse resistivity than Zebra might be required; if so,
this would involve additional R&D time. Strand with 2.5 micron filaments might also be
necessary to reduce losses at high ramp rates.
Quench protection issues need to be investigated. Computations should be performed to
verify that there are no serious protection issues In using the SSC magnets under 2X2 TeV
machine operating conditions. Cold diodes were rejected for SSC use because of radiation
problems that do not exist in the 2X2 TeV machiie. Given the use of cold diode in HERA,
RHIC, and their projected use at LHC, the use of cold diodes in the 2X2 TeV machii should be
given serious consideration.

If the 2x2 machine has the Tevatron lattice, the arc quadrupoles would require a
gradient of 140 T/m. SSCquadrupoles with 5-cm bore should reliably produce about 220 T/m at
1.8 K. We recommend that one of the two (collider and HEB) SSC designs be adopted and that
the magnet length be shortened appmpriately.
A choice must be made between the two designs. The HQM, arc quadrupoles for the
HEB, were designed by h&y and are similar to HERA quads. Complete drawing packages
exist, but specific “contact” tooling was not built and models were not constructed. So called
‘QSE magnets, intended for use in the IR region of the Collider, were designed at the SSCL;
several short models have been tested at 4.3 K.
Computations should be performed to see if the iron yoke is adequate to provide
required field quality at 220 T/m. In any case, it is necessary to test models at 1.8 K to verify
that the mechanical structure and field quality are adequate.
Scaling from the Tevatron lattice, it appears that an IR quad is required with a
gradient of 280 T/m. Such a magnet cannot be built using current technology, and would require a
long development time. A lattice must be designed that requires magnets with maximum
gradient of order 230 T/m. If the aperture is determined solely by field quality requirements,
the field quality of IR quadrupoles can be adjusted via tuning shims (as mentioned above) to
reduce the aperture to obtain a high gradient.

The corrector system represents a significant cost in any accelerator. Value Engineering
studies at SSC showed that it might be worthwhile to reconsider correcting certain low-order
errors by use of trim power supplies on the main magnets, rather than by separately wound
correCtor magnets.
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III. ~OX~~TEVPPCOLLID~
The parameter list for the 30X30 TeV pp collider includes an arc dipole central field
value of B0=125 Tesla; subsequent discussions with the synthesizers (Harrison, Chao, Dugan)
indicated that this would be the lowestdesirable
The prospects of a synchrotron
radiation damped beam led the machine physicists to push for as high a field as possible.
Promises of reduction in field quality requirements and relaxation of operating temperature AT
restrictions were made in attempt to persuade the magnet group to adopt an extremely
aggressive, (overly-?) optimistic view of magnet evolution. While enticed by the siren song of
our accelerator theorist colleagues, we did not feel it appropriate to base a future machine
solely on conductors that either had yet to be used in accelerator applications (or had not been
developed to the point where they had many of the properties necessary for accelerator
magnets). Instead, we decided that if the time allotted for development of a magnet to
production
readiness was ten years, we would restrict ourselves to ‘conventional’
superconducting magnet technology and a maximum field of roughly 10 Tesla. This is
designated as our ‘low field’ magnet option. If the time constraint were to be relaxed
significantly, higher field magnets (~12.5 Tesla) could be considered with early emphasis on
conductor development. We have named this our ‘high field’ magnet option.
In pursuing either option, it is clear that a hvo-in-one design should be pursued for
significant cost savings. Less iron is used and the number of cryostats is halved, although the
size is increased somewhat. Importantly, the number of interconnects, bellows, flanges,
cryogenic lines, buses, etc. is reduced by nearly a factor of two from that of individual (‘one-inone’) magnets.
While the case coil configuration is economical in its use of conductor, it was generally
held that case coil designs are not practical much above 10 Tesla: the conductor geometry
required results in high force levels and stress concentrations. In addition, the angle of the field
with respect to the cable leads to large eddy current and persistent current effects. The cost of a
magnet rises rapidly as the field is increased: more conductor is required at larger radii from
the beam center and thus their differential contribution is less. Conductors with considerable
higher Jc at high field are required for the high field option.
The materials being considered for the high field option are cost-prohibitive at this
time, even if the large number of technical issues did not exist. As previously stated, the costs
of these materials would have to be reduced by a factor of three to ten to make them
competitive with NbTi alloys. Cost reduction can only result from improvements in processing
and in increase in capacity due to increased demand. This can take place only if a conductor
development program is pmposed and funded.
The requirements for accelerator magnets are stringent; including:
l

.
.
.
.
l

field strength in the range of 1OTand greater
field uniformity to better than 1 part in 104
minimized persistent current effects (e.g., sextopole at injection)
low AC losses and small ramp rate dependence
mechanical/quench stability to minirnI.ze the amount of conductor required to
attain a suitable operating margin
high reliability and long lifetime

all in a manufacturable configuration that minimizes costs. In the final analysis, cost must be
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the most heavily weighted factor in the machine design. Both of the proposed options must be
studied in terms of total project cost: the resultant machines look quite different depending on
the choice of dipole field strength. It is clear that there is not enough information available at
this time to make meaningful cost comparisons between the hvo options: the newer materials
are not suffGmtIy mature to estimate volume production rates even if we were to make the
highly optimistic assumption that technical issues would be satisfactorily resolved.
Finally, an important consideration In either the low or high field option is beginning
the development necessary at the earliest possible time. Funding must be made available to
resolve R&D issues early In the development phase to avoid schedule determined decisions
which incur significant technical risk. The early funding for magnet and conductor development
needs to be at modest but not insubstantial levels. In the case of newer conductor materials, the
basic R&D - precedimg larger scale conductor procurement -should begin as soon as possible: the
development of Nb3Sn and HTS materials is not presently driven by accelerator magnet
applications.
We discuss the two different magnet options for the 30X30 TeV collider in the next two
SectiOnS.

III. A. The ‘Low Field’ Option
The low field magnet design would follow that employed by the LHC: a two-in-one
magnet with an operating field strength of 10 Tesla. To attain an operating field of this
strength, margin requirements dictate a maximum field strength (corresponding to the short
sample limit) in the range of 11 Tesla; the operating temperature would be 1.8K. The list of
development issues parallels that of the 8.8Tesla dipole discussed in the 2X2 TeV collider
section above, complicated by the 2-in-1 structure and the higher force levels at 10 Tesla. The
conductor would most likely be NbTiTa with APC and fme (25lun) filaments.
lhe 30X30 TeV machine creates a large synchrotron radiation heat load, calculated to
be 3W/m in the initial parameter list, which must be removed to maintain the magnet
temperature. A liner (or ‘beam screen’) must be inserted to intercept the synchrotron radiation
at a higher temperature than the 1.8K bore tube surface. for both magnet temperartore and
vacuum reasons. While liner issues are being considered In the cryogenics group, the liner
interacts directly with the magnet design in terms of the aperture, support, and cooling
penetrations required.
Radiation damage. especially in the IR regions, is a major concern for high energy
machines. Studies of materials for coil parts, insulation, etc. such as undertaken at the SSC,
will need to be performed, or previous work extended.
Field quality issues include saturation effects at full field and persistent current effects
at the injection field level. Overall cost savings might be obtained by reducing the energy of
the next lower accelerator in the collider chain (the High Energy Booster, or HEB in SSC
terminology). A lower injection energy increases the persistent current multipole contribution
and would require active or passive correction. Saturation effects can be reduced by increasing
the yoke iron for flux containment at the expense of increased mass and size (hence cost) of the
cryostat. Other schemes of flux containment, such as passive shields, should be Investigated.
Persistent current effects, as discussed in the 2X2 TeV collider section above, can be
reduced by using smaller filaments (25~) in the strand and by either passive correction with
superconductor around the bore tube or by strand coating with a magnetic material such as
nickel.

III. 8. The ‘High Field’ Option
The high field magnet option requires use of new materials and, most likely, new
magnet designs. The agressive thrust of this machine, with Zl2.5T dipo!es, yas to .utilpe
synchmtron radiation damping of the beams to reduce beam size and mamtam Hughlummos~ty
with short *e-fill times. In a such a regime, the number of beam bunches is reduced and the
stored beam energy and synchrotron radiation heat load is decreased. A beam store would last
roughly 4-8 hours in this mode so that overall efficiency requires a much faster refill time, and
hence faster ramp rates for the magnets.
To attain fields of 12.5T or greater, materials such as Nb3Sn or even I-ITS must be
considered. While Nb3Sn has been studied as a superconductor for a long time, it has not been
amenable to accelerator magnet applicationst. Nb3Si-1poses many problems: its processing is
difficult requiring reacting materials at high temperatures; it is brittle; its Jc decreases
rapidly with strain. (At the FNAL workshop, Alvin Tollestrop described Nb3Sr1 as “horrible
stiff’ - its handling and fabrication difficulties are considerable). Coupling and insulation are
additional problems with this material. The HTS picture is even more difficult to evaluate:
the material is new, k’s are still too low for accelerator magnets, details of processing are
complicated, and bulk quantities in high current conductor form have never been made. In the
face of these significant technical difficulties, research directed at accelerator applications
must be promoted. For while these materials are problematic at present, they represent the
only choices for going to significantly higher fields in future colliders.
In discussing either a Nb3Sn or l-ITS based magnet, there are important advantages in
raising the operating temperature to the 4-SK range (Nb3Sn) or 1&15K (HTS): reduction in
cryogenic system costs and complexity and simplification of the synchrotron radiation
intercept. These are potentially significant savings and, along with the accelerator physics
issues which depend on the high field magnets, they provide a strong impetus to pursue the
first steps toward this longer term, less certain approach.
The list of R&D issues for the high field magnet option includes those discussed in
previous sections - field quality, quench stability, synchrohon radiation, etc. - in addition to
the overriding issue of conductor development. We discuss the generic magnet R&D that needs
to precede development of new magnets that operate at the 10 Tesla level or higher In the next
section. In the following section, we include a short discussion of the two conductor materials
mentioned as candidates for a high field dipole. In the remainder of this section we discuss
aspects of magnet design.
Magnet Design Considentiona
While conductor development is the key issue, high priority should be placed on the
exploration of new magnet design concepts. The accelerator mapet field has been dominated by
co& designs: the Tevatron, IsabeUe/CBA, HERA, SSC, RHIC, and the LHC all used this
conductor geometry. Emphasis should now be placed on new geometries. One recent effort was
reported at the workshop: the ‘pipe magnet’ design being developed at Texas A&M by P.

t There is a short model high field Nb3Sn dipole under construction at LBL which will begin to
investigate the use of this conductor in high field applications. In the past, a few short models
were constructed at CERN in an early phase of the LHC program. At present, the demand for
Nb3Sn superconductor is dominated by the ITER project which uses it in a ‘conductor in conduit’
configuration.
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Mclntyre and collaborators. While many aspects of this design remain to be resolved, it is a
sufficiently innovative approach to merit further support and encouragement.
Higher fields present many design issues to be resolved: mechanical support of the
forces on conductors, flux containment, and geometries to reduce eddy current effects are among
the major concerns. Mechanical issues, such as the reaction of the Lorentz force by the magnet
structure and stress concentrations due the non uniform cross section of the cable are crucial to the
success of a high field design. In non-cos9 designs, it may be possible to achieve the necessary
field quality and reduce stress concentration in the cable.
Conductor orientation with repect to the field is an important consideration for eddy
current and persistent current effects; this is certainly not optimized in co@ designs. Again,
designs with new conductor geomebies need to place greater emphasis on controlling the eddy
current effects. To achieve a less costly high field design it may be necessary to use hybrid
conductors where the conductor in the highest field region uses a different material from that in
the low field region of the magnet cross section.
Active shielding should be studied as a means of containing the flux and reducing tie
magnet size. (E.g., increasing the dimensions of the iron in the yoke to contain the flux at 12.5T
adds additional mass to be supported, aligned, and cooled, and increases the diameter and cost
of the cryostat.) It may be possible to realistically consider iron-less designs that rely on
superconductor geometry alone to confine the flux. Superconducting tapes and sheets are beiig
developed that could be of use in these designs.
Filly,
combined function magnets, such as a dipole with a small quadrupole gradient
might be considered as further means of cost reduction. Such a design had been proposed for the
LHC.
IV. GENERIC R&D FOR MAGN!ZT DEVELOPMENT
There are several issues common to superconducting magnets for either a 2X2 TeV or
30X30 TeV collider, especially if ‘conventional’ (NbTi-based) superconducting
magnet
technology is employed. These issues include field quality issues due to iron saturation, and
persistent current effects, and field quality, AC losses, and quench stability issues associated
with ramp rate dependent phenomena. We discuss these more general issues here rather than
repeat the details in each of the magnet subsections.
Field Quality - Iron Yoke Saturation.
Saturation of the yoke iron in current, cold-iron magnet designs can cause large field
distortions at high fields. A short term approach would concentrate on modification of the
yoke cross section, e.g., a larger yoke inner radius (further from the superconductor), and
shaping of the yoke specific to the peak field requirements. Flux leakage from the yoke can be
reduced or eliminated by increasing the yoke volume. It is also possible to control saturation
distortions by appropriate placement of smaU iron shims for a fixed operating current.
However, at very high fields, the tradeoff between additional iron and the attendant
increase in cryostat system costs (larger diameters, increased mass to support, etc.) may limit
the extent to which adding iron is an effective method of field shaping. Designs using active
and passive superconductor shielding as well as fully ‘iron-less’ designs should be pursued to
evaluate their practicality and cost effectiveness for high field magnets.
Field Quality - Persistent Current MultipoIes.
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With a large dynamic range (lower injection energy) and/or operation at 1.8K. the
harmonics due to superconductor magnetization may be more problematic at injection fields.
Development of thinner (e.g. 2.5 micron dia.) filament strand should be pursued to reduce the
effect of persistent current multipoles. Conductors developed during SSC R&D proved fine
filament strand to be feasible. The strands with 2.5 micron filaments used a CuMn mahix to
avoid proximity coupling, and this matrix material also reduces intra-strand eddy current
losses.
A complementary correction scheme uses passive superconductor within the magnet
bore. Another method of correcting for the persistent current field distortions employs a nickel
coating on the conductor.
Both these latter schemes have already been the subject of
theoretical analysis and limited experimental verification.
These schemes should be
investigated in greater depth with additional experimental effort.
Ramp Rate Dependent Effects
With higher ramp rate operation (i.e. the fixed target operation for the 2X2 TeV
machine, z-100A/s), eddy currents can contribute a significant amount of field distortion. There
are two kinds of eddy currents considered: infm -strand eddy currents, and inter strand eddy
currents. Harmonics and AC-losses due to intm-strand eddy currents may not be neglected if
ramp rates are higher than 100 A/s. ‘fhe influence of intra-strand eddy currents is proportio~l
to the intra-strand time constant. The time constant of SSC type strands is expected to be less
than 10 msec.
Very large AC-losses and excessive field harmonics due to interstrand eddy currents
were observed in some of the SSC dipole magnets. Those phenomena seem to be related to
intershand resistances which were not controlled and that varied widely from magnet to
magnet. Control of interstrand resistance is definitely required for the future magnets.
Although suitable values for intershand resistances are well not known, a resistance of 100
micro ohm may be a lower limit of the values to operate the magnet at 100 A/s.
As described previously, several SSC magnets displayed an excessively large
sensitivity of the quench current on ramp rates at low ramp rate but were generally much less
sensitive at ramp rates above 50 A/s. Ilwse magnets had low eddy current losses indicating less
interstrand eddy current. Although the exact cause of this behavior has not been identified, it
is widely believed that the lack of current redistribution between strands due to the high
interstrand resistances is a prime suspect. This indicates that insulating each individual
strand to prevent intershand eddy currents may not be acceptable because it might introduce the
low ramp rate sensitivity.
Thus we are forced us to better understand the correlation between the various types of
ramp sensitivity, interstrand resistance, and the loss mechanisms to develop strand surface
processes which control interstrand resistances to a suitable value. Further R&D is necessary to
determine the best solution to the problem and the solution most certainly depend on the
specifics of the application - ramp rate requirements, cable geometry, and strand composition.
We discuss this further in the next section on Conductor R&D.
Conductor R&D
As described before, use of a new kind of material such as NbTiTa
such as APC maybe required for a high field, e.g. 10 Tesla, magnets. The
these conductors should be measured prior to a magnet development.
conductors: there are possibilities to tune the pinning force such that

or a new technology
AC characteristics of
Especially for APC
one can reduce the
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magnetization at low field. Such possibilities should also be investigated if APC conductors
are in consideration.
In order to reduce superconductor magnetization, strands having 2.5 micron filaments
will most likely be necessary. ‘Theseconductors were developed during SSCR&D, and proved to
be feasible. Reduction of lntra-strand eddy currents will be required if high ramp rate
operation is considered. ‘lhe use of strand cross sections which are developed for AC
applications, e.g. CuNi or CuMn matrix, should be considered. (Strands with 2.5 micron
filaments use CuMn matrix to avoid proximity couplings.)
We also note that the cable development at the SSC did not resolve issues of conductor
RRR value. It had been decided to remove the final anneal of the strand and the cable
produced was essentially lK% cold worked with a low (-30-40) RRR value. During the coil
curing process - at temperatures on the order of 135 ‘C and pressures near 1Okpsi - the conductor
anneals and reaches ‘as built’ RRR values in the range of 160-200. The contact area between
strands in the cross over regions can be increased as the Cu softens. This effect also contribute to
a decrease in interstrand resistance. The annealing schedule for the strand needs to be
incorporated into the overall R&D program to understand the AC behavior of the cable.
As discussed in the previous section, a technology which can control interstrand
resistances to a desirable value has not been established. Changes in the strand composition,
e.g. CuMn or CuNi sheaths, Ni coating, etc, should be studied to establish a reliable
technology. Strand coatings, such as ebanol, stabrite, or the ‘zebra’ pattern have been
employed in the past. Coatings appear to be a simpler solution since they do not change the
details of the strand processing but they add additional steps and handling problems as well as
concerns over long term stability. R&D in both areas is clearly needed. Model magnets need to
be constructed to test the conductor and fmlly, full length magnets need to be built and tested to
verify the results.
Nb3sn
It is important to determine if it is possible to develop processes and wire designs which
would enable us to use NbSSn conductors for accelerator magnets. The high critical
termperature and critical field values for Nb$in make it an attractive candidate for high field
magnets but considerable work is needed to attain the conductor Jc required (Jc is usually quoted
in the superconducting fraction of the wire). Nb5Sn conductor is made by reacting the niobium
and tin at temperatures on the order of m7OOC.
The resultant material is very hard and
brittle and it is difficult to handle.
There are two methods of processing the material: the ‘internal tin’ method which
yields higher Jc but suffers from filament growth to relatively large effective diameters, on the
order of 5Oprn; and the ‘internal bronze’ method which yields less superconductor and hence
lower strand Jc but controls filament size. And there are presently two approaches to
fabricating the material into coils: ‘react and wind’ and ‘wind and react’. The first method
suffers from the fact that forming a coil introduces strain in the cable and the Jc of NbSSn
decreases rapidly with strain. The second method, ‘wind and react’, has been used in most of
the model mapets developed to date. ‘lhe wind and react method suffers from difficulties in
insulation and strand to strand coupling.
The AC performance of Nb5Sn conductors is being studied extensively in fusion
programs. Although the conductors used in these programs are very different from that of
accelerator magnets, some of the technologies may be applied to accelerator magnet conductors.
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While long term development of the conductor is needed to bring it to the stage where it
might be suitable for large scale magnet production, there are specific niches in which Nb5Sn
may have applicablility now. Magnets with special requirements such as high gradient lR
quadrupoles could be fabricated from Nbfin; the increase in AC loss and magnetfaation effects
can be tolerated in a few specialty magnets. The higher cost of the conductor does not play too
great a role in the development of a small number of magnets, since the total cost is typically
dominated by other costs such as design and tooling.
The use of APC conductor designs for Nb5Sn could help increase the critical currssrt
density. Work is needed to determine suitable strand coatings to control AC loss effects.
Additional studies of cable magnetization effects are needed. Reduction in cost due to volume
production needs to be demonstrated.
High Temperature Superconductor (HTS)
High temperature superconductors (HTS) potentially offer key performance benefits
which could be useful for the next generation of accelerator magnets. HTS current densities fJethe current density in the superconducting portion of the material, not the cable) vary slowly
with field above 6 Tesla at 4 K which provides a design path for >15T dipole magnets. In
contrast, low temperature superconductor (LTS) current densities vary dramatically with field
which places design constraints on peak field. If it were possible to develop HTS for
accelerator magnets, operation might take place at lt%15K and greatly simplify the cryogenics
and synchrotron radiation intercept systems.
Cryostability is the ability to withstand large heat input to the superconductor while
maintaining a superconducting state. Conventional LTS accelerator magnets demonstrated
significant training performance problems associated with quenches initiated by small
mechanical disturbances.
L-ITS magnets are nearly cryostable, which represents a key
technological improvement over the LTS magnets. In addition, Je in HTS materials vary slowly
with changes in temperature providing design opportunities in regions where significant heat
loads are present and a significant thermal gradients are anticipated. For example, large heat
loads are generated in the final focus quadrupole magnets near the beam collision point. A
change in temperature of 5K from a nominal 4 K cooling path would be acceptable for removing
the heat in a HTS magnet.
The present technology is based on Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 (BSCCO). There are many
drawbacks to the technology at this time which pose serious questions as to its eventual
suitability for high field, high current applications.
It has not been manufactured in
geometries and quantities suitable for magnet production.
While its potential Jc looks
promising, the Jc realized is tests in magnet fields is low since only a small fraction of the cross
section carries current. Progress is beiig made with BSCCO tapes, but the material is typically
brittle and difficult to form. There is siginifcant investment in HTS development but very little
of it is directed at applications with demands similar to accelerator magnets. The time scale
associated with HTS is much longer than the other classes of conductors and has a much larger
uncertainty in the outcome.
HTS development for the next generation of accelerator magnets will require a focus on
several key issues. The primary issue is the need for increased critical current density to
develop high field accelerator magnets.
In parallel, a development effort must address control
of the persistent current effects and dynamic effects (eddy currents in strand and cable) which
give rise to field harmonic perturbation and AC losses. An HTS cable development program is
needed to address magnet construction requirements, the high Lorenta forces experienced in high
field magnek,
and cable AC losses.

Test Facilities
Research and development activities relating to the investigations of suitable magnet
technologies for a 30 x 30 TeV collider are likely to occur over a very long time (ten or more
years). The tests are likely, therefore, to span a broad range of possible magnet and conductor
types. ‘lhe test facility must have sufficient generality to be useful in all of these circumstances.
At this point, it appears that superfluid liquid helium cooled magnets operating at 1.8K may
hold the greatest promise. Early R&D activities will therefore probably be mostly concerned
with this operating environment. The test facilities must allow superfluid operation at l.gK for
dewar testing of conductor and short cold masses. Testing of high field magnets (B> 125 T) will
require well regulated power supplies with operabng currents of approximately 15 KAmps and
appropriate power leads. Additionally, an external magnetic field near this intensity must be
available for conductor tests. Measurements of magnetic field quality, especially persistent
currents at tnjection, and dynamic multipoles at ramp rates that range from injection to full field
in about five minutes, will be major activities.
Developmenk in high temperature superconductivity
may yield advances which
facilitate their use in a future accelerator magnet program. It was the consensus of the study
group that a small scale, long term effort in this direction be supported as a partnership with
interested industrial partners. Specialized test facilities to support this program are unlikeIy
to be available within industry and therefore must also be included in the overall
considerations of what should be available at a national lab participating in this effort.
Unique considerations relating to the characteristics of HTSC’s which influence needed
features of a test facility are:
.
Quench detection. The current sharing characteristics of BSCCO are such that quenches
may not propagate, making their detection difficult. A test facility must be equipped to conduct
extensive MID3 studies of conductor. This may require a very large number of voltage taps per
magnet, very low noise isolation amplifiers, and excellent control of the magnet power supply.
An energy extraction system well matched to the magnet and test bed characteristics must also
be available.
.
Operating temperature. HTSCs exhibit quite flat Jc versus applied magnetic field at
temperatures ln the 5-20K range. It is likely that investigations of the suitability for
accelerator magnet use of presently available HTSC’s would be conducted within or near this
temperature range. The test facility must be able to supply sufficient cryogens to operate in this
range for both conductor and model magnet testing. Specially designed power leads may be
required for this operating regime.
The testing of full scale cryostated prototypes also requires special consideration. Given
the emphasis of this workshop on a rapid cycling accelerator, power supply voltages somewhat
higher than the approximately 40 V typical of most supplies presently available may be
required (perhaps by bussing two supplies in series). Also, understanding of the effects of
possible high heat loads on IR magnets and larger temperature differences across magnets in
general (driven by cost considerations) will require testing. Full scale setups that allow
accurate measurement of an externally applied heat load on a cold mass will be required. It
will be useful to simultaneously measure the axial distribution of magnetic muItipoles during
these tests. Consideration must be given to the feed can, end can, and warm bore instrumentation
used for these studies.
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Finally, reliability testing is certain to be a big issue in a long term R&D program.
There is very little reliability data existing at present other than that obtained from installed
magnek in actual operation. It is important that such tests on new magnet designs be conducted
economically and with sufficient sensitivity to be able to detect possible trends in magnet
performance. Refrigeration capacity at temperatures to 1.8K sufficient to support this in
parallel with shorter duration tests will be required.
Multi-function magnets, which include a substantial gradient in addition to the dipole
field, are likely to be very difficult to measure magnetically. In particular, the determination
of the quadrupole field center (the location which has the average dipole value over the
aperture) could be very tough if uncertainties in x and y at the 50 micron level (the SSC
requirement) are needed. Stretched wire techniques may be impossible if there is considerable
sagitta In the magnet and rotating coils may not provide sufficient accuracy. Additionally,
integral field measurements may not be possible because NMR sensors cannot be used when a
significant field gradient is present. The measurement of relative field angle in a two-In-one
magnet of this design may also lx very difficult. If this design approach is pursued, effort must
be allocated to develop the appropriate tools for magnetic field measurement.
It is worthwhile to note that some of the presently available resources of the SSC may
be usefully applied to this program. In particular, the three helium refrigerators at the N-15
site could each supply 500-loo0 W of refrigeration at 1.8K. (Some modification of the existing
facilities is required in order to accomplish this and the capacity is determined by the level of
modification undertaken.) The short magnet test facility has 10 ppm power supplies rated at
10 KAmps and 15 KAmps. Also, 240 channels of very low noise voltage tap data loggers are
available. The model magnet test dewars have been designed for superfluid operation with
lambda plates already installed. Also, the large number of magnetic field measurement devices
available there should be useful to a future program.

V. HIGH GRADIENT QUADRUPOLES
The intersection regions of all of the colliders being considered place stringent
requirements on the ‘low beta’ quadrupole magnets. These magnets are located close to the
intersection region and typically are surrounded by detector components making support and
access difficult. To achieve high luminosity, these quadrupoles typically require gradients of
25flT/m and higher. Being intimate to the intersection region, these magnets receive high
radiation doses from collision products and large heat loads that must be removed. For
example, the first low beta quadrupole in the LHC will have a roughly 70-80 Watt heat load
at maximum luminosity; the numbers for the 30X30 TeV collider will be significantly larger.
The aperture of the quadrupoles tends to be larger than the arc magnets to accomodate two
be-i”OWbeamt”be.
The high gradients require designs with additional superconductor and/or new
materials such as NbSSn. The high heat load demands a magnet with additional margin as
well as special cooling schemes. It will be necessary to study methods of shielding the
quadrupole to reduce the energy deposition. Short, small aperture iron quadrupoles in front of
the first full length superconducting quad may be one method of ‘active’ shielding.
The large Interaction loading of the lR quadrupoles places stringent requirements on the
radiation hardness of materials used in their fabrication. It is not reasonable to expect that the
components will last for the lifetime of the collider, hence plans must be made to periodically
replace the lR quads.
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The alignment of IR quadrupoles is critical to achieve the desired luminosity. Since
these magnets are most likely to be cantilevered into the detectors in the IR regions, alignment
and replacement are difficult requirements to be met. Early design must go into systems that
actively align the quadrupoles while installed and running in the machine. New support
methods and reference systems must be investigated. The design of the magnet system must
incorporate the alignment requirements at a very high priority.
VI. OTHER GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
This sections contains brief comments on various aspects of collider development that
affect cost and performance. Similar to the ‘generic R&D’ section above, these comments are
largely ‘collider-independent’:
they do not depend heavily on the details of the specific
machine being considered.
The HEB.
The HEB (High Energy Booster) is the second highest energy accelerator in the collider
&aim. It is typically rapid cycling and places stringent demands on the magnet perfo-ce.
The magnet challenge for the HEB may equal or surpass that of the collider dipoles
themselves. The design of the HEB should begin as early as the collider and the full impact of
operating regime should be evaluated. Lower injection energies, with a larger dynamic range
for the collider, may result in cost savings.
Correctors.
Correction elements become a costly, complicated sub-systems added to the arc magnets
in the superconducting machines. Studies at the SSC indicated that trim power supplies or
shunt supplies could be used with the arc dipoles to obtain the correction strengths necessary for
dipole and sextupole correctors. Intergration of correction into the arc magnets should be
carefully considered.
Magnet Interconnects and Ends.
The ends of superconducting magnets tend to be expensive - specially shaped parts are
required and special support pieces must be made. The interconnects - Ihe connections between
adjacent magnets - also are expensive being comprised of bellows, shields, connectors, etc. Cost
savings can be obtained by making longer magnets (consistent with practicalities of fabrication
and transportation) and simplifying the interconnect design.
Field Quality.
The field quality requirements drive the aperture size, tooling and fabrication costs,
measurement costs, etc. If it is possible to relax these requirements (as in the case of a
synchrotron radiation damped collider), the magnet costs might be significantly decreased.
Additionally, if field quality requirements are loosened, then restrictions on ATcan be relaxed
and the cost and complexity of the cryogenic system can be reduced.
New Magnet Designs.
While most of the new magnet designs increased cost by requiring more exotic conductor,
it is still possible to consider designs that help reduce costs. For example, if a ‘no iron’ design
were feasible, the mass of the system would be reduced, the cryostat size could shrink, and the
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requirements on the support posts would be lessened. Filly, combined function magnets such as
a dipolequadrupole could reduce the number of quadrupoles required in the ring. Such a magnet
was proposed for the LHC but was not adopted since it was too late for consideration. Further
study of combined function magnets should be undertaken to understand the issues of field
quality, measurement, and alignment.
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Cryogenics
Discussion
Summary
Report
k~.og$cs

participants: Mike McAshan, Tom Peterson,Claus Rode,JayTheilacker,

Reportsfor backgroundinformation included a presentationabout the Tevauon
cryogenic systemfrom lay Theilacker and a report on the CEBAF 2 Kelvin systemfrom
Claus Rode. We reviewed the LHC cryogenic system design using information from
CERN which had beenprovided to membersof our working group at previous meetings.
Specific conceptsfor cooling systemsfor a 2x2 TeV machine in the Tevatrontunnel
and a 30 x 30 TeV machine were discussedin order to highlight possibleproblems and
topics for researchand development.
Some Soecitic Ideas for Systems.
1. 2x2 TeV collider using 8.8 Tesla magnetsin the Tevatrontunnel.
A magnetcooling systemoperating at 1.8 K (keeping magnetsabout 2 K or slightly
less) similar to LHC is envisioned. One could useFermilab’s existing central helium
liquefier (CHL) plus two new refrigeratorslocated on opposite sidesof the acceleratorr&g
(Figure 1). The existing satellite refrigeratorswould not be used. The CHL would provide
current lead flow plus someliquid helium which could be usedby the two 2 K plants as
large “satellite” refrigerators.
One should include the option of operating the acceleratorat 4.5 K for systems
testing and asa fall-back position if problems in maintaining 2 K occur. If both 4.5 K and
2 K are availableoperatingtemperanues,probably any temperaturein betweenwould also
IX available for operations. 4.5 K operation might be precludedfrom a systemwhich relies
on heat transportthrough stagnant,pressurizedsuperfluid The ability to force-flow the
helium must be included, a deviation from the LHC schemeas we understandit. But the
systemcould be similar to that for LHC, with the addition of lumped retooling and forced
flow for 4.5 K operation not adding much complexity to the cryostator cryogenics. A
cryostat piping schemeis shown in Figure 2.
Fixed target operatingsmight be feasible at 4.5 K. The 2 K refrigeration capacity
may be about 5 times greaterwhen taken at 4.5 K, and this could be applied to the removal
of AC heating due to ramping of the current in fixed target operations.
The beam screen,if neededfor vacuum, is passivelycooled by conduction to the
beampipe sincethe 50 W to 75 W over the machine is small enoughto take at 2 K.
2. 30x30 TeV collider
A. Using 10 Tesla, 2 K, NbTi magnets
This is a bigger LHC. LHC is the prototype..
B. 12.5Tesla, 4.5 K Nb3Sn magnets,3 W/m per beam synchrotronradiation
The synchrotronradiation is the dominant heat load. The benefit of an 80 K shield
is relatively small, so one may chooseto eliminate it with a relatively small penalty. Then
one may haveonly 4 pipes plus the cold massin the cryostat. A cryostatcross-sectionis
shown in Figure 3.
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Beam screencooling is taken at 25 K in order to reducethe refrigeration power
required. For 3 mm tubes on the beam screenone can only force flow through one or two
magnetsin series;one needsmany parallel flows. One flow path per magnetmeans
thousandsof parallel channels. There are so many that thesemust operatepassively,
without valves. There is a large risk of a tube plugging and the over-heaangof the beam
screen. If onecan make room for tubesof about 6 mm ID or larger, many magnetscan be
in seriesso that thereare only a few parallel flow channels,a lessrisky arrangement.
The cryogenicsystem is divided into 8 plants of a sizeequivalent to 30 KW at 4.2
K each. A schematicof the division of the ring into stringsof magnetsis shown in Figure
4. This cormspondsto 6.5 MW electrical input to eachplant This power is usedas
follows: 40% beam screen,23% 4.5 K refrigeration, 22% cryostat thermal shield, 15%
4.5 K liquefaction.
C. 12.5Teslat 10 K - 15 K, high Tc. We discusseda machine with IL? W/m per
beam synchrotronradtation, rapid cycling.
The relatively high magnettemperatureand largehelium streamdelta-T $0~ lower
flow ratesor longer runs and a simpler cryostatthan a tighter tempertureconstratntwould.
We considereda very simple casewhere part of the magnetflow is simply returnedthrough
the cryostat asshield flow. The result is just two pipes plus the cold mass(Frgure5).
The high magnettemperatureallows the beamscreencoohng to he done passtvely
by conductionto the beampipe like in the 2x2 TeV, 2 K machine.

1. 3 W/m of synchrotronradiation dominatesthe magnetcooling and ctyogenic
systemdesign. (Comparethe SSC design which called for about 0.3 W per dipole!)
2. A significant constraint in previouslarge cryogenicsystemdesigns(Tevatron,
HERA, SSC,LHC) is maintaining the magnet temperaturein a narrow window (e.g., 250
mK). If the toleranceon magnet temperatureis relaxed (e.g., 4.5 K to 5.5 K, or 10 K to
15 K), the cryostatsand cryogenic systemcan becomesignificantly sifnpler.
3. Eachindependentlypowered high-current(about 10 KA) crrcuit costsabout
$5O,OC0
per year in current lead cooling operating costs,plus about,.$150,000in
refrigeration capitalcosts. It is desirableto minimize the numberof Independenthighcurrent electricalcircuits.

1. Developmentof large-scale2 K refrigerationcyclescontaining cold
compressors,with studiesof the operation of such systemsunder transient and off-design
conditions (fdling, 4.5 K, quench recovery, etc.), should be undertaken. Tests of existing
cold compressorscould be done in combination with analysesand simulations in order to
understandthe dynamic behavior of systemswith cold compressors.
2. R&D is neededto improve the efficiency of large helium compressors.
Approximately half the inefficiency in a large cryogenicplants ate in the screw
compressors.This should be a cooperativeprogramwith Industry to improve the helium
compressorefftciencies. For very large systems(>20 KW at 4.5 K), dynamic
compressorsfor helium such as those usedin large ah plantscould improve overall
efficiency.
3. Large turbo-expanderson active magneticbearing should be developed,aswell
as continueddevelopmentof the large cold compressorson active magnetic bearings.
4. Currentlead cooling is a significant operatingcost for a cryogenic system,
perhaps20% to 30% of the total perating cost for a large acceleratorcryogenic system.
R&D including constructionand thorough testingof more efftcient current leads,whether
high Tc or improvedconventional ones, cold provide a significant payback.
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The overall
questions:

objectives

Turner
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on Future

and Gerry Chapman

for the vacuum subgroup were to investigate

three

Is a liner necessary for a 2x2 TeV collider7
Is a liner feasible for a 30x30 TeV collider?
Will the SC and LHC solutions for IK and warm bore vacuum
apply to the 30x30 TeV collider?
II. 2x2 TeV coliidet
The primary synchrolron
radiation parameters for the 2x2 TeV p-pbar
collider are listed in Table 1. These have been derived from the originally
distributed parameter list for the 2x2 TeV collider. The corresponding Tevatron
paramelers are also given for comparison. In the Tevatron the photon critical
power are low enough IO have negligible
energy, flux and radiated
consequences for beam tube vacuum and cryogenic refrigeration.
Passing
from the Tevatron to the 2x2 TeV collider the crilical energy, photon flux and
radiated power increase by factors of ten. two hundred and two thousand. With
a bending radius p = 0.76 km the total radiated power is - 70 Watts for the entire
ring and is still not a major factor for cryogenic refrigeration. However the
critical energy and photon flux have increased to levels that may have beam
Unfortunately
there are no experimental
tube vacuum consequences.
measurements of photodesorption
below a critical
energy 12.4 eV. The
experimental trend is that the photodesorption coefficients on electrodeposited
Cu are increasing linearly with critical energy from 12.4 eV to 280 eV.[l] If tbe
data are extrapolated to 3.8 eV, the initial photodesorption coefficient for H2
from electrodeposited Cu is predicted to be 8x10-5 H2 molecules/photon. For a
photon flux 8x 10 16 photonslmlsec.
the time IO form a monolayer
of
physisorbed II2 (- 3x10 15 H2/cm2) on the beam tube wall is of the order of five
days. For a beam tube temperature 4.5 K the vapor pressure of H2 rapidly
increases approximately
four orders of magnitude as one monolayer
is
approached, reaching a saturated value 8.6~10~ 2 H2/cm3. This would be totally
unacceptable for beam scattering lifetime and deposition of beam scattered
power in the cold mass of the cryostats. At this point the cold mass would need
to be warmed to - 20 K, the desorbed H2 pumped out of the beam tube and the
cold mass cooled to 4.5 K to resume operation. In practice the photodesorption
of physisorbed
H2 and heavier gases would force beam tube warm up
somewhat earlier than the H2 monolayer formation time. Even if the bore tube
temperature were reduced to - 3 K. so the saturation vapor pressure were not a
problem, the increasing photodesorption of physisorbed H2 and heavier gases
would very likely force a beam tube warm up before one monolayer is
reached.[2] It is worth pointing out that because of magnet quenching the

power deposition problem has a local aspect as well as the global one
determined by refrigeration
capacity. Because of this the leas1 conditioned
part of the beam tube determines the interruption
sequence of the entire
accelerator. Approaching a monolayer of H2 anywhere in the machine would
lead to a runaway increase in vacuum pressure and/or a magnet quench and
require warming up and pumping out the beam tube at that location. At a
magnitude 8x10-5 H2 molecules/photon it is conceivable that the beam tube
could take a very long time lo clean up. If the warm up interval stayed at a few
days for tens of monolayers of desorption this would be a serious detriment lo
accelerator operation and one would want to consider inserting a beam tube
liner to pump the photodesorbed gases out of the view of the synchrotron
radiation. Since the synchrotron power is low enough to be absorbed directly
at 4.5 K, the liner could be at the same temperature as the magnet bore tube
and relatively
simple. The high pressure GHe cooling loops on higher
temperature versions of a liner or beam screen could be eliminated. At 4.5 K
cryosorber is needed outside the liner to increase the pumping capacity for H2
over that of a bare metal surface. If the temperature of the cryostat were
lowered to 3 K the H2 saturation density falls to 3xlO81cm3
and the need for
cryosorber is eliminated.
It is entirely possible that the vacuum consequences of synchrotron
radiation in the 2x2 TeV collider are nil. The work function of Cu is 4.4 eV and
photodesorplion coefficients may decrease precipitously
as the critical energy
approaches the work function, particularly
if photodesorption
proceeds via
production of a secondary electron leaving the surface. Only 6.3% of the
photons have energy greater than the critical energy. On the other hand
significant photodesorption may be caused by photoelectrons that do not leave
the surface so there may not be any gross change of behavior as the critical
energy decreases below the work function. It will take experimental data to
resolve this issue.
A second issue examined for the 2x2 TeV collider was whether the beam
tube surface facing the p and pbar beams needs to have high conductivity to
insure long enough growth time for stabilization
of the resistive wall
instability at injection. The growth lime for the resistive wall instability is
inversely proportional to the beam current so there is a factor of eighty
decrease compared to the Tevatron due to this factor. The growth time also
increases as the third power of the beam tube diameter and linearly with the
injection energy. For an injection energy 150 GeV, characteristic of the FNAL
Main Ring, and beam tube ID = 40 mm the growth time was calculated to be 14.4
turns for a 1 mm thick stainless steel beam tube and 182 turns for a beam tube
plated with 5 pm of Cu with RRR = 100. If a liner were needed and the beam
tube ID decreased to 30 mm these growth times decrease to 6.1 and 77 turns. The
stainless steel cases are marginal while the Cu plated cases are in the range of
what was regarded as an acceptable growth time for the SSC. Raising the
injection energy to 1 TeV would bring the stainless steel case into an
acceptable range for 40 mm ID.
During the meeting a second parameter list was circulated for 132 nsec
bunch spacing in the 2x2 TeV collider instead of the original 19 nsec. The
beam current and radiated photon intensity decreased to - 0.6 of the original
values; the resistive wall growth time increased by - l/O.6 = 1.7. These changes
do not significantly alter the discussion given above.
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III. 30x30 TeV collider
A. Liner

specifications

There is no doubt that a perforated, warm (4 lo SO K) liner or beam screen is
needed for removing the synchrotron radiation heat load and pumping the
photodesorbed gas for the 30x30 TeV collider. Attention was therefore turned to
examining the technical feasibility
of a liner for certain chosen design
parameters. Synchrotron radiation characteristics are listed in Table 2 for the
30x30 TeV collider and for the LHC for comparison. The design luminosity for
both of these machines is - 1034/cm2-sec. Looking at Table 2, two concerns for
30x30 TeV compared to LHC are the factor of - 25 increase in photon critical
increase in the magnitude
of photodesorption
energy and consequent
coefficients and the factor of - I5 increase in radiated power. In order to assess
the situation with lhe limited time available, a liner design was specified and
the consequences worked out. The magnet bore tube was assumed to have
ID = 40 mm and temperature 4.5 K. The liner was specified to be an LHC type,
square cross section. inside dimensions 27x27 mm with 4 mm inside radius
and vertical mechanical
rounded corners. This geometry allows horizontal
apertures of 35 mm and space for the external cooling tubes on the outside flat
faces. The liner material was assumed to be I mm thick stainless steel plated on
the inside with 100 urn of Cu. RRR = 100. The I mm stainless steel is strong
enough to withstand quench forces up to - 300 T2/sec without the liner
contacting the bore tube. Studies at SSC and LHC indicate that the yield point of
Cu in the corners is exceeded during a magnet quench. There is some worry
this may cause de-lamination. However no visible changes were noted in a
dipole magnet bore tube at SSC that had undergone more than 80 quenches so
this does not seem to be an important issue. Liner cooling is by high pressure
flow of GHe through two parallel stainless steel tubes ID = 3 mm, OD = 4.5 mm
brazed to the outside flat faces of the liner. Liner temperature was assumed to
be in the range 4 to 50 K; liner vacuum performance does not depend critically
on the temperature. The liner is perforated with 2x6 mm rounded end slots, 75
per meter, geometric hole area fraction = 1%. The maximum allowable local gas
scattered beam power without causing a runaway increase in vacuum pressure
and/or a magnet quench was taken lo be 1 W/m; the maximum average gas
scattered beam power that could be accommodated
by the cold mass
refrigeration was assumed to be 0.1 W/m per beam tube, or 5 kW per beam tube
for the entire cold bore circumference. With these parameters specified the
luminosity
lifetime,
beam power
issues examined were vacuum limited
scattered
by beam gas interactions,
transverse
and longitudinal
liner
growth time, heating by beam image
impedances, resistive wall instability
currents and liner cooling by flow of GHe.
B. Vacuum

performance

In order to assess the vacuum performance of a liner it is necessary to
know the photodesorption coefficients. There is no experimental data between
490 eV and 3.75 keV however the magnitudes of desorption coefficients a1
280 eV. 490 eV and 3.95 keV are roughly the same suggesting relatively flat
energy
dependence
over
this
range.
Consequently
we assume the
pholodesorption
coefficients that have been measured on room temperature
electrodeposited Cu at 490 eV.[3] This data may be represented by the following
H2 equivalent photodesorption coefficient that includes desorption of CH4. CO
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and

CO2 as well as H2: r)=rm / tf/ToIa

for f 2

10lg

photons/m

with

We assume an effective temperature
qo =l, l-0 = lOI9 photons/m and a = 2/3.
of photodesorbed molecules of 60 eV, consistent with recently reported data
for photodesorbed
H2 from a 4.2 K beam lube.[4] Because of the larger
scattering cross sections and reduced conductances of CO and CO2 relative to H2,
CO and CO2 amount to 93% of this H2 equivalent desorption coefficient. If the
30x30 TeV collider were operated at full beam current with an unconditioned
section of liner having this desorption coefficient, the II2 equivalent density
would increase to > 4x1011/cm3.
The gas scattered beam power would be
> 26 W/m which would very quickly lead lo a quench of the superconducting
dipole magnets. It is therefore necessary to condition the liner at reduced
beam current until the gas scattered beam power falls below acceptable limits
at full operating current. These limits were taken to be 0.1 W/m for cleanup of
the entire accelerator and 1.0 W/m for cleanup of components that have been
replaced in an otherwise conditioned accelerator. At 0.1 W/m gas scattered
beam power over the entire cold bore circumference of the collider the total
operating time before reaching 192 mA per beam was found to be the order of
tens of operating days for the liner specified in the previous paragraph. Once
full current was reached the luminosity lifetime had increased to - 30 hrs. and
continued to improve with operation time, reaching - 120 hrs. at 100 days. The
time to cleanup the liner to the point where full current operation can
proceed depends approximately on the inverse 3/2 power of the assumed limit
for gas scattered beam power. Consequently the time to clean up a component
at 1.0 W/m was found to he in the range of a day. If the temperature of the
superconducting magnet bore tube is less than or equal to 3 K then the bare
metal surface has sufficient H2 pumping speed and capacity to pump all of the
photodesorbed H2. Above 3 K cryosorber would have to be added to the surface
of the bore tube with a capacity of the order of ten or more monolayers of
physisorbed H2. Anodized metal surfaces, porous metal and charcoal are among
the possibilities. Recently anodized aluminum has been shown to have a very
high capacity for absorbing H2 at 4.2 K.[S] This is an attractive option for a
liner system cryosorber and could have other useful applications,
such as
pumping small helium leaks in the insulation vacuum of the magnet cryostats.
Development of a liner for the beam tube vacuum in a superconducting
accelerator is a reasonably complex task and of course has not yet been done
since the SSC and LHC are the ilrst accelerators to encounter such a need. The
best place to focus efforts on research and development on cold bore tube
vacuum and liner development is the LHC at CERN.
C. Liner impedance
With 75 2x6 mm rounded end slots per meter, an equivalent
liner
ID = 30 mm and an assumed liner length equal IO 80% of the total collider
impedances below the beam
circumference, the transverse and longitudinal
tube cutoff frequency were estimated to be ZT = 0.8 MOhms/m and ZL/n = 0.01
Ohms. The single
bunch
instability
thresholds
for the SSC were
and ZL/n - 4 Ohms so there seems to be a large safety
ZT - 170 MOhmslm
margin. Near and above the cutoff frequency there is some danger of narrow
band resonances leading to multi-bunch instabilities. Recent work shows that
randomizing the spacing and length of holes in the liner to break up
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periodicity
is an effective
means
impedances lo manageable levels.[61
D. Resistive wall instability

growth

of

reducing

these

high

frequency

time

The resistive wall instability growth lime was calculated lo be 112 turns
assuming an effective liner ID = 30 mm. fractional tune equal to 0.1, a 100 pm
thick Cu layer with RRR = 100 and injection energy 1 TeV. Other relevant
parameters were taken from the parameter list for the 30x30 TeV collider. The
magnetoresistivity
correction
(Kohler’s
rule) for Cu was included in the
calculation. A growth lime of the order of 100 turns was generally regarded as
adequately long for feedback stabilization at the SSC. Since the resistive wall
growth time scales with the third power of the beam tube ID, decreasing tie ID
from 30 to 20 mm would reduce the growth lime lo 33 turns. Al this point
consideration
should be given to design requirements of the transverse
feedback damping system before proceeding. Of course the thickness of Cu
could be increased to lengthen the growth time. However the quench forces
are then increased proportionally
and the thickness of stainless steel would
have to be increased, which further decreases the available aperture.
E. Wall heating by Ihe beam image current
Resistive wall heating by the beam image current occurs at high enough
frequencies (f - c12noz - 1 GHz) that increased resistivity in Cu due to the
anomalous skin effect is important. Beam image current heating was estimated
using a surface resistivity Rs = 2x10 -3 Ohms measured at 1 GHz and 4.2 K on
electrodeposited Cu.[7] The result obtained for an RMS bunch length 4.5 cm was
1.0 kW per beam, a negligible
refrigeration
impact compared to the
synchrotron radiation heat load of - IS0 kW per beam.
F. Liner cooling
A critical concern for the implementation
of a liner is the removal of
3 W/m of synchrotron
radiation
per beam in the limited space allowed
between the liner and magnet bore tube. Two 3 mm ID tubes brazed to the
outside of the liner and at the middle of two of the four flat faces were
specified for removal of heat by the flow of high pressure GHe. Up to four
tubes of this size are possible. The cryogenics subgroup considered a
particular solution with two headers in the cryostat specified for input and
output of GHe at 20 bar, 15 K and I8 bar, 25 K respectively. The self consistent
length of 3 mm tubing and flow rate of GHe that satisfy these boundary
conditions were calculated to be 42 m and 2.5 gm/sec (1.25 gm/sec. per cooling
lube) respectively. An individual GHe circuit could then go down one beam
tube for - 20 meter (one 20 m dipole, 2 ten meter dipoles etc.) and return along
the second beam tube in a two in one cryostat. The total length of dipoles in the
30x30 TeV collider is - 50 km so the total flow of GHe between the two headers
would be - 6.3 kg. Quadrupole and spool piece liners could be cooled by the
same scheme or from the ends. The actual choices of inlet and outlet
temperatures and pressures would depend on an overall optimization
of the
magnet, cryogenic and vacuum systems however lhe example given shows a1
least that a reasonable solution exists. Similar results were obtained at LLNL by
J. Zbasnik, who had worked on this type of problem for the SSC liner, and R.
Wong but they could not attend the workshop.

G. IR vacuum
The IR region of a proton collider presents challenging vacuum design
problems due to limited access and the need to minimize detector background
due to beam gas interactions and interactions of IR collision products with the
beam pipe, supports and vacuum pump materials. To achieve the required IR
beam tube vacuum It is necessary to locate vacuum pumps inside the detectors;
the innermost one within a few meters of the IP. Very high reliability and
compatibility with the magnetic field of the detector are required. Supporting
the beam tube inside lens of meters long movable sections of the detector,
remote disassembly and handling of radioactive components are also required.
These problems are essentially identical with those that were being dealt with
at the SSC[S] and are now being dealt with at the LHC. The 30x30 TeV collider
parameters were examined lo see if there are important differences that fall
outside the scope of work at SSC and LHC. Bunched beam induced
multipactoring,
ion pressure bump instability
and beam gas scattering were
discussed at the workshop; the overall conclusion was that there did not seem
to be insurmountable vacuum IR problems in the 30x30 TeV collider beyond
the SSC and LHC experience. Due lo the three times higher beam current in
30x30 TeV collider compared to SSC it will probably be desirable to reduce the
IR pressure requirement from lo-8 Torr to - 3~10~~ Torr. Compared to the SSC
GEM detector, for example, this could be accommodated by increasing the
diameter of the beam pipe inside the central tracker from 80 mm to 120 mm.
The overall conclusion was that the work being done at the LHC will be the
best source of future information on research and development in IR vacuum
relevant to the 30x30 TeV collider.
IV. Summary.

for future

work

For the 2x2 TeV collider:
1. Photodesorption data at - 3.8 eV critical energy are needed to decide
whether a liner is needed for the cold bore tube vacuum. Extrapolation
of existing data above 12.4 eV down to 3.8 eV critical energy predicts an
initial H2 monolayer formation time of the order of one week at design
intensity. The cleanup rate is unknown.
2. There is a possible need for a high conductivity coating on the beam
lube wall lo obtain long enough growth time for the resistive wall
instability. The issue it tied lo the injection energy. If the injection
energy is 150 GeV lhen the resistive wall growth rate for stainless steel
was calculated to be 14 turns, which is short compared to present
experience. A 5 urn coating of Cu was calculated to increase the growth
time to 182 turns, which is within the range of present experience. If
the injection energy is increased to 900 GeV then the growth rate for
stainless steel increased lo 86 turns, which seems acceptable without a
high conductivity
coating.
3. If a liner is needed it will be for vacuum only and it can be at the
same temperature as the magnet cryostats. This greatly simplifies the
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liner design since GHe cooling tubes are not needed.
temperature is lowered to - 3 K then the bare metal bore
liner serves as an adequate cryopump. This eliminates
porous cryosorber for H2 and the liner design is further

If the cryostat
tube outside the
the need for a
simplified.

4. If a liner is needed, an extruded aluminum composite magnet bore
tube/liner and aluminum bore tube plus aluminum sheet metal liner
options should be considered as possible cost optimized solutions in
addition lo stainless steel (copper clad if necessary).
For the 30x30 TeV collider:
1. Eventually to make accurate predictions of cold bore tube. vacuum it
will be necessary to measure photodesorption coefficients at 1.2 keV
photon
flux
lo23
lo
critical
energy
up to an integrated
lo24 photons/m on the particular material that is chosen for the liner.
2. Estimates of liner performance were made using existing room
temperature photodesorption data at 490 eV. 1% geometric open hole
area for pumping, square cross section with 36 mm vertical and
horizontal mechanical aperture and fabricated from stainless steel with
100 pm RRR = 100 copper cladding. This type of liner is similar to that
being considered for the LHC. The general conclusion was that such 8
liner is feasible. The operating lime for conditioning the entire liner
before reaching full current was calculated to be tens of days and for
conditioning a short section the order of a day. The upper bounds on
gas scattered beam power deposition in the cold mass was assumed to be
0.1 W/m for conditioning the entire ring and 1.0 W/m for conditioning
a short section. The growth rate for the resistive wall instability,
impedance margins below beam tube cutoff and beam image current
heating were all examined and found to be satisfactory. Quench forces
up to BdBJdt - 300 T2/sec can be sustained without flexing the liner into
the bore tube.
3. Short slots are preferred for liner pumping holes to reduce the
impedance for a given pumping speed. Rounded end 2x6 mm slots, 75 per
meter were assumed in the calculations.
The slot lengths and axial
spacings should be randomized to reduce the impedance of narrow band
resonances near and above the beam tube cutoff frequency.
4. Reasonable solutions exist for removing the 3 W/m of synchrotron
radiation heat load per beam tube impinging on the liner. A particular
example assumed two parallel 3 mm ID cooling tubes attached to the
outside of the liner with GHe inlet manifold at 20 bar, 15 K and outlet
manifold at 18 bar. 25 K. For these boundary conditions the length of
tubing between connections to the inlet and outlet manifolds was
calculated to be - 40 m and the throughput of GIfe 2.5 gm/sec per beam
tube. With two beam tubes and approximately 50 km of cold bore tube
the total GHe throughput would be 6.25 kgm/sec. Liner performance is
not too sensitive to operating temperature in the range 5 to 50 K.
5. A cost optimized design for a liner should complete a trade study of
aluminum versus copper clad stainless steel options.
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6. The IR beam tube vacuum for the 30x30 TeV collider does not appear to
present any problems not already encountered at the SSC and LHC.
7. The beam tube vacuum problems and solutions for the 30x30 TeV
collider are largely similar to the LHC. The LHC will be a good focus and
source of informalion on beam tube research and development for the
30x30 TeV collider.
8. At the workshop the 30x30 TeV synthesizing group was considering
high Tc magnet (- 15 K) and rapid cycling, low stored beam energy
options. The high Tc option would simplify the liner if the synchrotron
radiation is absorbed at Tc since the GHe cooling tubes could be
eliminated.
capacity
and pumping
speed of
The H2 adsorption
cyrosorbers a1 Tc would need to be investigated. However a temperature
above somewhere in the range Tc = 15 to 20 K would greatly complicate
the beam tube vacuum because cryosorption could no longer be counted
on for pumping photodesorbed hydrogen. The rapid cycling low stored
beam energy option reduces the synchrotron radiation intensity from 3
W/m to - 0.5 W/m. This simplifies the liner since the pumping and heat
removal requirements are reduced.
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Table 1: Comparison of Tevatron and 2x2 TeV Collider
Radiation
Parameters

Synchrotron

Tevatru
E(TeV)
Ip+pbar(mA)
p(km)
Ecrit(eV)
dr/dt(phot/m/sec)
P1(2np)(mWlm)

Table 2: Comparison of LHC and 30x30 TeV Collider
Radiation
Parameters

E(TeV)
I(mA)*
p(h)
Ecrit(eV)
dr/dt(phot/m/sec)*
Pl(2xp)(Wlm)*
* per beam

5;o
2.7
45.6
9.6~1016
.22

Synchrotron

30
192
8.0
1200
5x1016
3.0
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ABSTRACT

production
rate
We have considered
the antiproton
requirements of a 2-TeV Proton-Antiproton Collider operating at a
peak luminosity of 2x1033 cm-2-set-1. We find that the collider will
stacking rate of approximately
9OxlOtu
require a antiproton
antiprotons per hour assuming that the unused antiprotons are
This stacking rate can be achieved by
recovered from the collider.
building 2 or more new storage rings using extensions of existing
Major technological
considerations include energy
technology.
deposition in the antiproton target, antiproton acceptance, and
stochasticcooling.
GENERALCONSIDERATIONS

antiproton
production
within
We have considered
the
will
exist
at
Fermilab
after
the
constraints that we expect
construction of the Main Injector. The Main Injector will be capable
of accelerating 6 batches of 84 bunches. Each batch contains 5x1012
protons. The current plan for antiproton production with the main
injector is to use a single batch to produce an antiproton
1010antiprotonsper hour.
accumulationrate of 15x
The antiproton production rate must be increased by a factor of
6 to achieve the luminosity of 2x1033 cm-2-see-t. This increase may
be obtained simply by increasing the number of batches targeted or
We have considered a
by increasing the transverse acceptance.
number of different
schemes for increasing
the antiproton
production rate. Once the antiprotons are produced, they must be
cooled to sufficiently
high densities to satisfy the collider
The major considerations in obtaining the increased
requirements.
stacking rate involve targeting and stochasticcooling.
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We have considered the number of antiprotons that would be
required to support a collider with an integrated luminosity of 400
pb-1 per week. We estimate that a stacking rate of 90x 10’0 hrt is
According to this estimate, about 2/3 of the antiprotons
required.
are lost in proton-antiproton interactions in the collider. Appendix I
shows someof the parametersof this estimate.
ANTIPROTONPRODUCTIONANDTARGETCONSIDERATIONS

The antiproton production rate can be increased by either
increasing the number of protons collected or by increasing the
The existing
phase space area of the collected antiprotons.
antiproton source produces 16x 10-e antiprotons per targeted proton.
The production ratio can be increased by about 25% by increasing
the lithium lens gradient from 800 T/m to 1000 T/m, increased by
roughly a factor of 2 by increasing the transverse emittance collected
from 20x mm-mrad to 40x mm-mrad, and increased proportionately
to the momentum bite (nominally 4% for the existing antiproton
The increased gradient in the lithium lens requires an
source).
improvement in lens technology; the other factors are obtained by
building a collection ring with a larger acceptance.
The proton beam currently deposits 700 J/g in the antiproton
target. This energy density is nearly the maximum energy density
allowed that can be sustained by any known solid target. Target
damage may be avoided by using a system of kicker magnets to
sweep the proton beam across the face of the target to maintain a
maximum energy deposition of 700 J/g.
It is envisioned that a
sweeping system will already be in place in the Main Injector era.
Increasing the number of protons targeted will require higher fields
in magnetsthat are already technically challenging.

The antiproton flux that can be accumulated is proportional to
the bandwidth of the cooling systems. One major limitation is the
maximum bandwidth that can be achieved, particularly in the stack
tail cooling system. The current antiproton source uses a l-2 GHz
stack tail cooling system and was designed for a stacking rate of
1OxlOtu antiprotons per hour. To date it has achieved a stacking
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rate of 5x1010 antiprotons per hour. The stacking rate is currently
limited by antiproton production-not
by cooling-so
the system
We will assume that a
capability is probably somewhat higher.
practical l-2 GHz cooling system can achieve a stacking rate of
7.5x 1010antiprotonsper hour.
Stochastic cooling systems have been built using 4-8 GHz
bandwidths We believe that an extension of the existing techniques
Higher bandwidths
to the S-16 GHz region should be possible.
Thus,
we
imagine
that it would be
probably require new techniques.
possible to stack 8 times the assumed present capability of 7.5~1010
per hour by simply scaling the existing stack tail cooling design in
We further assert that it would be possible to
the accumulator.
achieve the additional 50% in stacking rate that is required by
performing some of the cooling in the additional rings that are
required to perform the pre-cooling,
post-cooling,
and beam
manipulation.
Another consideration is the power requirements of the precooling system. The power requirements for high gain precooling
systems may become prohibitive when fast cooling of high emittance
In order to keep the power demands in a
beams is required.
reasonable range, we have had to make the somewhat optimistic
assumption that an effective 50 R pickup can be built in the 8-16
GHz frequency range to work with a 30-40x mm-mrad emittance
beam.

The High Energy Accumulator is a storage ring that is rather
similar to the existing accumulator except that the only cooling
systems are core cooling systems. The ring requires high vacuum,
good magnetic field quality, and the absence of beam heating
The High Energy
mechanisms (except for intrabeam scattering).
Accumulator is to be built at some energy which is higher than the
Main Injector transition energy to facilitate
transfer and of
antiprotons to and from the Tevatron. We have assumed that this
machine would be installed in the Main Injector tunnel. However,
there may be significant advantages to a smaller circumference
storage ring including smaller intrabeam scattering rates, cost of the
vacuum system, and signal transmission for the stochastic cooling
systems.

SCENARIOSCONSIDERED

We considered four example scenarios to achieve the required
All scenarios begin with 120 GeV
antiproton production rates.
All scenarios present the same beam
protons in the Main Injector.
parameters to the current accumulator where momentum stacking is
Finally,
all scenarios include a high energy
accomplished.
1013particles can be stored.
accumulator where a beam of lx
The Main Injector is loaded with 6 booster batches. The
Main Injector performs a “batch rotation” on the 6 batches to
produce a super-batch that is about 400-800 nsec long. This batch is
then targeted immediately.

Scenario

I:

We found that this scenario was
At best, the batch rotation would take 0.5 set to
unattractive.
perform-extending
the production cycle and substantially increasing
the Main Injector power dissipation.
Furthermore, the energy
density in the target is a serious problem in this scenario.
The
However,
required sweeping system was deemed to be impractical.
a scheme that coalesced 3 batches and increased the acceptance in
The
momentum and in transverse phase space could be attractive.
targeting problem could, in this case, be solved by defocusing the
beam on the target and accepting a lower yield (but compensating
with a higher acceptance).
Comments

on

Scenario

I:

The Main Injector is loaded with 6 booster batches.
Scenario II:
Each batch is rotated to achieve the narrow time spread in the
normal way. Once rotated the bunches are captured in a 956 MHz rf
system. Each booster batch is targeted at approximately 10 msec
The batch is rotated in the existing Debuncher (in the
intervals.
normal way) to yield a narrow momentum spread. The beam is then
transferred to a new Pre-cooling Ring, where it is stochastically
cooled an transferred to the existing Accumulator Ring.
II: The targeting issues are also fairly serious
in this scenario. The most straight-forward solution would require 6
parallel target stations. One might guess that the target station alone
in this scenariocould cost in the range of 2OM$ to 50M$.
Comments

on Scenario

III: The Main Injector is loaded with 6 batches of protons.
After a normal bunch rotation all batches are extracted, targeted, and

Scenario
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collected in a large DebuncheKompressor
ring placed in the Main
The
beam
is
then
transferred
to the existing
Injector tunnel.
Debuncher where it is cooled stochastically and transferred to the
existing Accumulator Ring.
The high ~ in the DebuncherlCompressor
requires very high rf voltages to perform the bunch rotation at 8.9
GeV collection energy. The possibility of collecting the beam at 16
GeV, performing the bunch rotation at high energy, and decelerating
However, the large
in the Main Injector is a possible solution.
circumference of the ring precludes stochastic cooling at practical
power levels.
Comments on Scenario

III:

A single booster batch is accelerated in the Main
The beam is debunched using a linear
Injector and targeted.
accelerator and injected into a Precooling Ring. The increase in flux
is obtained by collecting a larger transverse emittance and a larger
momentum spread. A parameter list for this scenario is given in
Appendix II. The parameters are more of a wish list than a design.
Many parameters are the result of calculations, but many are the
result of guessingwhat might be possible.
Scenario

IV:

This scenario is very friendly for the
Comments on Scenario
IV:
targeting. The scenario also has the potential for increased fluxbeyond the 90x10*0 per hour requirement-by
targeting more
boosterbatches. However, the rf requirementsare substantial.
R&D ISSUESTO BE ADDRESSED

Stochastic cooling at 8-16 GHz needs to be
demonstrated. Of particular concern is the need to cool physically
large beams with short wave-lengths.
These systems not only
Previously used
require high frequencies, but high powers.
techniques are probably inadequate for higher power levels.
Some
consideration should be given to techniques that could potentially
cancel the effects of the “bad mixing” between pickup and kicker.
Finally, one should consider more exotic techniques for higher
frequency cooling.
In particular, one should consider stochastic
cooling at optical frequenciesl-for
the collider if not for the
antiproton source.
Stochastic

cooling:

1 zholents and Zolotorev, phys. Rev. L~IL 71:41464149 (1993) and SLAC-PUB6476, “Transit-time Method of Optical StochasticCooling”
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The 800 MHz rf system proposed for the linear debuncher
scheme is a large and expensive system. R & D would be necessary
to investigate economical methods of obtaining high gradients and
possibly for tuning and de-Qing the cavities that would be placed in
the Main Injector.
rf:

A sweeping system is desirable or essential for the
Targeting:
scenarios described here. In all scenarios we have assumed that one
can develop a lithium lens that is capable of producing a gradient of
One more exotic possibility is the development of a
1000 T/m.
lithium lens using liquid instead of solid lithium.
Finally, a plasma
lens could possibly be developed, but the pulse length of 500 nsec
obtained2at CERN would have to be increased.
The possibility of using either super-ferric or permanent
magnets for the high energy accumulator ring has been suggested.
We did not investigate these technologies although both possibilities
have some attractive features. The large apertures (40x mm-mrad
and 10% AP/p) required of the collection ring in at least some of our
scenarios may present challenges for both conventional and exotic
magnets.

Magnets:

CONCLUSION
It is clear that an Antiproton Source capable of stacking
90x1010 antiprotons per hour is technically feasible.
However, all
the scenarios that we considered require substantial investments
new components.

2H. Riege. et al., CERN Note PWAR Note.91-10.
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Introduction
The chargeto the working group was to evaluatethe injector chain for two facilities:
1. 2x2 TeV p-p collider with an emittance (rms) of 3 x mm mrad, an intensity of 2.38~10”
particles/hunch,and a bunch spacingof 132 ns (seven53 MHz buckets).
2. 30x30 TeV p-p collider with an emittance (rms) of 1 n mm mrad. an intensity of 2.4~10”
particles/bunch,and a bunch spacingof 132ns (seven53 MHz buckets).
Other issuessuch as i; production, lattice considerations,and magnet design were the purview of other
working groups. Therefore, the transverse emittance through the injector chain in light of FNAL
experienceand SSCL design evaluations was the primary thread used for the evaluations. Given the
specitication_s
of the two facilities (2x2 and 30x30 TeV), the most problematic relative to emittanceis the
2x2 TeV p p collider. However, even for the 2x2 TeV case, solutions appearto be relatively straight
forward in regardto the brightnessrequirements.
Tables 1 and 2 outline the possible injector chains giving the proposed emittance budget at each stage.
The preciseenergy range of eachsegmentis soft, but as a practical matter FNAL parameterswere used.
The emittancebudget allocation is also somewhatarbitrary and could benefit from further evaluation. A
schemediscussedbelow whereby three of the 53 MHz buckets are coalescedin the Medium Energy
Booster/M EB ) has been assumed. That is. the space charge tune shifts were calculated assuming
2.38x10 /3 and 2.4x10”/3 protons/bunch for the 2x2 and 30x30 TeV casesrespectively. It has been
assumedthat the presentand envisaged(main ring specifications) FNAL proton production are adequate
to meetthe p production requirements.
Injection Chain - Ion source to Drift Tube Linac (DTL)
To achievethe 2x2 TeV specitications,the FNAL Co&oft-Walton systemwith its 0.2-0.3 s mm mrad at
53 mA is more than adequate. To achieve the 1 II mm mrad for the 30x30 TeV case, an ion
somcc/LEBT/RFQ with an emittance of -0.2 II mm mnd at a current of -45 mA is necessary.Therefore,
an R&D program which would develop a prototypical system to be used for proof-of-principle and
parameteroptimization should be begun now in order to realize thesegoals in the next S-10 years. This
becomesincreasingly important for caseswhere final emittancesless than 1 n mm mrad are desiible. In
addition, consideration should be given to determining the degree to which the present FNAL system
could be improved.
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I
Accelerator
Element
Ion source- DTL
ML
XL
LEB
Ml3

I

Accelerator
Element
Ion Source- DTL.
LYIL
SCL
LEB
MEE

I

HEB

Injection

I

I

Table 1. 2x2 TeV Injector
I
Emittance
d’hms
E renal
(x
mm
mrad)
KkV)
0.00075
1
0.1
1.5
0.85-1.0
2
8
2.4
150
2.7

Table 2. 30x30 TeV Injector
Emittance
@‘rms
Efld
I
(x mm mrad)
(Gev)
0.0025
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.4
0.5
8
0.7
150
0.8
2,000

I

1

I

I

Comment

I

(FNAL -0.3 x mm mrad)
(FNAL-1.1 xmmmrad)
(FNAL -1.3 %mm mrad)
AVsnp~ch.= 0.37-0.3
Av sLmcehr=0.07

1

Comment

I

Prototype
Evaulate l* tank E dilution

I

AVsnaccrh~= 0.32
AvlP-ha- 0.02
C&lescing in

I

Chain - DTLJSide Coupled Linac @CL)

To achievethe 2x2 TeV specifications,the linac energy must be increasedfrom 400 MeV to 850 - 1,000
MeV to maintain the spacechargetune shift in the Low Energy Boosterto 0.37 - 0.3 respectively. Under
theseconditions, the choice of a continuation of the previous FNAL linac upgradeis probably preferable
to undertaking an R&D program to develop appropriate high gradient structures. However, during the
workshop alternative30x30 TeV specifications were proposedfor which a sevexai(3-8) GeV linac would
have been required. Hence, it would be prudent 10consider a high gradient structure program, or at a
minimum, track progress of other accelerator groups in this area. To achieve the 30x30 TeV
specifications, the emittance growth through Drift Tube Linac (D’IL) region must be diagnosed and
rectified. The FNAL 400 MeV linac may be adequatepresuming that a spacecharge tune shift of 0.32
providesacceptableperformance.
Injection Chain - Low Energy Booster (LEB)
For the 2x2 TeV case,an injection energy of 850 - 1,COOMeV would be required to maintain the space
chargetune shift at 0.37 - 0.3 respectively for an emittance of 2 x mm mrad. The FNAL LEB presently
provides -4 x 10” protons/bunchwith an emittance of 2 n mm mrad. This performance is the result of a
significant and continued diagnosis and correction program. It is important that activities in this vein
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continue. For the 30x30 TeV case,it may be possible to achieve the specificationsgiven in Table 2 even
with the presentlinac energy of 400 MeV since this would result in a presumedacceptablespacecharge
rune shift of 0.32. Inasmuch as this result maybe marginal, it is important that the LEB performance
improvement program be continued. Also, the viability of 1 GeV H injection into the presentFNAL
boostershould be evaluated.
Injection Chain - Medium Energy Booster (MEB)
The transverseemittance is not anticipated to be a significant issue in the MEB. With the present
specifications,the spacecharge tune shifts are small. (SeeTables). This conclusion is also supportedby
the systematicinvestigation of emittancedilution for the SSCL MEB under similar conditions. Although
probably not required with the presentspecitications. electron cooling in the MEB could be considered.
Roughly speaking,a 6 MeV, 2 A electron beam over a 40 m section of the ring could be used to reduce
the emittanct by half in approximately 2 minutes. A development of this concept is provided in these
proceedings.
Injection Chain - High Energy Booster (HEB)
Whiie the High Energy Booster is not anticipated to have significant problems in achieving the requited
emittances,cm will be rap&d to achievethe 30x30 TeV emittance.
Coalescing
Both the 2x2 and the 30x30 TeV specifications stipulate a bunch spacing of 40 m. To achieve a 40 m
bunch spacingfor example, it is proposedthat segmentsof the LEB batch be extractedsuch that a pattern
of 3 full buckets- 4 empty buckets (53 MHz) would be createdin the MEB. This pattern would then be
acceleratedto flat top (150 GeV) and coalescedto createthe required bunch spacing. This sequencehas
been assumedin the spacecharge analysis where the 53 MHz bunch intensities where assumedto bc
2.38~10~~13and 2.4x10m/3 for the 2x2 and 30x30 TeV casesrespectively. Clearly, the viability of this
scheme and the hardware implications particularly the fast kickers for the LEB and the rf in the MEB
require further study.
1. “Multi-MeV Electron Cooling - A Tool for increasingthe Performanceof High Energy Hadron
Colliders?“, SergeiNagaitsev,TheseProceedings.
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Abstract
This paper is a summary of work done at the “Workshop
on Future Hadron Facilities in the US” that wss held July
6-10, 1994, at Indiana University, in Bloomington.

1

INTRODUCTION

The optics of a high energy hadron collider are conceptually divided into the arcs and the interactions regions
(IBs). Arca bend the beam, and comprise most of the collider circumference. They are usually made from a large
number of repetitive FODO cells, with as small an average
bending radius as practically possible. Interaction regions
are relatively straight, and transport the beam between
arc ends and interaction points (IPs). The IR optics focus
the beam down to a small spot at the IP, with an rms size
0*=&F7GG

Region Working

(1)

where c is the rms normal&d emittame, B is the beta
function at the IP, and & is a relativistic factor. Two
storage rings were considered at the workshop, a 2 x 2 TeV
collider with /?7 iz 7 % 2 x lo’, referred to here as ‘“I?!“,
and a 30 x 30 TeV collider with 7 % 3x10’, dubbed “T30”.
This summary adopts the same nominal parameters for
T2 and T30; an initial emittance of c = 10-s m, and a
collision beta as low as p = 0.2 m. Nominal collision
beam sizes u* for T2 and T30 are therefore 10.0 pm and
2.6 pm, respectively.
General statements can be made for T2 and T30 if the
IR optics are simplified by assuming:
1. There are no prior geometric co&raiots.
2. The optics are designed as interconnecting modules, each with a specific function.
3. Small beam separation of A 5 O.lm.
4. Dynamical analysis is limited to general comments oo local tolerance and correction.
It is worth classifying hadron colliders on the basis of these
assumptions, before turning to more detailed discussions
in succeeding sections.
Prror
constraints a&&&&y.
T2 is conceived as replacing the Tevatron, in the existing tunnel.
Similarly, the LBC must fit in the LEP tunnel. The footprint of a new machine must fall (generally) within a fraction of a meter of the old, and so careful attention must be
paid to the layout ofbending dipoles. This has had important consequencesin llmltm; r.5.:5 ..oii: o.fry:: mod?l!arity
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that is possible in the LHC. Similarly, it appears to be difficult to increase the length of the IR straight in TZ (see
below). By contrast, RBIC, SSC, and T30 are essentially
free of prior geometric constraints.
till
beam seoaratipg. RHIC and the SSC separate
two beams of identical particles into independent magnets
with centersabout a meter apart. Tbii generates a spurious ‘separation dispersion” r) of approximately the same
size as the beam separation. The magnets are borizontally separatedin RHIC, and correction of the separation
dispersion is included in the role of the dispersion supprec
sor module that sets q* = 0 but leave rJ’ non-zero. Beam
separation is vertical in the SSC, and the “M =-I” vertical
dispersion correction section adds a significant complication to the IR design. If the beams are only separated
by A 5 0.1 m, then the separation dispersion is cornpatable to other random sources, and the problem becomes
moot. This condition is met in proton-antiproton colliders
such as the Tevatron or T2 where two beams circulate in
.aone-in-one magnet, and in the LHC which uses a two-inooe magnet. It is also assumed that T30 would also use a
two-in-one magnet.
hited
dvnamical analvsis. The dynamic aperture of a
collider is often limited by IR performance, but its accurate
evaluation for T2 and T30 falls well beyond the scope of
the workshop. It is not possible to unequivocally say that
S = 0.2 m is a&&able, for example, although it looks
reasonable at first glance. Thii summary limits iself to
overviews of linear effects and nonlinear harmonics in the
dominant IR triplet quadrupoles.

2

IR MODULES

The prime virtue of modularity is that the separation of
functions leads to a conceptually easier and more Betible
lattice. For example, modules can be connected together
more or lava like a toy train set. Figure 1 shows the modular implementationof a REIC IR, tuned for collisions with
r = 1.0 m. Dipoles and F and D quadrupoles are shown
as rectangles centered on, above, or below the main axis.

2.1 A simple telescope
Figure 1 illustrates the simplest possible telescope module. After traveling for L’ = 25m (and passing through
beam splitting dipoles), a hadron leaving the RAIC IP encounters a close packed triplet of quadrupoles, where the
ring-wide maximum fl of
s^ E L:/p-

(‘3 86

6’” Im’nl
40

still only 0.6 mm. Triplet physical aperture in therefore not
expected to be a problem in T30 (or T2). This remains
true when a non-zero crossing angle is included to separate
the beams by, say, 76(s), thereby ameliorating parasitic
long range beam-beam interactions. Small L, values (and
large K values) are desirable for dynamic aperture, not
physical aperture, reasons.
[iI

S[ml

A fourth quad Q4 is at the end of the long drift after
the triplet, followed, half of e.half FODO cell length later,
by a fifth quad 45. It is natural in general to separate
the beams into separate beampipes between 43 and 44,
although this is not done in RHIC. Since 44 is primarily
responsible for matching into the FODO cell twisa functions at 45, its strength varies strongly with p. (The
requirement for perfect FODO cell @matching is relaxed
in the RHIC implementationshown.) The absenceof a setondary 0 peak is agreat advantage of this simple telescope,
which tunes robustly over a large range of B values[2].

Figure 1: Modular IR design: the RHIC interaction region.

2.2 Dispersion control and utility straights
is encountered. The “effective length” L. remains e6
sentially constant independent of B, since the triplet
quadrupole strength K[m-q is almost (or exactly) held

The collision dispersion 7’ is zero for all the colliders under discussion in order to suppress odd order beam-beam
resonances and to minimize the collision beam size, while
constrmt.
the SSC design is alone in also setting the slope rf’ to
Figure 2 shows how L, varies with the common triplet
aero. Full dispersion suppression is a design choice for T2
ouadrunole stren&h K, following work by Peclr[l]. This
and T30. A telescope can be connected to a variety of
rwumes that the quads are separated by 1 m gaps, and 180 degree phase advance FODO dispersion suppressors
that the same p’ is encountered in both planes. It shows (ie, suppressors with constant qusdrupole spacing). For
that L, is only weakly dependent on L’ and on the example, a natural suppressor with a high dipole packing
quadrupole strength available. The gradient G T/m in fraction can be made using cells with a quadrupole spacing
T30 quadrupoles is related to the strength by
3/4 of the arc cells, each cell bending by 2/3 of the angle
of the arc cell. Or, B missing dipole suppressor with twice
G = K/l+
4 10’K
(3) the arc bending radius can be made by keeping the quad
spacing the same, while halving the bend angle per half
A not impwible gradient of G = 400 T/m therefo:e yields cell. Note, however, that the phase advtrnce from the IP
L, = 62 m in a T30 IR with 2’ = 20 m, so that fl= 19.2 to 45 is a 3r/2 in one plane, and = r/2 in the other. So,
km when B = 0.2 m, andthe maximumbeamsizeZ is if the two telescopeson either side of an IP are powered antisymmetrically, they will naturally provide r)’ w 0.0 even
80.0r
I when matched directly into arc FODO cells with full bending strength! Perfect partial suppression can be achieved
L’-20m
10m
by allowing small variation in the strength of the first few
Sm
60.0 quadrupolea outside the triplet - a desirable feature for
E
other reasons.
3
g

40.0 -

!
l”

20.0 -

N:

Ciuadrupdm stmgtt
K llhn”Zl
Figure 2: Effective length L. in long triplets

Utility drift spaces have to be provided, for kickers,
Lambertson magnets, electrostatic separators, spin rotators and snakes, general instrumentation, et cetera. One
way is to follow the telescope with a bend free set of cells
in a utility module, before entering (for example) a high
packing fraction dispersion suppressormodule. The RBIC
implementation in Figure 1 u8es a dipole layout scheme
that partially suppress q’*, and at the same time provides
utility drift spaces. Since this region servedmore than one
function, it is not strictly proper to call it a module. In
fact, most of the quadrupoles in Figure 1 are tuned simultaneously when a new optics is desigued.

a7

.

2.3

Bet&on

oscillation

polarisation

The eigenmodes of betstron oscillation conventionally lie
in the horizontal and vertical planes, with an obvious analogy to plane polarisation in light optics. It has been prcposed that the beam-beam effect could be ameliorated if
the planes are rotated locally, at the IP, by 45 degrees[4].
A “quarter wsve plate” module on one side of the IP can
do this, matched by (1compensating module on the other
side, Such s module was presented in conceptual form at
the workshop[S]. Crudely speaking, it consists of s settion containing only skew quadrupoles and drifts, where
the phase advance in one 45 degree plane is x/2 larger
than in the other. It has also been proposed that global
circular polarisation ameliorates nonlinear dynamics and
correction schemesin general[3]. One way to achieve this
is to place identical quarter wave modules on either side
of the IP.
These two proposals have B lot in common, even though
thev are independently motivated. However, although the
schemes appiar to be attractive, they both need a significant amount of research and development before they
become practical, well justified, proposals.

3

TEVATRON GEOMETRIC
CONSTRAINTS

The prior geometric constraints of the Tevatron tunnel
are crudely evaluated by modeling each sextant 88 sn IR
straight Ls = 35 meters long, followed by an arc of constant bending radius, followed by another IR straight. If
Ls in T2 is increased by AL, as dipoles are pushed back
out of the telescope, the radial distances from the center
of the ring to an IP and to an arc center increase by ARIP
and ARARC, where
AR1.a = -0.18AL

AR.,Rc = 0.09AL

(4)

It appears difficult to rnnve the TZ dipoles much further sway from the IP. Although the ground rules can be
changed, for example by allowing missing dipoles in the
middle of the arcs, it will probably remain impossible to
have r~bend free TZ telescope. Directly or indirectly, efforts to lengthen the IR straight in TZ tend to raise the
dipole field required for LIfixed energy. The modified getmetric demands of beam separation, injection and extraction in T2 also contlict with prior geometric constraints,
and with IR design in general.

4

TRIPLET

QUADRUPOLE

ERRORS

The large lengths, strengths and beta functions of the IR
triplet quadrupoles make them particularly vulnerable to
various error effects, scum of which are discussed below.
However, even perfect triplet quadrupolea indirectly limit
collider performance, through the “chromatic aberration”
p(6) effects that they create. Multiple sextupole families
may be necessary. It is almost definitely these chromatic
effects that set the ultimate limit on the lowest a avail-

able in T30, and maybe also in T?. A more quantitative
statement is beyond the scope of this report.
4.1

Misalignment

errors

When B triplet quad of focal length f is displaced trans
versely by AZ, an angular kick-of Aelf is created. Taking
the quad beta function to be j3 and using equation 2, the
clceed orbit is displaced at the IP by
AZ* -

L. (At/f)

FI

(5)
where Fl is B factor, close to 1, that is a function of the
fractional tune. Using L, = 62 m and f = 20 m, displacements of only 1.0 pm or 0.26 pm move the closed orbit by
u* in T2 or T30, respectively. This is much less than conventional alignment and surveying accuracies, at the 100
pm level.
If the displacement is constant (DC) in time, closed orbit correction is relatively straightforward. However, the
triplet quads will probably vibrate at mechanical frequencies of a few Hz, with amplitudes large enough to cause
the “colliding” beams to miss altogether. This makes local closed orbit feedback necessary,at frequencies that are
(fortunately) much less than the revolution frequency. The
feedback algorithm becomes somewhat more mmplicated
if the triplet BPMs move with the triplet, but the problem
remains linear, with a non-singular solution - at least on
paper.

4.2 Normal quadrupole errors
The quadrupole integrated strength is subject to errors
that distort the lattice optics. For example, if the magnetic
length is wrong by AL, a beta wave is launched with an
amplitude

Afi I.-zr;p2
B
where Fz e 1 is another form factor. A 10% beta wsve
is introduced in T30 when the length of rasingle quad is
wrong by only about lo-‘, (Lplausible number in practice.
Independently controllable quadrupoles - ideslly about IO
on either side of each IP - can be used ss both diagnostics
and correctors for DC errors. The beta wave is observed by
measuring tune shifts as individual quads are perturbed.
Then the linear problem is inverted, much as in closedorbit
correction, to derive slightly modified quad strengths.
Dangerous levels of tune modulation can easily result
from power supply ripple, even when state of the art regulation practices are employed. Preliminary experience at
HERA suggests that it is useful to feed back the Fourier
analysed signal from a sensitive beam loss monitor into the
reylation circuitry[6].
Skew quadrupole and roll angle errors
Skew quadrupole errors in triplet quadrupoles are indistinguishable, in practice, from roll angle misalignments.
A roll angle of 0 results in B minimum tune split of

4.3

a&,<, = E-./PH//(fT)

(7) ?a

12 Tesla for T30. Nonetheless, non-SC quads are useful
optical elements, aa well as collimstors.
The working group first considered B non-SC quad loca.
tion close (c 1 m) from the IP, embedded in a detector.
Both iron and SmCo quads have particular mechanical difficulties at this location, due to the need to power and cool
the former, and the need to detune the latter at injection.
Also, they are not optically effective close to the IP, and
IY) their proposed location wa8 moved to just in front of
the triplet. The SC quads are well protected by iron “QO”
quads about 3 metres long. Since this is short compared to
4.4 Nonlinear errors
L’ = 20 m, say, the strongest physical aperture limitation
Some conventional wisdom8 about nonlinear magnetic er- occurs at storage, when B = 0.2 m implies o. z 2.0 km,
rors in triplet quadrupola are worth recording, without
and consequently 00 E 1.0 mm and 0.26 mm in T2 and
the numerical justification that depends on a detailed rmal- T30, respectively. Taking Rporr = 10.0 cm = 100 in T2,
ysis, since the topic is vitally important to collider perfor- and Rpolr = 5.0 mm = 19.4a in T30, leads to QO gradients of about 130 T/m and 260 T/m, respectively. These
“runinn shims” are hi&Iv desirabk. Eight small sir
apertures are unconventionally small for hadron collidera,
gaps may be spread out azimuthally, with quadrupole and give rise to the fear that a kicker pre-fire, for examsymmetry, on the inside arc of the iron yoke of each ple, could cause beam to strike a “collimator” from the
triplet quadrupole. As many as eight harmonies may wrong side, and severely damage a detector. Such aperthen be corrected, on a magnet to magnet basis, after tures are not a mechanical issue, however, aa quadrupoles
low current (warm) field quality measurements. At RHIC,
with similar apertures have been built for use in electron
shims of a variable mixture of brass and iron are inserted colliders.
along the length of the quadrupole body, and mechanically
A more detailed analysis of all the performance, apertied in place, to correct the b3, b,, bs, be, IIS, ad, OE.and (18 ture, and cast issues could even lead to the recommendaharmonics[6].
tion that the T30 triplet should consist solely of convenEnd m&in&s may dominate. Significrmt nOnlinear tional iron magnets.
fields - thin multipoles - are driven by the conductor configuration at the end of the quadrupolg where the current
6 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
leads emerge to connect to the outside world. Field errors at the other end, where the csnductors turn around Many people attended the IR working group sessions, to a
to reenter the yoke, are less important, although non- greater or lesser extent. Sincere thanks go to J. Johnstone,
negligible, These systematic end effects are the dominant W. Scandale, Y. Derbenev, S. Tepikian, R. Talmsn, A.
triplet field nonlinearities, if random body errors are re- Chao, A. Garren, S. Holmes, M. Syphers, and to any other
moved using tuning shims.
participant whose name I have overlooked.
bumped correctors are useful. The rapid variation of
horizontal and vertical beta functions makes it impossible
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so that a 1 mrad error has serious consequences,even in
RHIC. If the horizontal dispersion function at the quad is
non-zero, a 1 mrad roll also producea a measurable vertical dispersion wave, providing a usable diagnostic. A single
skew quadrupole corrector in a triplet simultaneously corrects linear coupling and vertical dispersion errors coming
from all three triplet quads[q. The need to have diagnostics that enable this correction arguea in favor of NOT
having full dispersion suppression.
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Summary Report

The Lattice/BeamDynamics Working Group was chargedwith reviewing and
identifying technicalissuesand theii potential solutionsfor (a) a 2x2 TeV htgh luminosity
p-pbar collider, and (b) a 30x30 TeV high luminosity pp colhder. Rather than attempting to
solve very specific problems for thesedevicesin the relatively short tune scaleof a
workshop, the group attemptedto look at more generalqueshonsto try to indicate in which
directionsfuture work in theseareasshould procede. lhe emphasisof the group tended
toward lattice issuesand generalacceleratordesignissuesfor the abovetwo cases,with
more specific questionsbeing addressedas directedby the needsseenby the Workshop
Synthesizers.
Sincethis was a Workshop, formal presentationswere kept to a minimum. A few,
slightly more “formal” Working Group presentationswere madedurmg the workshop on
topics such asa “Mobius Accelerator” (R. Talrnan), “RobinsonWigglers” (S. y. Lee),
“PhaseTrombones” (A Garren) and the “CERN LHC CombinedFun&on Latttce.”(R.
Talman). Most of thesewere nesul~ of discussionswhich occuredduring the courseof the
workshop.
2 TeV x 2 TeV

For the 2 TeV pbar-p collider, the lattice discussionconsistedof a review of work
performed at Fermilab in 1988-89 on Tevatron upgradelattices.[l] In thts work, several
alternativeswere investigated,including:
a) lengtheningof the long straight sectionsin the Tevatron from 53 m to 73 m.
Thii option required two different dipole magnets,with fields of 8 T and 9 T (for
1.8 TeV beams). The strong dipoles were used in the vicinity of the straight
sections.
b) lowering the ring dispersionfunction by using new quadrupolemagnetsltrims
near the straight sectionsto matchthe dispersionto the standardcells of the arcs.
The dispersionpeakswere reducedfrom 6 m to under 4 m.
c) increasingthe cell length in the arcsfrom 30 m to 40 m. The existing Tevatron
arcscontain “missing dipole magnets”at the “17” and “48” locations; this new
designhasthe sameamount of free space,but with the missing magnetsarrangedto
bettercontrol the dispersionmismatch. Dispersion suppressorsate used at the ends
of the amsto make zero dispersionstraight sections. While the geometry of this
acceleratoris slightly different than that of the existingTevatron,the radial
excursionswithin the tunnel were estimatedto be typically 6-9 in., with a maximum
of 13 in.
Table 1 showsgeneralparametersof the abovethree cases.The generalconclusion was
that while a new Fermilab acceleratorwould be constrainedby the Tevatron tunnel, it is
possibleto makeimprovementsto the lattice designto provide longer straight sections,
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better matchedlattice functions,and perhapsboth. With the introduction of 900 cells tbe
dispersion function is lowered substantially,and this phaseadvancealong with the smaller
beam size for coalescedbunchesmay improve the performanceof the separatedbeams
accelerator.
Table 1

E=w

Radius
Str. Sect. Length
Cell phasea&.
cell Pmax
Global fimax
CM Dmax
Global Dmax
D in str. sec.
Magnet field
Cell Quad Strength
Cell Half-length

TEV

OPT-1

oFfI-

OFl-3

1.0
loo0

1.8
loo0

1.8
1oKJ

1.8
1000

TeV
m

ii
98
110
4.0
5.9
2.5

73
74
98
110
3.5
5
3.2

2
99
180
2.6
3.6
2.4

G
m
m
m
m

Z.0438
26.7

EL
29.7

R50
24.7

zi
135
144
4.7
5.6
0.0
7.8
0.036
39.7

?
I/m
m

Beam Intensi~
Two beamintensity issuesof the 2 TeV pbar-p collider were discussed.The Srst
involved the impedancethresholdsfor the parametersetsprovided by the Workshop
Synthesizers.The longitudinal impedancethresholdfor the microwave instability was
computed to be on the or&r of Zl!Jn= 2 Ohms,and was not believedto poseany new
technical challenges.The transverseimpedanceof the acceleratorneedsto be less than
about Zl/n = 800 kOhms/m, which also is not pushing any presentlyobtainablelimits.
The secondintensity issuelooked at for the pbar-p collider was the long-range
beam-beaminteraction. This collider wih have 1-2 ordersof magnitudemore long-range
interactionsthan the presentTevatroncollider. As an estimateof the magnitudeof the
effects, considera head-onbeam-beam tune shift of AVHO for eachof two interaction
points. Around the accelerator,there will be 2*nB long-rangeinteractions,where ng is the
number of bunchesin eachbeam. Assuming the two beamsare separatedby severalbeam
sigmas (4-5, say) by the helical orbit separators,then a proton bunch will producea longrange force on the antiproton bunch which is decreasingroughly as l/r = l/(d f x). (Here,
d is the separationbetween the centersof the two bunches,and x is the displacementof an
antiproton from the centerof it’s bunch.) The expansionof l/(1 f x/d) generatesall
multipoles, giving rise to steeringerrors,tune shift errors,chromaticity, and tune spread.
For simplicity, if we assumea simple 1-D model, then these errorscan be written in terms
of AvHO as:
a)

(AxcdNmax = 4x AVHO I (da)

= 0.025
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b)

Av = 2 AVHG I (dkr)2

= O.ooO8

cl

A\ = 4 AVHG (Dkr) I (d/r~)~

= 3.2

(D is the dispersion function = 4 m, say,
andtakea=0.4mmat~=1OOm)
d)

AVmax - 9 AVHG I (d/c)4
(for particles at a = 2.4 a)

= 0.00014

where theseexpressionsare for a single long-rangeencounter. The numerical resultsam
for AVHO = 0.01, and d/a = 5. One can seethat the effects of hundredsof such
encounters(1500, for one parameterslist considered)are significant The most recent
parameterslist for the 2 TeV acceleratorreducesthe number of long-rangeinteractionsto
216, which makessomeof the numbersmore tolerable, though the issuesremain,
especially for chromaticity compensation. The analysisshould be carried through further,
looking at the details of the 2-D long-rangeinteractionsalong the helical orbit. In addition,
the effects of unevenbunch spacing (which is surely to be the casefor scenarioswith
severalhundredbunches)needto be.investigated-- in particular, the Pacmaneffect dueto
averagecorrectionsof the long-range beam-beaminteractions.

30 TeV x 30 TeV
For the 30 TeV x 30 TeV Collider, most of the discussionwas centeredaround
optimization of the lattice. Drawing upon the lessonsfrom the SSC, the group felt that
simplification of the lattice -- from a hardwarestandpoint-- was absolutely necessary.This
entailed developinga workable lattice in which the number of different types of
componentsareminiiized, long cable runsfor correctorsam avoidedand the number of
power leads are minimized. This philosophy led to a designwith “sparseksmped
correctors,and assumptionsabout having power and vacuum hardwarephysically attached
to the samecryostatcontaining the main quadrupolemagnets,thus avoiding the needfor
separate“spool pieces”in every half-cell.
The group also held discussionson magnetapertureand field quality, and
instabilities thresholds. Impedanceissueswerenot seento be an immediate issuewhich
could be addressedby this group in this workshop. The prominent impedanceissuewill
be the beamtube liner, and so will dependvery strongly on the magnetand
cryogenic/vacuumdesign.
Gne of the more exciting aspectsof the new acceleratorwas the possibility of
reducing the transverseemittancedampingtime due to synchrotronradiation by a factor of
2 or 3. The Working Group also spenttime on the designof a standardcell to perform this
function.

It was realized by the Working Group that the lattice of a new, large, high energy
collider could be simplified in such a way that may havea significant impact on the cost of
the accelerator. The emphasison much of the discussionwas how to avoid the needfor

“spool pieces,”which aredevicesusedin present superconductingacceleratorsto interface
the acceleratorto power and vacuum systems, beam insbumentation systems. and which
typically contain acceleratorcorrection magnets. In the SSC,each90 m half cell of the
Collider ring containeda 5 m spool piece, at least half of which was usedfor correction
magnets-- dipoles, quadrupoles,and sextupolesin particular, with occasional other
correctorssuch as skew quadrupoles. There were a variety of spool pieces,some of
which containedrecoolmg apparatus,somehaving power and vacuuminterfaces,different
oneswith different correctorpackages,etc.
The Working Group envisioneda scenarioasfollows. The “arcs” of the
acceleratorare madeup of 900 FODG cells. Each FODO cell is composedof a quadrupole
and 5 dipole magnets. As a working example, the Working Group comparedthese
conceptsto the generallay-out of the SSC arcs. In the SSC,roughly every 24 cells them
was an interfacepoint to the power and cryogenicssystems. In the new scheme,the lattice
would contain a sectionof 4 cells which would have free spacegeneratedby leaving out a
sequenceof dipole magnets(10, in our example) as a “dispersion-matchedinsertion.”
These“free spaces”would contain “empty cryostats,”which could then be convertedto
function as spool piecesas required. That is, there would be deviceswhich are of the same
length and outer diameterasstandarddipole cryostats,but which may contain correctors,
power feeds,cryo feeds,etc. as needed. An example of such an insertion is shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1
To avoid having spool piecesin eachhalf cell, standardsystemshardware,which
occursevery cell, would be designedinto the quadrupoleassemblyresulting in a single
piece of hardware. It was assumedthat the quadrupolestandswould be remotely
moveablewith steppingmotors to perform orbit adjustmentsthroughouteacharc. In
regionssuchas the IRS and utility straight sections(not discussedby this Working
Group), steeringcorrection magnetscould be implemented(as well asin the free-space
insertions discuswd above,as necessary)to perform injection bumps, etc.. However, in
the arcs,where.such distortions generally are not necessary,the quadrupolealignment
could be set and left alone. To make a 5 mm orbit bump in the ring, one would needonly
aboutfl mm movementof a standard quadmpole. Such remotelycontrollable magnet
standscould also allow one to relax the alignment requirementsof the acceleratorupon
installation. It was pointed out, however, that if this acceleratorincorporatesa 2-m-l
magnetdesign,simultaneousalignment of both beamsusing moveablemagnetsmay be
more difficult operationally.
The adjustmentof the global tunesof the acceleratorwill be performed by Phase
Trombones-- one at eachend of each arc. Theseconsistof 5 “standard” cells with 5
independentlycontrolled quadrupolecircuits, allowing one to tune the phaseadvance
acrossthe Trombonein eachplane, while keeping the section matchedto the rest of the
ring. If it is found that suchsectionscannot meet the requiredtuning range (roughly l-2
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units). then other measureswould need to be considered,the most straightforward being
the placementof trim quadrapolesin the “free-space”insertions.
Chromaticity adjustmentswill be made using sextupolesin the free-space
insertions. Jn our example,eachinsertion contains four straight sectionsby F quads,four
next to D quads,eachthe length of a standarddipole. It was felt that this would be plenty
of spaceto encorporatethe sextupoles necessaryfor chromaticity correction. Natorally,
the effects on dynamic apertureof such a lnmped schemewill have to be studiedcarefully.
Jn addition, the free-spaceinsertions contain “missing magnets”in the middle of
half cells, which can containskew quadrupolesto perform decoupling.
A schematiclayout of one arcof the acceleratoris shown in Fig. 2

Phase Trombone

Fig. 2
Danmine Time Enhancement
The dampingrates,or damping partition numbers,of the collider are constrainedto
add up accordingto Robinson’sTheorem[2]:
Jx + Jy + Js = 4,
where Jx = l-D, Jy = 1, and Js = 2+D. Here, D is given by
D = < (D/p2)(l/p

+

(2B’/B)> / cl/p2>

where the averagesare takenover the entire ring. For a pure FODO lattice, where B’=O
when B is not zero, and vice versa,then Jx = Jy = 1, and Is = 2. To take advantageof the
synchrotronradiation dampinginherent in a 30 TeV proton collider, schemeswere
investigatedto enhancethe dampingrate. A designof a combined function lattice for the
LHC[3] was reviewedby the group, and a combined function lattice was briefly discussed
96

for the 30 TeV ring. This was initially discussedin the spirit of simplifying the componets
of the standardcell. But, it was quickly real&d that the pure combined function lattice
would lead to anti-damping in the horizontal plane. Next, two lattices consisting of
defocusingbending magnetswere envisioned. The fust lattice used cells containing a
single focusing quadrupoleand defocusingbending magnetselsewhere. Analytical
expressionsfor this simple system were developed. Though the hardware layout is simple
(one quadrupoletype, and one bending magnettype), to obtain increaseddamping one
needsa gradient of about 3 T/m in a 10 T magnet. (D = Z<DB’/B> = -1, which for
B=lOT, and CD> = 1.5 m leads to B’=-3 T/m.) This leads to rather long cells (ii we
demand900 phaseadvancein both planes)and unacceptableamplitude functions. The
secondlattice used defocusingbending magnets,but retained both F and D quadrupolesin
the standardFGDG-type structure. In this case, the two quadrupolesare of different
strengths(lengths), and so one gives up the simplicity one was after.
Another, simpler schemeinvolves misaligning the quadrupolesby roughly 5 mm.
lf the otherwisestandardquadrupolemagnetsam all moved radially outward by this
amount,then the quadrupoleswill steerthe beamand hencegenerateradiation. For this
Cm,
D =-(8S/(Leb))CLdLq)
= - (8 6 I((90 m)(7.5 mrad)) ) (80 m)/(S m)
= -1
---> 6 = 5.5 mm, for SSC-typecell parameters.
The 5.5 mm shift would thus double the transversedamping rate. On the other hand,it
may be more economical or simpler to designa quadt-upolemagnet with a small central
bend field of order 1.2 T to perform the sametask. And, if tbe quadrupolepositions are
remotely tunable, as we havepreviously assumed,then one could contemplate“tuning” the
damping rate.

One afternoon’sdiscussionfocusedon magnet aperture issues. It was the
concensusof the Working Group tba! a 50 mm magnet design was acceptablefor a 2 TeV x
2 TeV pbar-pcollider. For the 30 TeV x 30 TeV collider, the group held the assumptions
that this acceleratorwould use a 2 TeV injector, and would have a till time of under 30
minutes. For this caseit was felt, primarily from SSC experience,that k5 mm were
required for a “good field region,” and fl0 mm of physical aperture was requimd to
perform injection and beam abort procedures.It was felt that the field quality generatedby
present50 mm magnetswas satisfactory. Becausethe nonlinear field quality suffersin a
minor way by going through the magnetoff-axis, one could consider having the 20 mm
beampipe off-center through the (presumed)50 mm magnet bore, if this simplified any
engineeringefforts of the vacuum/linerdesigns. It was later noted that if full advantageof
synchrotronradiation dampingenhancementscan be realiid in this collider -- by
appropriatechoice of lattice, or quadrupoleoffsets,for example -- then the tield quality at
injection could perhapsbe relaxed. In this scenario,a smaller magnet bore, or lower
injection field might be tolerable.
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I. Introduction
The design considerations of a high-luminfsity
collider usually impose a tight
The decomposition
of the budget
emittance budget through the accelerator chain
through various elements of the accelerator chain reveals that a major problem remains
at the low-energy section involving ion source, low-energy beam transport (LEBT) and
radio-frequency quadrupole accelerator (RFQ); here an RFQ accelerator is considered
as the first acceleration column after extraction of an ion beam. A good deal of work has
been done in the past on these individual components, and significant progress in their
state-of-the-art has been achieved. However, an efficient handshake among the three
units has not been demonstrated
experimentally,
and this issue warrants a critical
investigation.
The matching problem in an ion source-LEBT-RFQ
section can be
translated to two basic questions: (1) What is available from an ion source? This
generates the input conditions for the LEBT. (2) What is required at the RFQ input? This
defines the output parameters of the LEBT. In the premises of the curren\-$ccelerators
The beam
H- ion beams are commonly chosen as the initial beam from an ion source.
from an ion source is normally very diverging (envelope divergence - 50 mrad at the
extractor), and the RFQ acceptance requires a highly converging beam (beam radius of
about 1.5 mm and the beam convergence at the maximum envelope radius - -70 mrad).
Furthermore, a differential pumping is required between the ion source and the RFQ so
that the RFQ can be isolated from the ion source. This demands that certain buffer space
be included between the ion source and the RFQ. These constraints need to be
considered in the design of a LEBT. The5problems of intense, high-brightness
beam
transport were discussed in other articles.
A
LEBT system can be developed using (a) a magnetic lens with gas
neutralization,
(b) electrostatic lenses, and (c) RFQ lens. While the scheme (c) has
remained primarily at the conceptual level, there has been considerable amount of work
xists with the scheme (a) in the
on the other two schemes. A lot of wo king experience
6
7
context of experiments at Brookhaven and Los AlamosS. The scheme (b) has been used
very successfully in heavy-ion fusion research at LBL ; long transport channels using
electrostatic quadrupole lenses (ESQ) we e developed for trans q$rt and focusing.
4
Preliminary experiments using einzel lenses and helical ESQ lenses
were conducted
at the SSC Laboratory. Mori presented some interestiqg experimental results with helical
ESQ lenses in the context of transporting heavy ions . At Maryland, we have examined
the design problems of LEBT taking into account the practical considerations specifically
relevant to a high-brightness
accelerator. It has been found that a LEBT system
consisting of ESQ lenses and an einzel lens offers a very attractive solution. This
composite electrostatic LEBT scheme has a strong potential to satisfy many desired
features for developing a low-emittance
injector in the context of advanced accelerators.

ion

Some of the notable features are:
(1) An adequate buffer space between
differential pumping.

an ion source and an RFQ can be provided for

(2) An optimized combination of first-order (ESQ lenses) and second-order (einzel lens)
focusing elements can satis. extreme matching requirements without allowing
any
significant emittance dilution
.
(3) The tuning can be done by adjusting
(4) Some variation of input conditions

low-voltage

power supplies of ESQ lenses.

can be accommodated.

(5) Reliable simulation of the beam dynamics can be done, and this will provide a good
guideline to recognize the sensitivity of various experimental control knobs.
(6) Beam steering can be done by coupling

a dipole field to an ESQ lens.

A combination of ESQ lenses with a “ring” lens was used very effectively in LBL13;
however, the experiment was conducted in the context of rather low-perveance beam.
In this article, we wish to present the key points of our understanding
on
developing an efficient LEBT for low-emittance injectors. Some specific examples have
been considered here to shade some light on the particular problem.

II. LEBT for a Low-Emlttance Injector
The design studies of a LEBT system have been conducted here using the
parameters of H- beams corresponding to different types of higQ-brightness ion sources,
namely, (a) Penning-D
nrkov type ource at Los Alamos
, (b) volume ioniza@n
‘*and
SSCLl’,
and
(c)
magnetron-type
ion source at SSCL
sources at Brookhaven
.
Figure 1 shows schematics of the LEBT components developed at Maryland. A
combination of six ESQ lenses and a short einzel lens section has been cascaded to
cover a length of about 30 cm; the whole system has been designed compact enough to
minimize the drift space between the lenses. The lens parameters were determined
following a hierarchy of numerical schemes developed by and large at Maryland. The
phase-space distribution of particles and the evolution of emittance through the ESQ
lenses were determined by using a modified version of the Los Alamos particle simulation
code, PARMILA; the modificatio s were done at Maryland to include nonlinear effects
due to fringe-fields of lenses. 1% The parameters of the einzel lens section were
determined by beam dynamics studies using the SNOW code. Details of the simulation
method have been discussed in our earlier papers on this topic as referenced above.
Continuing the discussions along the line of designing ESQ lenses we refer to our
previous studies on the transport of a 30 mA, 35 kV H‘ beam from thecSSCL volume
source12. Figure 2(a) shows the estimated rms normalized emittance enas the beam
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propagates through the six ESQ lenses in the LEBT. The maximum beam excursions in
the two orthogonal directions (X and Y) are shown in Fig. 2(b). Here each set of two data
points corresponds to the values of the parameters in the two orthogonal directions. The
data at z = 0 correspond to the input values; afterwards, each dataset represents the
values at the end of the subsequent lenses. Note that the emittance grows as the beam
excursion through the lenses increases. This suggests that the external focusing force on
the beam should be applied adiabatically to avoid any sudden increase of amplitude and
thereby to control the emittance growth. In the above example, the emittance growth in
the ESQ LEBT was estimated to be a factor of about 1.5; the einzel lens section didn’t
contribute to the emittance growth. This result satisfied the emittance budget allowed in
the SSCL ion source-LEBT-RFQ
section.
In a recent study on transporting a 30 mA, 35 kV H- beam from a magnetron
source we examined the criticality of various elements; the ESQ LEBT parameters are
same as in the previous example. Figure 3 shows envelope solutions of the beam for two
different lengths of the drift space between the LEBT and the extractor of the ion source:
(a) LEBT at a distance of 5 cm from the extractor, and (b) LEBT at a distance of 2.5 cm
from the extractor. The beam envelope could be maintained within about 80% of the lens
aperture in the case (b), while the envelopes show larger excursion in the case (a)
resulting a higher emittance growth. This example reveals that a close coupling between
the LEBT and its interfacing components is desired to maintain a tight emittance budget.
In this example, the einzel lens section has not been considered: however, if a long drift
space is required between the LEBT and the RFQ (-several ems) as in the case of the
SSC injector, an einzel lens needs to be included for a satisfactory solution.
III. Conclusions
The above analysis gives us some guidelines to design an efficient ion sourceLEBT-RFQ section. In view of the parameters of the proposed 30 x 30 TeV collider it has
been noted that a strong R&D program on the low-emittance injector is warranted. In this
area, the crux of the problem is found to be related to the following points:
(1) Optimization of ion source parameters to deliver a nearly parallel beam to the LEBT;
(2) Close coupling between an ion source and a LEBT and between a LEBT and an RFQ:
(3) Detailed experimental investigation on LEBTs using intense, high-brightness beams.
In this article, we have showed a scheme to develop an efficient LEBT using a
combination
of ESQ lenses with an einzel lens when a quite difficult matching
requirement was imposed. In general, electrostatic LEBT schemes are expected to work
well at the low-energy end, especially for a short-pulsed (c 50 trs) beam with a beam
current of - 30 mA at a beam voltage of - 35 kV. Higher beam currents can also be
efficiently transported using electrostatic lenses, particularly ESQ lenses, if the beam
voltage is increased and the perveance remains close to typically the 30 mA, 35kV
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case. We have been conducting experiments on a test stand at Maryland to develop an
efficient ion source-LEBT system which can couple beams with an RFQ very efficiently.
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The 2 TeV pp collider discussed at this workshop would necessrzily have hundreds
of long-range interactions between the counter-rotating bunches and some of the loworder effects of these interactions are estimated below. As we will see below, the
helical orbit around the accelerator will help alleviate some of these effects, though
the tune spread due to the long-range interactions will be present.
First, we consider the forces on an antiproton due to the passage of a single proton
bunch. The force from the proton bunch varies as the distance from the center of the
bunch as
1 - e-r’/Q
F(r) which, if we assume that the two bunches are sufficiently separated, varies approximately as l/r. The magnitude of the force is given by
F(t) = 2
where e is the unit charge of the proton, and J is the number of charges per unit
length along the proton bunch.
Next, consider an antiproton whose equilibrium orbit is a distance d away from
the proton bunch. For simplicity, we consider only the effect in one degree of freedom
(horizontal, say). If z is the displacement from this equilibrium orbit then the force
on the antiproton as a function of z is just
-Ae2
F(s) = tcod(l t z/d)
which, under our assumptions, can be expanded to
F(z) = 2

(1-;+(g2-(gt...).

For the above expression, we have assumed that the antiproton bunch is to the “radial
outside” of the proton bunch. If it were on the “radial inside” of the proton bunch,
the force would be
F(z) =

.le2
rcod(1 - z/d)
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which, expanded, yields
F(z) = s

(lt;t(;)2t(;)3t...).

We see immediately that the long range force will generate steering errors on
the antiproton trajectory, as well as a tune shift along the principal trajectory, a
contribution to the chromaticity along the principal trajectory, plus there will be a
tune shift with amplitude, which will generate a tune spread among the antiproton
bunch. Below we make estimates of the magnitudes of these four elects.

1

Orbit

Distortion

The change in the slope of the antiproton
the proton bunch will be

AZ’
=/ v

trajectory

due the long-range force from

=/ =$$&=2r-g;c2

where N is the total number of protons in the bunch, and 7 is the normal relativistic
factor. This expression can be re-written in terms of the proton’s classical radius, ro,

This single steering error will then produce a closed orbit distortion of the principal
trajectory of magnitude:
A5 = WI@
2~sinr4

x Nro G.
d
7

Rewriting the displacement in units of beam sigma’s,
A2
Nto
-Yppjiyy=

r

4rrAv~o
(44

where Av~o is the standard beam-beam head-on tune shift parameter:

and Ed is the rms normalized emittance,

*42(a)
eN = m7.

2

Tune Shift

The tune shift due to the gradient term in the force equation can be estimated using
the standard tune shift formula:
@F’(s)da

AL=&+;/

=-

PJ

1
4rpY /

5/3ds

which reduces to

This is the change in tune of an antiproton along the ideal trajectory
by the long-range passage of a proton bunch.

3

which is caused

Chromaticity

The contribution

to the ring chromaticity
At = $%D

due to a sextupole field can be written as

= $308

+ $

PDF”(a)
I
7ms

da

which, for our case, can be simplified to

At = -4Avno(Dlu)
(d/d3
.

4

Tune Spread

The tune shift with amplitude due to a eero-th harmonic octupole field distribution
can be written as
Av(a) = #z2
where
KE&

p
z

2

pn
gda.

j(
>
Here, ,& is the amplitude function at the point corresponding to the amplitude a. For
our case,
K=$j($)2~=~~&.
Thus, the tune’shift with amplitude

becomes

3m27 Nro
1
Av(a) = ---8 Bo ek (W4
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which reduces to

Here, c. is the emittance of a particle with amplitude a.
We can write down the average tune shift of the distribution
that < a2 >= 2 < z2 >= 2a2 and hence < e,, >= 2eN. Thus,

of particles by noting

(Av) = ;;,;I
A tune “spread” for the distribution can be estimated by taking one’s favorite
maximum emittance particle. For example, the particles at a = 2.45~ (the phase
space radius which contains 95% of the particles) will have a tune shift of
Av(a = v&r)

= ;$$.

This would correspond to the spread in tunes the particles would have beyond the
tune “shift” along the central trajectory which was calculated earlier.

5

Remarks

on Adding

the Contributions

For the purpose of the Workshop, we are interested in looking at the order of magnitude of these effects to see if they warrant considerable further study. We estimate
the above effects using a head-on beam-beam tune shift parameter of Av~o = 0.01
for a single head-on collision. We also assume that the counter-rotating bunches are
separated along a helical orbit with the bunches separated by about 50. Then, just
plugging in numbers to the above, we have
(Az,/u),,,

% 4s(;01)

= 0.025

Av

=

2(0.01) = 0.0008

At

=

-4$.01)(4m/0.4mm)
53

Aen..

E

90

5’

= -3 2

= 0.00014

In the third line, we have assumed a typical dispersion of 4 m at a location where the
beam&e is 0.4 mm just as a numerical example. We see the very strong chromatic
effect of the long-range interaction.
We now have to realize that the beams are moving along helical orbits and so wiIl
encounter each other sometimes with the fi bunch to the radial outside, sometimes to
the inside, and of course the vertical and horisontal deflections will be shared at some

(most?) points. For the cases discussed at the workshop in which there are hundreds
of long-range encounters we readily point out a few consequences. First of all, if there
are nn bunches of protons and antiprotons circulating the ring, and if ng is IsIge,
then there will be approximately 2nn long-range encounters. At the Workshop’s end,
the typical number being used was no = 108. Multiplying the above expressions by
a number like 200 will yield
(Az~),,,~~
Av
At
Av,,,,

=
=
=
=

2mm
0.16
-600
0.03

In fact, the first three entries are gross overestimates. The antiprotons will pass
the proton bunches half to the inside and half to the outside, in which case the dipole
deflections will roughly cancel. In addition, the deflections are divided up between
the horizontal and vertical planes. The exact orbit distortions will depend upon the
phase advance between and the amplitude functions at the crossing points (wv/ng)
along the helical orbit.
In addition, the actual tune shifts will be smaller than those calculated above for
much the same reason. When the beams pass each other horisontally, the horizontal
tune shift is of one sign, while the vertical tune shift is of the opposite sign. The tune
shifts are reversed for vertical passages. If roughly half of the passages are vertical
and half horizontal, then the effects will tend to cancel.
Similarly, a horizontal crossing will generate a sextupole component which adds
to the cbromaticity of the accelerator. A vertical crossing, however, generates a skew
sextupole component which does not contribute to the global chromaticity. Also,
the signs of the chromaticity due to the horizontal crossings are opposite for radial
outside and radial inside crossings. Hence, the contributions to the chromaticity of
the ring will tend to cancel each other. Again, the exact residual tune shifts and
chromaticities will depend upon the details of the helical orbit.
Finally, however, the tune spread of the antiproton beam will be approximately
that computed above. The sign of the octupole term is Independent of whether the
bunch is to the radial inside or outside. Furthermore, the sign of the octupole due
to vertical crossings is the same as the sign for horisontal crossings, Thus, the tune
spread in each plane for 200 crossings wilI be on the order of Au,.. = 0.03 due to
the long-range interactions.
A proper detailed analysis of these effects for particular helical orbits and bunch
spacing scenarios should be performed. It is interesting to note that the tune shift
due to the two head-on collisions is 0.02 - this is the shift for the zero-amplitude
particles; the large amplitude particles see essentially no tune shift. On the other
hand, the long range interactions yield a tune shift of 0.03 for the large amplitude
particles; the sero-amplitude particles see essentially no tune shift due to the long
range interactions in the helical orbit.
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ABSTRACT
An important design challenge for a superconducting high energy proton accelerator (such as the LHC or a conjectural 30 x 30 TeV machine) is
preventing the synchrotron radiation energy from being dissipated at liquid
helium temperature. Here a system of warm masks is proposed for capturing the radiation. Radiation is absorbed in thin “scrapers” placed at the
end of every bending magnet, just outside the central orbit, rather than in
a continuous cylindrical liner. The scrapers could be made retractable in
order to preserve a large aperture during commissioning and operational
procedures. A less elegant but possibly more economical scheme has one
or more scrapers inside each magnet.
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In the original SSC design it was assumed that all synchrotron
be dissipated
“liner”

at liquid helium temperature

configuration,

All radiation

illustrated

and this set the luminosity

on the left of Fig. 1, was introduced

was to be trapped in the warm, centered, liner.

been proposed for the LHC it can be called the “standard”
for the main dimensions are coil-inner-radius
and beam-stay-clear-radius

radiation energy would

?b = 10mm.

limit.

Later a

to raise t,his limit.’

Since a similar design has

configuration.

Typical values

rc = 25 mm, liner-inner-radius

PI = 15 mm,

The magnetic field is essentially uniform

out

to coil radius T,, which is much greater than rb, even allowing for closed orbit errors,
injection errors, momentum dispersion and operational
deviation,

all of which contribute

procedures that cause central orbit

to P*. There is no great incentive to reduce P, however,

since the magnet cost would not be much reduced by reducing the bore, say to 20mm
radius. (At least, based on SSC experience, cost as a function of rc has a broad minimum
at about 20 mm radius and the extra cost at 25 mm is modest.) In any case the extra space
was required to make room for the liner.
The suggested alternate design is shown on the right of Fig. 1. The beam has been
intentionally

offset toward the center of the ring, and masks are placed on the outside to

catch the radiation.

Thus the “‘excess” good field region allotted to warm absorber is an

offset vert.ical strip rather than the annulus of the standard design.
A top view of the proposed masking scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The distance between
adjacent masks is L. Quadrupole magnets, being situated just past masks, can be centered
on the design orbit.

Radiation

the next few masks. Installation,

emitted in the region between two masks is absorbed in
retractability

and heat removal from the masks would

be simplest if the masks are between magnets.

For the present discussion that will be

assumed, but a design with masks in the interior of dipoles is probably feasible and may
lead to a cheaper overall design.
The geometry is further clarified in Fig. 3. It is assumed that all radiation
exactly forward.

(With

the typical cone angle of the radiation

at the mask is of order 1 mm-almost
radiation

negligible.)

is taken to be on the central orbit.

Furthermore

being l/7

is emitted

the spot size

the source location of all

This will be approximately

true after the

beam is at full energy (and hence at its most slender), and after closed orbit deviations have
been operationally

reduced. This situation

will hold during the long data taking intervals

vacuumchamber

-

I

region of beam operations

warm liner

warm mask

Figure 1: The figure on the left shows the “standard”

configuration with
radiation absorbed in a continuous, centered, warm, cylindrical liner. The
figure on the right shows the proposed configuration with radiation being
absorbed in judiciously located warm masks, and with the beam eccentrically displaced toward the inside of the ring.

and the energy radiated during the shorter time intervals when these assumptions are not
true will be small by comparison. This operational
masks retractable

time structure

also favors making

the

so that the beam offset cg can be small or zero and the masks inserted

only as required.
The special rays illustrated

have the property

of grazing one mask and just barely

clearing the wall as they strike the next mask. This condition

determines how slim the

masks can be (how little they encroach on the beam) while still catching all the radiation.
The closer together the masks are, the slimmer they can be. The greatest possible mask
separation

is illustrated

on the right-all

radiation

emitted

2 is absorbed in mask 3. In terms of radius of curvature

between mask 1 and mask

R, this results in mask width

T, = 1.5L2/R, and “free radius” of = 0.5L2/R as shown. This may be too extravagant
since it leaves only 40% of the good field volume for beam operations.

For the case on the
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Figure 3: Two choices of mask geometry, both having the property that
a ray grazing one mask just barely reaches the next mask as it is about to
hit the cold magnet bore.
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Table 1: Mask geometry for maximum mask separation and next,-tomax
separation, for coil radius, T, = 25mm.

accelerator

separation

rf/rc

case
LHC

ssc,

maximum

l/2.5

next-tomax

4/6.5

maximum

l/2.5

next-to-max

4/6.5

30x30

left radiation

R

L

T,

2rf

L-design

zs

km

m

mm

mm

m

mm

2.7

7.3

30.0

20.0

9

15.0

4.6

19.2

30.8

14.1

30.0

20.0

8.8

19.2

30.8

10

9.4
15

15.0
9.4

I

emitted between mask 1 and mask 2 is absorbed in mask 4. This “next-t+

max” solution leaves almost 2/3 of the volume free and will tentatively

be put forward as

the design of choice. The dimensions are determined by the following equations,
2rf + T, = 2r, = 50 mm,
and numerical

L (maximum)

=

L,( next-to-max)

g,
d--

=

i-

z:

(1)

results for LHC 2 SSC, and 30 x 30 are given in Table 1.

Also listed in Table 1 are the current-design

magnet lengths.

It can be seen that

the values of L required for radiation masking, are shorter than the current-design

dipole

magnet lengths, though not by much. For example, for the LHC with next-to-max

mask

separat,ion, the magnet lengths would be halved compared to current design. This would
certainly

increase the cost. However the great design simplification

situation

might make this good value. An alternative

masks in the interior

of each dipole of current-design

would be to suspend one or more
lengt’h.

remove t,he heat either transversely or through longitudinal
any radiation)-neither

approach is attractive,

and improved vacuum

It wou!d be possible to

tubes (placed to not intercept

but both are simpler than a full liner.

It will certainly be argued, and cannot be denied, that the field quality in the eccentric
geometry will be less good than in the standard azimuthally

symmetric geometry. Several

points can be made to show that this degradation may be acceptable. Superficially it might
be thought that offset cc could not exceed, or even approach, the radius rb, expected t,o exceed the “dynamic

aperture”

in the standard configuration.

This is certainly wrong since,
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to a first approximation,

the dynamic aperture “moves with the central orbit”.

This has

been observed at t,he Fermilab main ring and at the CERN SPS3 as well as in numerical
simulations

4 and is consistent with the following theoretical

necessarily pessimistic assumption
the multipole

argument.

Making the un-

that the coil is not redesigned for off-center operation,

expansion is
“,,,
By + iB, = Bo c (b, + ia,) (2 - 20 + iy)” )
n=O

(2)

differing from the expansion about the physical magnet center only by the term 20. When
units are chosen such that rc = 1 the coefficients on and b, are expected to be approximately constant, at least out to n = S5 In these units, for the next-to-maxmask
case, the beam offset value is co/r,

b, + b, - (n + l)xsb,+r.
the “linear aperture”)

= 0.38. This offset has a “feed-down”

separation
effect such as

By this estimate the lowest nonlinear coefficient (which controls
could be approximately

doubled in the eccentric operation,

and the

effect on higher multipoles

would be worse. Such a degradation would be close to or beyond

the limit of acceptability.

As a result special attention

the unwanted multipoles,

especially the multipoles bs and bs, unallowed about the origin,

would have to be paid to reducing

but allowed about the displaced central orbit. Alternatively,

15 could be reduced further,

but that would entail suspending masks in dipole interiors.
The physical requirements

for a material from which to manufacture

do not appear to be unduly demanding.

radiation

masks

Table 2 shows some relevant parameters for a low

2 insulator and a high Z conductor, either of which appear to lead to power reflection at the
few percent level, and attenuation

lengths short enough that mask thickness considerably

less than one centimeter would be adequate 6-7
Numerous uncertainties

prevent arriving

at a unique, definitive

conclusion or mask

design. It seems though that halving the magnet length, for example from 9 m to 4.6 m
in the LHC case, would permit
contemplated.

the use of masks far simpler than the liners presently

Making the masks retractable would greatly simplify commissioning.

Table 2:

Properties of materials at critical energy uc. Approximately
half the radiated energy is below wavelength X corresponding to uc. The
“extinction coefficient” k is the imaginary part of the index of refraction.
Except for a numerical factor of order 2a, X/k is the attenuation length in
the material.

graphite

gold

k

k

E

B

uc

X

reflectance

TeV

Tesla

eV

pm

%

LHC

7

8.65

46

0.027

2.6

N 0.1

4.3

0.4

ssc

20

6.67

287 0.0043

< 2.6

zli (&$)20.1

< 4.3

N ($$)20.4

30x30

30

10

968

< 2.6

N ($)20.1

< 4.3

N ($920.4

0.0013

reflect,ance
%
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INTRODUCTION
To achieve high luminosity in a chain of high energy colliders, one can either increase
the beam intensity or lower the transverse emittance. The SSC scenario is to use moderate
current and small emittance(1 vmmmrad) to achieve its goal of luminosity 1033/cm-z/set.
This imposes a stringent emittance budget on its injectors(Linac, LEB, MEB and HEB).
For MEB, it is O.Gsmm.mrad at injection with a growth allowance of 17%.
It is very challenging to preserve such a small emittance in a proton synchrotron since
there are many different sources which might cause the emittance to grow, such as:
A) multipoles
supply ripple;

in magnetic field( from both systematic and random errors) and power

B) space-charge tune spread at injection and transition;
C) decoherence due to residual chromaticity
is injected with transverse errors;
D) coherent instabilities,

and nonlinearity

of fields when the beam

etc.

We have performed a systematic investigation of these effects on MEB emittance growth
by both scaling law and computer modeling. Wherever it is possible, a quantitative analysis
has been given. For each of the problems, some precations are suggested. Their improvements on the beam quality are also described.

MULTIPOLE
EFFECT
OPTIMIZATION
OF LATTICE

AND
STRUCTURE

Various elements present in a real lattice structure cause the beam to cross different
resonance lines which lead to a reduction of beam dynamic aperture or the growth of the
beam emittsnce. In the study of the MEB, the simulation is filled with all of the errors
according to the SSC specifications. First, the closed orbit is corrected to better than 0.6
mm rms using the correction dipoles. The analysis then addresses:
1) linear coupling resonances: v, - vy = 0 and v, + 2/r = 51;
2) third order and other second order resonances;
3) the fourth order difference resonance 2v, - 2~ = 0.
The beam tracking by TEAPOT in the MEB lattice specified with 3B document and
the following Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) clearly indicated the above sources.
Skew quadrupoles, misaligned quadrupoles and solenoids cause coupling between horizontal and vertical betatron motion. To overcome this problem, eight skew quads have been
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placed in the MEB lattice. Based on the 4x4 linear matrix description
motion, the minimum split of the eigentune can be expressed through
I&a -

Qdlmin

of coupled betatron

= rczd)

(1)

For MEB this value is about 6 x lo-* after the correction.
Our study revealed that, when chromaticity correcting sextupoles were included at
every quadrupole location, the main driving source for the third order resonances comes
from those sextupoles (164 in MEB). Guignard’s formula is used to estimate the strength of
the driving term based on summation of all the sextupoles contribution.
However, removing
a few sextupoles at strategic locations has significantly reduced the strength of driving term
for major third order resonances. As a result of this optimized arrangement, the beam
dynamic aperture is increased from 50 ?rmn.mrad to 80 vmmmrad.
It is well known that an isolated difference resonance does not lead to an instability
since the particle motion is bounded. However, an initially very small emittance in one
direction may grow to a large value due to the coupling with the motion in another direction.
Therefore, much attention should be paid to the correction of difference resonance, especially
for the machine emphasizing small emittances. For the MEB, a tracking result analysis by
FFT indicated that after the third order resonance correction, the fourth order coupling
resonance, 2v, - 2v, = 0, becomes the main obstacle to a further increase in the dynamic
aperture.
Although octupole correctors can be included to reduce the driving term for
this resonance, the study shows that a simple and effective scheme is to use tune splitting
mode: changing the operating point from (25.4, 25.4) to (26.4, 25.4). With this scheme.
the strength of the difference resonance is greatly reduced. The simulation with the new
operating point shows a significant increase in beam dynamic aperture, from SOamm.mrad
to 150nmm.mrad.
Experience at the CERN SpS and other machines has shown that power supply ripple
affects the long term dynamic aperture through modulation of the tune. Especially, a
betatron frequency near resonance with ripple frequencies can lead to emittance growth
through driven betatron oscillations. For the SSC collider, the betatron frequency is about
700 - EOOHz which is around the ripple frequency 720 Hz. -4 tracking study up to ten
thousand turns shows an increase in vertical emittance of 222%. For MEB, the betatron
frequency is 30000 Hz, far away from the ripple frequency. So the ripple is not a problem.

SPACE CHARGE TUNE SPREAD AND
CHOICE OF OPERATING
POINT
The repulsive electric force produced by the beam itself often can not be ignored,
resulting in the betatron tune of the particles being depressed. The maximum tune shift
from the bare tune is given by Laslett formula for the Gaussian distribution:
Au=-

rpntBf
4npy3P”
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For the MEB with an injection momentum of 12 GeV/c, the maximum tune shift is -0.083.
This shift may make a motion of the the beam cross low-order resonances. The initial
operating point was originally set to (25.42, 25.38). D ue to space charge effects the tunes of
the particles spread out downward on the plane. The particles near the center of bunch are
depressed the most, reaching tunes of (25.34,25.30); very close to the horizontal third-order
resonance, 3v, = 76. Some outer particles in the beam would fall in the vertical third-order
region, 3~~ = 76. The beam simulation code, SIMPSONS indicates that there is an increase
in both horizontal and vertical emittances, and this increase in the vertical plane can reach
approximately 10% when the MEB injection process is finished.
To solve the above problems, the operating point has been adjusted from (25.42, 25.38)
to (25.43, 25.46). After the tune shift due to the space charge, the operating point is moved
to (25.35, 25.38), still far away from the third integer resonances. A beam stimulation shows
that no significant emittance grow is found.
When the beam crosses the transition energy, the bunches become much shorter. The
bunching factor increases from 8.1 to about 65. However, the dispersion beam size, which
is proportional to D?, where D is dispersion function and 9 is rms relative momentum
spread, becomes relatively big at the transition. Therefore, the tune shift is smaller than the
injection value. Our simulation does not show any significant growth through the transition.

DECOHERENCE

AND SUPPRESSION

OF INJECTION

ERROR

When a beam is injected on a path different from the closed orbit, it begins making
betatron oscillations about the closed orbit. If the beam contains a spread of tunes, the
motion will decohere as the individual betatron phases of the particles disperse. The phase
space distribution of the beam spreads from a localized bunch to an annulus which occupies
all betatron phases.
In the MEB, the injection errors come from the LEB extraction system (kicker and
septum), the MEB injection kicker and other elements on the beam transmission line. The
statistical errors at the injection point are 0.7 mm in horizontal plane and 1.1 mm in vertical
plane. The emittance dilution factors, which are defined by
F ~ 5 = ~A%%)~oreni
E
2
PC

(31

will be 20% in horizontal plane and 85% in vertical plane. Here, Ax is the equivalent
injection error given above, and e is the normalized beam emittance.
A damper has been specified to suppress the coherent oscillation due to injection errors.
The damping speed should be much faster than the dilution time which is expressed in
number of turns by
<
70 = -

I

(4)
Au
where Au is the tune spread in the beam. In the MEB, there are two sources of the betatron
tune spread: transverse nonlinearity where tune varies as a function of particle amplitude
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and nonzero chromaticity where tune varies as a function of momentum
chromaticity, which is expressed by

spread through

According to our simulation, the emit&rice dilution due to the first factor is very slow in
MEB. The second action is periodic. The emittance decoheres each synchrotron oscillation.
as expected. In a real machine, the chromatieity should not be corrected to zero exactly
because of the concern of the coherent instability.
Suppose residual chromaticity is -5.0:
then the emittance will be diluted completely within 310 turns. So a damping period of 25
turns is good enough for limiting the emittance.
The MEB damper system consists of beam position monitor, electronic processing,
time delay, filter and deflector. The input of the feedback system is the measurement of
the transverse position of a longitudinal fraction of the beam. This position information is
treated in a signal processing chain and ends up in the deflector. This beam deflector should
transmit the information to the same fraction of the beam that was measured. To ensure
that the information is transmitted to the correct beam portion it is further necessary that
electronic phases or delays of the electric signal are well matched to the speed of the particle
in the MEB. A set of basic properties have to be available to guarantee the function of the
damper system.
COHERENT

INSTABILITIES

AND

CURES

The interaction between the charged beam and the environment (wake field) might
excite many different coherent oscillations in the beam. In some case it can lead to the
transverse emittance growth and even a beam loss. By their original mechanism, the coherent instabilities in MEB may be classified into three categories: singIe bunch caused by the
broad band impedance, couple bunch by the high-Q impedance of RF cavity and resistive
wall by the non-purely conductive vacuum pipe. A code ZAP has been used to estimate the
threshold value or growth time of these instabilities. Around transition, where the theoretical mode used in ZAP no longer works well, the six-dimensional tracking code SIMPSONS
is used, as well as the two-dimensional code ESME.
Many effort~s have been ma.de in the design to reduce broad ba,nd impeda.nce of the
MEB. These include shielded bellows and screened pump ports, etc. As a result of these
efforts, the broad band impedance is expected to be reduced to 1.65 MOhm/m. Our study
indicates that there is big margin of the impedance budget in comparison with the threshold
value of the single instability(36 MOhm/m at the injection).
However, the beam in the MEB does have a problem with the coupled bunch instability
which is caused by the transverse high-mode impedance inside the RF cavities. The coherent
oscillation modes can then be determined by these high mode impedances. Some of them
might lead to beam instability. When it happens the amplitude of the coherent oscillation
will increase with time exponentially and can be expressed by
yn(t) = y,e*

(6)
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where yn is displacement and 79 is defined as growth time. According to our calculation, the
growth time is about 1 second. This obviously can not be tolerated, considering the beam
will circulate in the ring for 5 second. High Order Mode dampers are proposed for the RF
cavities. A significant improvement on growth time can be seen to be around 20 sec.
The resistive-wall instability is a common problem for large hadron accelerators and
colliders. It grows very fast. It is caused by the large real part of the transverse coupling
impedance of the nonpurely conductive ring. It may be triggered in many different modes.
For the MEB, the lowest mode frequency is 41KHz. This is also the fastest growing mode
with a growth time of 2.5ms. The highest mode is about 30MHz. To suppress this instability,
a feed-back system has been planned. It will consists of beam position monitor, electronic
processing, time delay, filter and kicker. To ensure suppression, the specifications of the
system have been set as follows:
bandwidth: 30KHz-30MHz; deflection: 3.2prad/turn,
25 turns; acceptance: 2mm; peak power: 700W

at Pi,j=lPGeV/c;

damping period:

Special attention has been paid to the transition region of the MEB where the dynamic
process is nonadiabatic. As the phase slip factor,

,,‘-A
-it* 7*

(7)

approaches zero, less Landau damping is provided. Since the chromaticity is not zero in a
ieal machine, a large shift in coherent mode frequencies, which is estimated through

occurs, where ( is chromaticity, wg is the revolution frequency and vg is the betatron tune.
i strong coupling of m=O mode to the resistive part of the broad band impedance can be
expected, aa indicated by Jacques Gareyte. One option to cure the head-tail instability
during crossing the transition is to introduce some external nonlinearity, such as magnetic
octupole. However, if the beam has small transverse dimension like in the MEB, the induced
frequency spread by the octupole can be insufficient to cure the instability. In such case,
the only cure to this head-tail instability is a chromaticity-jump.
By reversing the sign of
the chromaticity before and after transition correctly, one can guide the shift to the right
direction so to avoid the coupling. This technique has been successfully implemented in
both the main ring of Fermilab and the PS at CERN.

CONCLUSION
In a high energy proton synchrotron like the MEB, there are many different sources
which might lead to a transverse emittance growth. However, with a good machine design
and some necessary precautions it is possible to control this growth within tolerable level
and achieve the design goal: a machine of high luminosity with a relatively low transverse
emittance.
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The bran-beans
interaction significantly afFrct.s thr betatron motion of particles in
the collidrr. Retatron tune shifts arr rvaluated by considrring efforts from t,he hea,&011
<collision at, the IR points and the long range interaction of ~7 beams in the ‘L x 2 TrL’
collider. Thr stability litnits arr calculated analytically using the averaging method.

I. Head-on Collision
A particle receives a transverse kick at an interaction point [l],

yu”

z-z -Nprp

1 - &(2

1

+ y’) t &(2

+ y2)2

1

>

(1)

where .X~i,is the particle number per bunch, c is the rnls beam size of a round Gaussian
F2
= 1.534i x lo-'8
111.
bram, and rp = 4n~,,,ip,z
For a small anlplitude betatron oxillation, the tune shift dur t,o thr bran-beam
interaction, namrly brad-on rollisionl is given by
1 -

;(:k

+2n,)+

+A:

+&,,+:k$..,

1
,

("1

where AI/JJ~ is the linear tune shift per c,rossing, given b>

here the
and c~,~= ?u’/$‘* is the normalized bean1 Fmittance, and ~l,,~ = (Az,y/2u)21
bet&on anlplitude il,,, is defined by z = A,co~&~
and y = ii,cos~,. One can also
obtain Avy rvhicb is the same as Ai/, wit,h x and y interchanged.
The tune spwad is c,ontribntrd by highrr order trrnx which gives Sr/ < /AI/HOI.
At .4, = A, = &cr, a particle has a net tune shift AU, = 0.6Av~o.
[Numerical
values] A 2 x ‘L TeV pp collider [2]:
A’$,= 2.38 x lO”/bunch, rVF = 9 x IO”/1 >unch, and tx = 3 (7T1111wn1r).
P’:
p:

AVHO = 0.007:S

AI/)j<, = 0.0194

(two crossings) ,
(two croSsings)
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II. Long-Range

Interaction

Transversr kicks caused by the long range forw arr given by [I]
&’

Ay’

.t+d
2!V 7
--dz
y (L + d)’ + I/”
2Npr, 1 _ 2 + 2-2- y2 + :3JTy2- .13
+...
lP
1
1
l.Tb+;;2+yt’

=

:
=

y
-__21vphp --yd
1d

2SY + 32y - y3
d’

d3

1

+..,

(41

(5)

1

whew d is the horizontal separation between pp beams.
For a small anlplitude betatroll oscillation, t,he t,nnr shifts are given by

A,,, All,

= --

[;=;1” [ 1+ acA:4-;A:) + -1 ,
/~,n;,~,-1
2ryd2

+ :](A;

-2A:)

+

4d’

I

(6)

(7)

The leading tern] results in thr linear tune shift per ring:
AVLR =

Nb!vpt lJ = Al/Ho-4 lvb
92 1
Tf&TJ”

(8)

where -Vb is the bunch number per beam, an d = 90 in average. The horizontal and
vertical twos have opposite signs, “-” for the horizontal tune and ‘I+” for the vertical
t~lule.
The tune spread is contributed by the arnplit,udr dependent ternlsl mainly fronl
t,he octupole term, given by

sr/,= - :;;f~;;(az - 20,) = -A,/tH3(azj 2ay)
Thr vertical tunr spread Sv, is the same as 6v, with 2’ and y interchanged
[Numerical
values] A 2 x 2 TrV @ collider [2]:
,,: AI/HO = 0.0037, ‘v, = 108, 9 = 10, 0, = ay = 1:
AvLR = O.Olr,Y ~ 61/, = &/, = -0.0005
jTi: Ar/ffo = 0.0097. iVb = 108, 9 = 10, 0, = cly = 1.
AI/LR = 0.0419 ,

sv, = 6vv = -0.001:1

III.

Stability

Limits

For a collidrr
cxrllkiw

is givrn

of Beam Motions

with p sections of IR’s. the stability limitatiuu

dur to thr Iwitd-on

hj- [3]
~ = ros(27?/p)

- cos[rr(2m

+ l)/p]

4r sin(%/p)

(10)

’

is t,hr linear tune shift, factor. and m is t.hr mode number. m =
Wh~l.fl ( = E
0. &I. i?,
.,-anrl I = 0: 1. Thr orbit distortion due to t,hr l~ra~~~~-braxintrrartior
has contributed a factor of l/2.
In the case of the 2 x 2 TrV collider? there are two IR’s! i.e., p = 2. The stabilities
should also take the long range interaction into account. Since there are !Vb encounters
within one section, one obtains 4’ = < y from Eq. (9). The stability limits for different
seperations between pp beams are shown in Fig. 1, where the first curve denotes the
limit for d = 10~ and the second one for d = 2Ou, and the dashed line includes only t,he
head-ou collision. Below the curves: the beam motion is stable, otherwise unstable.
I

0.15

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

0.10
s(r
0.05

0.00
0

0.5

1
u

1.5

2

Figure 1: Stability limits for different beam separat.ions: the I.4 curve is for d = 10~~
the 2nd curve for d = ‘LOa. and the dashed line for the head-on collision only.
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Abstract
Analytic
solutions for phase trombones
in arc and straight sections are attempted.
Solutions for a linearized deviations of quadrupole strength in thin lens approximation
are obtained and discussed. Examples for phase advance p = 90’ and fi = 76’ of
FODO cells are used to demonstrate the applicability of the method.

1

Introduction

In the lattice deign of a circular accelerator or a storage ring, the concept of using standard
modules has been playing an important role in simplifying the machine design and reducing
the machine cost. FODO cell, which has been widely employed by many accelerators, is a
typical example. For storage rings with tunable betatron functions in insertion region (IR),
a novel concept of using phase trombone was advanced during the SSC design to absorb
necessary tune shifts in p function tuning. This is important to maintain the relative phase
of the FODO cells in the arc, where many correction packages are sensitive to their relative
betatron phases. This note discusses an analytic solution in thin lens approximation.
A possible phase trombone shown in Figure 1, was discussed in this workshop [l]. It
consists of five FODO like cells in arc section with adjustable quadrupole strengths. (see
also Figure 2 in Appendix B for a possible phase trombone in straight section). With this
flexibility, it can be used to adjust the betatron phases (or tunes equivalently) leaving other
outside lattice parameters intact by varying only quadrupole strengths in the phase trombone.

IT-,818&810,218,~l
Q5

Q3

&I

Q3

Q5

Figure 1 Layout of a phase trombone module in arc section
In order to see explicitly how each quadrupole strength depends on the required phase
adjustments and how much the phases one can adjust, it is worth working out the analytic
solutions for phase trombone modules. Of course, numerical solutions can be easily obtained
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by running many lattice design codes. Nevertheless a simple handy analytic
helpful in conceptual lattice design.

2

Matrix

Representation

of Phase Trombone

Mathematically, phase trombone in an arc section (see Appendix
phase trombone in straight section) can be expressed as [2],

solution is

Modules

B for the discussions on

where iQF,B and Qi are respectively the transfer matrix for a half focusing quadrupole, a
bending magnet and quadrupole i, i = 1,2,3,4,5. In thin lens approximation, they are given

by
+(

i

H 8),

B=(i

i

Qi=(

T),

+

8

H),

(1)

where L, 8 and f are respectively the half length, bending angle and focal length of a regular
FODO cell. fi is the focal length of the quadrupole Qi with i = 1,2,3,4,5. TO match the
bet&con and dispersion functions at the ends of the module in both planes, the following
constraints must be imposed at the center of the module,
czv = 0

0, = 0,

and

D’(s) = 0,

(2)

where a z.y = $3&(s) with O(sLv as the betatron amplitude function and D(s) is the dispersion function in z plane. The above constraints can be satisfied equivalently by imposing
the whole transfer matrix of the phase trombone, M to obey the following equation,

M = ( $

$I

,i

),,y

= ( -g;:4z,u

pF:~x;‘g

“F$+;z~“i)

(3)

with the initial conditions as,
pz = pF = 2L(y),

p, = pD = =(:;p

D, = DF = y+p,

I?; = D; = D, = 0,

a,=0

and

3)

(4)

a,=)O,

where &,v = 5~ t Apz,u is the total phase advance of the module in (z, g) planes with p as
the phase advance of a regular FODO cell. To find the relations between fi and &,, one
has to work out the elements m;i of the transfer matrix, which is given by the following
matrix multiplications,
M=~QF.B.Q5.B.Q4.B.Q3.B.QZ.B.Ql,B.Q2,B.Q3.B.Q4.B.QS.B.~QF,

Analytic

expressions for the above transfer matrix elements mij have been acquired [3].

?3 5

3

Equations

For Phase Trombone

Modules

Relating the transfer matrix elements mij to Eq. (3), a set of equations, which consist of
five equations with five adjustable parameters, are established,
rnllI - CO6& = 0
rnlly - CO6f#Jy= 0
I

W3r

t

DF%lz

m1zc t P;wz
m2y t @ml,

= 0
= 0

(5)

= 0.

If solutions for the above equations exist, one can always adjust the phases to desired values
with matched betatron and dispersion functions at each end of the module. However, to
find the general analytic solutions for Eq. (5) is difficult.

4

Linearized

Approximation

With certain conditions, the matrix elements, therefore the equations for fi, i = 1,2,3,4,5
can be greatly simplified. If we assume that each quadrupole strength can be adjusted in
the proximity of a nominal FODO cell value f, the focal lengths for quadrupoles in phase
trombone then can be written in the form of
fi

= f( I+

7)~

i = 1,2,3,4,5,

(‘5)

with y << 1. In this case, a linear approximation, which means only the first order terms
of Aft/f are considered, should represent the system well. Substituting Eq. (6) back into
Eq. (5), expanding and keeping the first order terms of Af;filf only, five linear equations
are obtained with the unknowns as Afi/f, i = 1,2,3,4,5. These equations can be solved
analytically. Their solutions are listed in Appendix A.
For example, a solution for a betatron phase advance of a regular FODO cell p = 9On is
given by
9 = -0.3997 sin Ap, - 0.1721 sin Apr,
9 = -0.1600 sin Apz - 0.02746 sin Apr,,
y=0.01831 sin A/& - O.l067sinAp,,
(7)
y = -0.05335 sin Apr - 0.009153 sin Apv,
y=
0.1815sin Apz - 0.02063 sin Apu,
I
where & = $ $ Apz and &, = $rr + A& with Ap, and Apv are the intended phase shifts.
Note that the linearized solution is independent of 0 and cell length. The shifts in focal
lengths depend linearly on cos Apr and cos Apv. It turns out that Ql requires the largest
tunable strength for the betatron phase adjustments of the phase trombone in arc section.
By confining Af;/f within !olO%, Eq. (7) give good estimates of how much phases one
can adjust. To find the maximum ranges of the phase adjustments corresponding to the
*lo% variations of Afi/f, rough calculations are made by considering the most sensitive
quadrupoles only. It shows that the phase adjustment ranges are A& = IA& -A& 1cs 30°,

!36

for phase trombone in arc section at p = 90°, where A/&
and A&, are respectively z and y plane phase shifts corresponding to i-IO% and -10%
Numerical calculations performed by varying ApLr with fixed Apv
variations of (Afi/f)msx.
or vice vers(~ confirmed above estimates [3]

A& = I&: - A&I

5

z 700

Conclusion

Analytic solutions for phase trombone modules have been obtained in linear approximation.
The adjustable ranges of the bet&on phases within HO% variations of Afi/f
estimated
are,

A&z

e30°,

Ah

70'

for arcsection withy

= 90’
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Appendix

A: Solutions

For Phase Trombone

in Arc Section

In linear approximation, the relative quadrupole strength changes AfJ f, i = 1,2,3,4,5 for
phase trombone module at arc section have been solved analytically. They are given by,
Aft
-i

=

{-96f”

- 44f’“L

+3020f*L’

+ 1336fl’LZ

-4llOPL’

+44fsL”

+ lOfL’5

f’L’)cos&

+ f’OZ” - f9L’)Cns$“]]
r?=
f

{(f’-4fzL’+

f

=

+(2f’O-

+(64f”
+4f”L’-

+(lOf”L+

- 8f’L’

f*L)cos&])

- 2120f”L~

+mpL”

- 137f”Z’
f”Z’

- llOfJL’3

- 54f13L3 + 52f’=L’

-26f”L3-4f”L’

+ L)(lOfS

+ 2fZ’

+ 5684f’“Ls

-378f’L’Z

+ 5f’Z

+10f”L5

- 40f’LZ

- 20flLJ

+ La))-’

- loopL’+70f’L~

-2ofQL’+2L’O

x {8L’(-20f’“+85f*Lz-

+(zf’o

104pL’+53f’Le

+ zy-

(f[-64f”+8f”L+864f”L1- 740f’Z’

+ 34f”Z

x (4(4f - L)Lb(-2f

- 16f’L’

L’)[-4f’0+50f’L*

+f”L)cos@,
- 12flZ’

*

+ 21f+L”

1666PL’O

- 2L’” + (96f”

+10f11Z’-5f’0L’+
+42f”L’

+ 630f’SLS -4146f’ZL’

- 212of’Le+

- 1540f’L’

124f”L3-2404f’oL4
+ 460f’L’

+ 422f’L”

- 124f3Z”

- 12f’3L-62f’zL”+20f’~Z3+4f’oL’+
fgL”)cos$Y])

x [8(2f - L)(4f

+500f9L5+2170f’L’
- 52f’Z”

f*Z”)cosr$,
- L)Z’(Sf’-

+ 12fL=

+(4fx3Z

20f’L’+21fL’-8f’L6+

+ 2L”

-2f”L’
La))-’
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- 100fBz’+70f’L’-20f’z~
+2L’o +(zf’O+
fOL)cos&
+ (Zf” - fOL)cosd,]) x (8L4(20f10 - 85f’L’ + 104f’L’ - 53f’L” + 12f’Z’ - L”))-’
{f5[32f”
+ 4f”L - 400fPLz - 5Of’L’ + 800f’L’ + 100f’L’ - 560f’L’ - 70f’L’
{f’[-4f’O+sof~L~

+ 160f3L’

+ 20f’Z’

+ f’Z’)cos&]}

- 16fZ”

- 2L”

- (32f”

+ 6f”L

- 85f’L’

x {8(4f - Z)Zs(20f’o

+ fsL’)cosO.

+ 104f’L’

Appendix B:
Solutions For Phase Trombone

+ (2f”L

- 53f’L’+

12f*L”

in a Straight

- L”))-’

Section

Figure 2 is the layout of a phase trombone in straight section, where QD denotes a defocusing
quadrupole.

QZ

Q4

;QD

QZ

Q4

$QD

Q3
Figure 2 Layout of a phase trombone in straight section

Similar as for the phase trombone in arc section case, in thin lens and linear approximation, the changes of each quadrupole strength can be solved analytically from the following
equations,
m11z - CO6#Jc= 0 m12z + p;m,,, = 0
= 0.
{ m1y - cos+y = 0 m12y tP$xl,
Where mij are the transfer matrix elements, which are given by the following matrix multiplications,

M.,t=~QD.B.Q4.B.Q3.B.Q1.B.Ql.B.Q*.B.Q3.B.Q4.B.~QD
Note here that B is the transfer matrix of a drift space, not a bending magnet, with its
length equal to L, the half length of the regular FODO cell. Their solutions are given by,
Afi
-7

=

+&
f

=

(4f”

-32PLa+40f’Z4

- 16f’L’+ZL’-2f’cw(&)+

- f’Zcos(du)){4L4(8f4

- 6f’L’

f’Lcos(&)

{(-f4+4fzLz-Z’)(-4f’+32PL2-40f4L4+16f’L6
+f’Lcos(++r)

-Zf”c~s(~~)

+ Z’))-’
-2Z’+2f’cos(&)

+ 2f” cos(#,) - f’Lcos(Qy))){8(2f

- Z)L4(2f2

- Z2)(4f”

+ 2f’L

-8f’L’-4f=LJ+2fL’+L”))-’
Af3
T-

=

{-4f”

+ 32f”L’

+2f’acas(~,)
{f’(-4P

- 40f’L’

+ 16f’L”

+ f”Zcos(&))(4(2f

+ 32f6Lz - 40f’L’

- f’Lcw(d,))){8(2f

- 2f’L’

+ 2f”

- L)Z’(2f

cm(&)

+ Z)(2f2 - LZ)(2f’

+ 16fzZ6 - ZL” + Zf’cos(+,)

- Z)Z’(2fz

- L’)(4f”

- f”Lcos(&)

+ 2f’L

- 4fZZZ + L’)}-’

+ f’Lcos(+r)

- 8f3Z1 - 4f’L’

+ 2f”cos(d,)

+ 2fZ4 + L’))-’
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Solution for the drift space length not equal to L has also been obtained [3].
For example, when the p = 76O, equally simple solution forms are obtained,
$&
y
y
i y

=
=
=
=

-0.06956 (cos& - CO64/J) - 0.2924 (cos& - cos 4p),
-0.2290 (cosq& - cos 4~) - 0.05448 (cosq$ - cos 4~),
-O.O3939(cos& - cos4~) - 0.1615 (COSTS- COS~/L),
-0.08280 (cosq& - cos 4~) - 0.01970 (cos& - cos 4~).

The obtained phase adjustment
A&

range corresponding to *lo%
= 50°,

variations of Afi/f

are,

A&, = 40’.
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Chromatic Correction Of RHIC when One or Two Insertions
is at p* = 0.5 m*
W. Scandaleand S. Tepikian
CERN

BNL

The experimental insertion of RHIC can be tuned to p’ = 0.5m with the appropriate gradients of
the insertion quadrupolesas shown Fig. 1. Under theseconditions, proton beamswith nominal
emittance of 24 rtmm-mmd can still be accommodatedin the inner triplet of 0’ = 0.5m. However,
the off momentum orbit functions are quite sizably distorted while the detuning with the relative
momentum becomeslarge. Figures 2 and 3 show the behavior of the tunes as a functions of the
relative momentum with one or two experimental insertions set to p* = 0.5m.
A way to reducethe off momentum perturbation of the orbit functions is to introduce six families
of chromatic sextupolesaccording to the following scheme[l]:
Outer Arc

SF

SD+E,
SD -or

Inner Arc

SF -rz2
SF+E~

SD

where in the outer arc a perturbation is addedto the defocussingsextupolesand on the inner arc a
perturbation is introducedon the focussing sextupoles.This is well suited to reduce the maximum
sextupoleexcitations.As a result of the chromatic detuning of RHIC becomesreasonably smooth
as shown in Fig. 3 and 4 for one or two insertions with fi* = 0.5m.
To limit the sextupoleexcitation to below lOClAmps,it is suggestto use only one p* = 0.5m insertion for proton -proton collisions. The use of it for ions will be limited due to the larger emittances
growths causedby innabeam scattering.
No attempt was madeto correct the chromatic effects of the insertion with a local correction
schemeto avoid large sextupole excitations. There are many studiesthat need to be done including tracking to better understandthis correction scheme.
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